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NEWS.

1.

'1 err!tile pictures of misery andcorrut
tion in Russia
Many Italian laborers killed by a storm
Gladrtonlans probably will gain a seat li 1
t he House of Commons.
Trouble in Madagascar.
Burning of tip' 'tejuu'-r Abyssinia at sea.
Tbe Older of Vesta alleged to be fraudu
lently conuucied.
Loss of steamer West Coast and nine men
A summer hurricane in Iowa.
Death of the tallest soldier from Maine.
Another Chilian outrage.
Wealthy planter’s death due to cigarett
smoking.
Washington:
Mr. Mills very sick again.
The Senate in session.
Patents awarded to Maine investors.
Bullion lor the standaid silver dollar
exhausted.
Russell Sage persecuted by cranks.
Dr. Depew on the crankiness of the Puri

Streo Oerter* and Two

fail.

Damegiug testimony

In the trial of Di

MiUMlM*.

Terrible Pictures of

and Cor-

•

4.

•

In

Rnssia, Grain Dealers, After Getting
Exorbitant Prices, Send Worthless
Stuff to the Starving Peasants—Contribution Boxes Filled With Tin and PaOther Foreign

per

Music and Drama.
The C ur« Record.
Yesterday's city aoyernment meeting.
Massachusetts cattle to be quarantined.
Registration of Dentists.
Registration of voters.
A bequest for Hebron Academy.
Preparations for People's Party Meeting.
Steamer Phantom Gets Aground.
The Christmas rum business.
An important case in the Circuit Court.

mostly grass, 9aud ana
bran. A limited quantity ol maize was
placed in each bag, after being thoroughly
soaked in water to increase the bulk.Theoe
bags caught fire through spontaneous combustion while en route to their destination,
and most of them were destroyed. Enough
were leit to reveal the swindle the dealers

intended to perpetrate.
The correspondent, lurtber says that corruption is widespread among office holders, and they are
little affected by sights of distress, sickness and death.
Mauy town < ffici'als refuse to enroll the starving peasants for
relief unless they first receive a bribe of 10
kopecks for every pound of rye given.

OLD FOLKS’ PAINS.
Full of comfort for all Pains. Inflammation, and Weakness of the
Aged is the Cnlicurn Anli-Pnio
_iPiuater, the first and only pain-klllIub hiiviigtheniug plaster. New. instantaneous,
and
infallible,_dec23 W&S&wlw

6.

ANOTHER GLADSTONIAN.

Santa Clara.
“Heaven.*'

He

Page 1.
Markets and Financial Reports.
Marine News.
Page 8.
Personal.
Brief Jottings.
Children's Christmas Clnb dinner.
The Christmas markets.
Westbrook City Government Meeting.
Steamer notes.
Interesting relic presented to Congregi
* tional Club.
Fast Gloucester fisherman in port.
Cities troubled by waste paper in th 9

Will,

■

NOTICES.

HIGHEST AWARD

MERIT Wt^BSI

DANA’S SARSAPARILLA has actually cured more people in the last
six months than all other sarsaparillas
ever cured.
It drives out all eompeworK

is

murveious.

11

Rome, December 22.—Two hundred lauuieis

it-buimug xrom

Twenty
are near at

IRWIN

I CHRISTMAS GIFT

To fulfill its purpose in ever]
way requires quite a little study ol
your friend’s taste, fancy, or immediIf these point)
ate nr future needs.
are borne in miod when buyiug, thi
gift conveys mure meaning than tb<
simple rrm-mbrance expressed by th<
now almost obsolete Christmas card)
A look at our new and select stock, em
brae ng perfumes in novel and dainty
pact axes, sachets, brushes and combs
shaving and dressing mirrors, eul
glass toilet bottles and pungent*,
travelling cases and many ntber lit tiv i
odd articles, will sorely suggest somi
pleasing as well as nstful tbiugfoi
each of your friends.
The prices admit- of a satisfactory
invest ment of from 10 cents to several
doi'ari-, according to your purse and
fancy. uut nn matter noai me amount
nr y«or purcha>e, you will find th(

IOc.
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Cigars.
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Bussell

ii Quickly Soluble, i:
ii Pleasant Coating, ii

completely disguising the;!
J | taste of the Pill without in any; [
Jlway impairing
J!
('

WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN.

its

efficacy.!!

Price 25 cents a Box.
New York Depot 365 Canal Street.
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C. L. FOX STUDIO.
Painting, Drawing and Modelling iu
Clay from Life and from the antique*
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Sage Pursued by Cranks-His
Wife Tackles One of Them.

New York, December 22.—On Saturday
night last, another crank attempted to get
at Russell Sage with the avowed purpose
to kill him.
He called at 9 30 o'clock, just
after Mr. Sago had left the back parlor of
bis home at 506 Fifth avenue, and gone up
stairs to bed. Mrs. Sage has told the story
to a reporter.
“Mr. Sage,” said she, “had just gone upstairs to his room, leaving me chatting in
the back parlor with my neighbor, Mrs.
Van Valkenberg. The door-bell rang, and
Mary, the door glr), throwing open the
door, was face to face with a man anywhere from 28 to 35 years old, well-dressed,
but with a Hungry and wild look.
Brushing aside the girl he got Into the ball.
Then he turned around to the girl, who
still held the door open, and said:
“
‘I have come to see Mr. Sage. I must
see him.’
“Mary told the visitor that he couldn’t
see Mr. Sage.
“
T must see him,' the stranger insisted,
and he added: T wrote him a letter this
morning saying that I must nave 82,500. I
have come for the money.’

“Mary

SUFFER.

Congress Stieet,

was now

’he repeated

Mr. Sage.

PORTLAND.
$10 a month, Antique and Portrait Classes, (l et
course). $13 a month, Life and Portrait! lasses
(2n« cour e). $4 a mouth, Evening C ass for
Antique.
Each course fills the entire day.
eod4m
§epl6
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THE PLEASURES OF WEALTH.

►

!!
BEECHAM’S PILLS
{!
1!will in future for the United!!
! j States be covered with a !!

All "errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause so many headaches, tired, weak and aching
syes. imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

A. M.

Koon

been picked up off the Sellly islands, and it
Is believed the steamer Cavalier, which left
Gbraltar December 8tb, tor Falmouth, has
been lost, with all on board.
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TOOTH & EARACHE DROPS

“

ife to use with children, A remedy
.or wit*, Bums, Scalde wia'Inflammaj.
tion of all kinds. For sale everywhere.

RAHDI.ETTK & CO., Richmond, Me.
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;
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“Leaving the door open and the man
standing there in the hall, Mary ran to me
in the back parlor. I walked out into tbe
ball and saw one of the most pitiful looking creatures I ever saw. I walked square
up to him and took him by the coat sleeve
and thrust him half way through the open

door. Then, as I was preparing to slam
the door, he raised his hands and cried:
“
‘I’ll blow you all up in fifteen minutes.’
“That is the last I saw of him.”
Since the bomb explosion, Mr. Sage has
received a bushel of letters demanding
Some contain threats, and one
money.
hears
the alarming
signature, “Sure
Death.”
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East Wilton, December 22 —The tallest soldier from Maine and the tallest but
one In the army of the Potomac is dead.
John Ingalls Handley died on the 20th
inst., at his home in this village. He was
born February 7, 1839, in Industry, Me.
He enlisted in the First Maine Infautry
and served three months and mustered out
with the regiment.
He re-enlisted in the
8th Maine Volunteers, Co. A. and served
to the end of the war.
His army measurement was 6 feet 7£ inches, being the tallest
man

in tbe army of the

Potomac,

save one.

He was color sergeant and by this fact, we
claim that the stars and stripes in the late

llisner hv a Maina raorlment than by any other in;the Union army.
Mr. Handley was a brave and patriotic
soldier.
Since the war he has resided at
this village. He was a charter member of
the E. W. Woodman Post No. 18, Q. A R,
and on all occasions of parade by the Post,
home

war was

Sergeant Handley has always borne the

flag.

In 1889 be was appointed postmaster at
this place and held that position at the
time of bis death, although be had sent in
bis resignation to take effect Jan. 1, 1892,
on account of failing health.
C< F» Coffin.

Lynn, December 22.—C. F. Coffin of this
city, orison commissioner, died shortly

alter 10 o’clock this forenoon, alter an illness of only a few davs of tne prevailing
influenza. He was 72 years old, and
leaves a son and daughter, the former, C.

P. Coffin, being a lawyer in Boston and residing in Brookline.
Mr. Coffin was born at Skowhegan, Me.,
from old Nantucket stock.
He came to
Lynn in the.40'8, and associated himself
witn the man at tnat time her most distinguished citizen, MlcajahC. Pratt, and later
married Mr. Pratt's daugnter.
He remained in .the business ot shoe manufac30
odd years, and after Mr. Pratt’s
turing
death went into business with C. A. Coffin,
his nephew, now manager of the ThomsonHouston Company.
He retired from active business about 20 years ago. His
house has been open lor the last 50 years,
for the Friends from Philadelpnla, the
West and England, when they came to this
section. Mr. Coffiu was probably the best
known man in tue Society of the Friends
In the United States.
His wife has been
dead ten years.
JTi I* Case.

Racine, Wis.,

December 22 —Jerome I.
Case, the mauufsctu.ier and horse breeder
of tuis city, died at his home on Main
street at 2 o’clock this morning.
Mr. Case
was nearly 70 years old.
It Is estimated
that his fortuue amounts to 85,000,000. He
was the owuer of the famous trotters Jay
Eye See and Pnallas.
Milwaukee, Wis., December 22. —A
despaicn from Racine, Wis., says: “Edward L. Baker, son-in-law of J. I. Case,
who died earlv this morninc. eomnmtofi
suicide alter breakfast.
Startling rumors
are afloat as to the cause.”
Benjamin Dalton.

Biddeford, December 22.—Benjamin
Dalton oi Westbrook, formerly a prominent
business man of Biddeford, and later of
Dover, N. H., died in Old Orchard today.
He leaves a widow and one son.

‘Then I will kill him.
The pistol will
reach.’
“The poor girl was now beside herself.
She almost fainted, and, scarcely knowing
what to do, she stood there while the visitor continued;

Kain Expected Today While

a

Gulf Storm

Is Travelling North.

Washington,

December 22.—Following
is the forecast of the weather for New
England: Occasional showers, followed
by warm weather and southwest winds;
probably colder and fair Thursday.
Boston, December 22.—A storm is forming on the Gulf coast and probably will
move rapidly northeast toward New England during Wednesday.
For New England : Cloudiness and rain Wednesday and

Wednesday night; stationary temperature;
southerly winds backing to northwesterly
by Wednesday night. Clearing and colder
Thursday, fair and colder Thursday night
and Friday.
_

Bocal Weather Beport.

Portland, Me., December 22,1891.
18 A. M.|8P. M.
Barometer. 30.307 30.138

Thermometer. 34.
Dew Point........................ 34.
Huuiiditv. inn.
Wind....

Velocity.

44.
43.
f»n

8
G

Weather

Th.
Mean dally ther....3H.6|Max. velwind..io SW
Maximum ther.44 2 Total preciu ...
i.O
Mlulmum ther.82.8 j

Th—Threatening.
Weather Observations.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather Bureau for yesterday Dtcember 22, taken at 8
p. m. 75th meridau time, the observations
for each station being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of the wind, state
of the weather:
Boston. 52°. SW, cloudy; New York, 50°.
S, cloudy; Philadelphia, 54°, SW, rain;
Washington, 54°, S, cloudy; Albany, 48°,
S, rain; Buffalo, 50°, SW, partly cloudy;
Detroit, 40°, SW, cloudless; Chicago, 38°,
W, cloudy; St. Paul, 26°, SW. loudy ; Duluth, 32°, NW, cloudy; bt. Vincent. -4°,
S, cloudless; Huron, So. Dak., 14°, E,

cloudless; Bismarck, 14°, se, cloudless;
Jacksonville. GG°, bE, partly cloudy.
Four Thousand Saw These

Slugger*.

New Orleans,

December 22—Nearly
4C00 persons attended the great lightweight
light In the Olympic Club tonight between
Billy Meyer and Jimmy Carroll.
The
85000, 84500 to the winner and
8500 to the loser. Eive ounce gloves were
used. In the third round Meyer was allowed the first blood.
In the 43rd round
Meyer was declared the winner.

purse was

Grippe Closed the Work*.
New Haven, Conn., December 22.—At
noon today the Graham
Manufacturing
Company's works in West Haven, shut
down, owing to the prevalence of grippe
among the employes.
Twenty-five hands
including the 6nglneer and superintendent,
are on the sick list.
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OF THE PURITANS.

_

___

His

Condition.

WHAT THE WITTY CHAUNCEY SilD

_

Passengers Told That They Must
Desert the Dnroirg Ship.

MILLS IS VERY SICK.
at

_

mmv to the boats.

police unearthed a great pile
booty containing about everything which could be
stolen from chuiches.
A crank of Vinton, la., named Bales,
demanded 810,000 from C. C.
Griffin, a
wealth physician, on threat of taking his
life. The doctor notified the authorities
and the sheriff arrested bales.

His Family and Friends Alarmed

6CI0N LINE Hi EAMEIC ABYSSINIA

[Special to the Press.]
December 23—The condition of Representative Roger Q. Mills is
again car sing his faintly and friends the
He is so run down mengravest concern.
tally and physically that unless there is
quickly a change for the better it Is feared
that he will not have vitality enough left
to throw off the complications which have
fastened themselves upon him.
In addition to suffering from the effects of the
grip and toe nervous prostration produced
by the excitement of the speakersnip campaign, he was made almost frantic todsv
by neuralgia of the head. For almost 38
hours he has been unable to sleep aud
the
with
the
insomnia, together
excruciating pain from the neuralgia has
made him a very sick man. Two doctors
were with him today and, after considerable work, they wore able by the liberal use
of soporifics to produce sleep, but the slumber was intermittent and troubled. While
Mr. Mills is reported a shade better tonight,
the improvement is not marked enough to
relieve the anxiety of his family. As soon
as be is strong enough, he will be taken to

LOST AT SEA.
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Crankiness—Tlieir Ideas of the Earthly
Rife and the Rurid University Below—
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The Glory of Insanity Experts, the
Terror of the People.
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TALLEST SOLDIER FROM MAINE.

THE WEATHER.

The weather on the Continent is exSeveral persons have been
tremely cold.
frozen to death in the French provinces.
Corruption 1s so ingrained in all classes
of Russian society that the Grand Duke
Sergius, brother of the Czar, is making
himself intensely unpopular by his efforts
to suppress fraudulent practices.
Tbe Czarewitch has just donated 50.000
roubles for famine sufferers, while the
Grand Dukes George, Alexander and Sergius have each contributed 40,000 roubles
to the fund. Monev for relief purposes is
also flowing in freely from other sources.
A boat marked “Cavalier,” and a number of pieces of new wood, which evident-

IRWIN (MR CO., Mfrs.,
myy

missing.

Cable News Condensed.

high standard of this famous brand of
it to-II who are desirious of
recommend
Agars
a
fine
articiie.
procuring
Druggists and dealers in
seneral sell them.

105

upon tne oul-

Paris, December 22,—Telegrams from
Madagascar state that the relations between the French government and tbe
Maiagassy government, growing out of
the question as to which shall graut exequators to foreign representatives in Madagascar, have, after a long period of tension, been raptured altogether.
Both
powers are seemingly determined not to
make any concession that would tend to
bridge over the trouble. The result is that
the commerce of the country is at a standstill.

my father or my be u for a present, whit better
advice conld we give than to say a box of the

■■

men are

4Ui

*

Trouble in Madagascar.

hand, and
everybody is wond ring what shall i mab m? friend,

|

gy#

mona

SPECIAL NOTICE.
BAKER’S are the onlv Extracts in the Stati
that have received the Highest Award (over f
competitors) and always been bottled Pul
Kteaxiire and Absolutely Pne.
Sol(
everywhere.
novl6eodtl*sn

worx

& lsernla railway were overtaken by
a terrible snow storm.
Many men were
suffocated in the drifts, and others frozen
to death. Fifteen bodies were recovered-

Dana Sarsaparilla Oo., Belfast, He.

Holidays

a

Blinding Storm.

au-

self.

Now that the

the House.

Italian laborers Perish in the Midst of

cures, yes, Cl'RES. Have
you tried it? If so, you know for your-

-AND-

in

Take Hart-

DEATH IN THE DRIFTS.

solutely

1

Probability,

London, December 22.—There is little
doubt felt that the Gladstonians will be
able to capture the district of Rossendale,
when Lord Hartiugton enters the House
of Lords as successor to the Duke of Devonshire, whose death was announced yesterday. The district is the most radical of
all in the Lancashire divisions.
Lord
Harrington was probably the only Unionist who could have been elected from it.
He was tolerated rather than admired,
however, by a large section of bis constituei ts.
The attitude of the electors was
galling to him, and be came m contact
with them as seldom as possible.
He has
addressed the electorate only twice in the
five
The Unionist candidate
past
years.
for the vacant seat, Thomas Brooks, is a
baronet of no known ability, and very
slight popularity as compared with the
man to be put up by the Gladstonians. Mr.
Maden. Ihe latter is not only popular as
an employer, but is a very able political
leader.
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Dinner of the New England Society of
New York.

London,

DIMPLES, blackheads, red, rough, chapped,
I lifl and oily skin cured
by Cctticuraooap.

uliuu.

it

PRESS.

MORNING, DECEMBER 23, 1891.

is nobody to help youThere isn’t a policeman around, and I have two confederates an the corner of 42d street and two at
I tell you I am gothe 43d street corner.
tng to kill Mr. Sage unless 1 get that mon-

News—A Chance

correspondent

Dhitg and chemical Corporation. Boston.
5Ep**Sa»d for “How to (. ure Skin Diseases.”
64 pages, 60 Illustrations, aud 100 testimonials.

5.

WEDN SDAT

for tiie Gladstonians in England,

Sold everywhere. Price, CuTictrBA.50c. ;Soap,
26c.; Resolvent, gi. Prepared by ’-he Potter

Concerning books.

H.

Misery

December 22.—The Telegraph's
at St. Petersburg says that
there Is au enormous falling off in the
government revenues from the faminestricken provinces. The correspondent also says that the rich merchants of St. Petersburg refuse to subscribe anything for
Cuticura Remedies
The greatest skin cures, blood purifiers, and
the relief of their suffering countrymen.
hum >r remedies of modern times, instantly reCollection bcxes placed about the Corn Exlieve tne ino-*t agonizing forms ot eczema and
psoriasis, and Sliced iy. permanently, economlchange were found, when removed, to be
cally, audlmUHlbly cure every species of torturfilled with bits of tin and paper. In nuing. disttgurlDg, itching, burning, bleeding,
scaiv, crusted, and pimply diseases and humors
merous cases, the dealers, after receiving
of the skin, scalp, and blood, with loss of hair, !
from infancy to aye. whether sinmle scroll)- I exorbitant prices for their grain, sent to
Uius. or hereditary, when all other methods aud
the famine-stricken provinces bags,the con
best physicians fall.
teuts oi WHICH were

2.

•tuuonaig.

H.

iX

SNOW DRIFTS.

but be grew worse all
the time. For months I
expended about $3 per
for
week
medicines,
and
was
entirely disI purchased
couraged.
cuticura
(uticura,
soap and Cuticura Resolvent and followed
the directions to the letter. Relief was immedlate, his sufferings were eased, and rest and
sleep permitted. He steadily improved ana in
blue weeks was entirely cured, and has now as
cl-ara skin and is as fair a boy as any mother
could wish to see I lecotnmend every mother
to use it for every Babv Humor.
MRS. M. FFRHUSON,
86 W. Brookline st., Boston.

Wit and Wisdom.

good* fall
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ITALIANS FIND GRATES IN GREAT

benefit;
every
prescrlp ion of the doctors was faithfully tried, j

Page 3.

GENERAL
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least

Reminiscences.

SPECIAL

Cl m I Ik IT

ropliou iu Russia,

times at
two hospitals
and by seven doctors In
this city
without
the

Faimlngton.

Page

Laticura.

and but lit:le rest r ight
or day.
He was under
treatment at different

Alonzo Carter drowned at Thomaston.
Investigation into the cause of the deatl 1
•of Mrs. Wotton postponed.
The Graves-Ciiley Duel; John J. Perry' 3

Page

lllfi

My baby boy. B months old, broke out with
The Itching and burning was intense:
the eczema spread to his limbs, breast, face, and
head,until he was nearly covered; his torturing
agonies were pitiable td behold ;ho had no peace

Maine News:
The men missing at Sebago Lake.
Case of Arthur Holmes in court at Rocli
land.
T. B. Hunter elected to the Board of Ag
riculture.
Bichloride of Gold Club formed ii t

Page
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min

uvDDliiv

eczema.

Graves.

Page
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Haby.
Suffering* of Little
Hospital*

Terrible

tans.

Walt Whitman dying.
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ON FIRE WITH E

Foreign Affairs:

MAINE,

30._PORTLAND,

HII«CKIXAKEOUS.

DAILY

New Yobk, December 22.—Over 400
gentlemen attended the 86th annual dinner of the New England Society here tonight. A more representative lot of Americans never gathered together in social
bonds. Tne master of ceremonies was J.
P. Morgan, and on either side of him sat,
among others, Hon. Wm. H. Miller, Hon.
Frank
Hiscock, Chauncey M. Depew,
Isaac H. Bromley, Gen. Horace Porter,
Dr. Paiker Morgan, I. H. Bailey, D.G. Appleton, Rev. Joseph H. Twitchell, Gen.
Howard and Hnn. f!..lvin R.

Pratt.

Tho

speech of the evening was by Chauacy M.
Depew, In response to the toast ‘‘The
Crankiness of the Puritans.”
Mr. Depew
said, in brief: The crank has become the
most prominent feature of our civilization.
The newspapers are incomplete without
daily cbrouicles of his achievements. The
editor of the Century Dictionary, a Yankee of Yankees, is compelled to admit the
word “crank” is not found in Anglo-Saxon
or early English, but, like most good things
which the Puritan possesses, came from
the Dutch. The old-fashioned w-ty was to
lock up people who endangered life
or
or
did
deeds
of
piopeity
violeuce ou either for
the statutory
period. The new idea sends them to an
asylum to come out In a few months to the
glory of the professional gentlemen who
wrought

the

wonderful

cure aud

to the

terror of the community who are the victims of these experiments.
The most important article of the Puritan faith was individual responsibility.
He believed in
roasting a sinner here as a preparatory
course for matriculation
into the lurid
university below, where, according to bis
view, no superiority in athletics would
ever secure graduation.
The Dutch definition of a crauk was a person who, when
possessed ofian idea, never failed to keep it
before the world and if necessary be very
his
disagreeable in urging it upon
contemporaries and who never doubted
himself.
The Dutchmen invented the
word alter the Puritan settlement in Holland. The Stuart kings persecuted the
Puritans because they would not accent
the religion of the throne.
The Puritan,
who was ready to fight aud willing to die
for the privilege of worshipping Hod as he
thought right, was the pheoomeual crank
of the perl d. He was beyond dispute the
most di-aarecable human being to all that
constituted social and political power of
his day. lu the unequal contest of the
hour be and his co-reuglonists were peisecuted, imprisoned, executed or exiled, but
Kia

fi
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The Crew

When

lantly

ty.
kings are dead, their
tnrones are taken from their sons and their
power transferred to a house alien In blood
and faith, but the sons of the Puritans gov-

Gal-

by

Rescued

the

Spree—Captain

the Last to JLeave the

Doomed

from New York December 13 for Liverat sea.
The Abyssinia's voyage was without special incident from the starting nntll last Friday.
At abont noon signs of tiro were discovered by the crew. Care was taken not to
alarm the passengers.
Captain Murray
bent every effort to smother the fire.
It
had evidently been smouldering for some
time for, when an attempt was made to ascertain its extent, a volume of smoke drove
explorers,

it

soon

became

evi-

dent that the vessel was beyond saving and
the passeugers were quietly told to make
preparations to leave, the crew laboring In
t he meantime to retard the advance of the
flames.
the passengers
behaved well,
even the women showing wonderful courA flag of
age under the circumstances.
distress was hoisted, and the horizon anxiously scanned.
At length tbe steamship Sprre, New
York for Bremen, came in signt and dl*
reeled her c«urs* toward the burning vessel.
Captniu Wtlllgrod Instantly ordered
bis boats to be lowertd and the German
sailors quickly manned them and made (or
the burning vessel. Tbe sea was running
high. The first let down Into the boats
were tbe women and children.
Then came
the male passengers, and the crew last of
all, Captain Murray going down the last
in the la-d boat. The passengers were permitted to take with them such belongings
as they could carry about their
persons.
The other baggage was sacrificed.
The
passengers were 68 In number and the
crew numbered about 80.
After the Abyssinia was abandoned the
fire gained rapidly. Tne vessel must have
gone down soon after.
The cause of the

Mo More Trade Dollar Bullion.
The con22
version of tbe
trade dollar iulUtn Int >
standard silver dollars was completed today
tbe coinage of standard silver dollars ts
aud about at an end uuless a cnange be
made In the policy of tbe Treasury Department through Congresslal enactment
or otherwise.
Mr. Leech, director of the
mint, thinks there Is scarcely any doubt
that tbe coinage of silver dollars will be
continued at the San Francisco and Carson
City mints in amounts sufficient to meet
the decess'ties of tile service.
He estimates ibis a* 8100,000 for each mint.
Tensions and Patents.
—

nre is unknown.

At midnight tonight the Spree landed the
passengers and crew of tne Abyssiula at
Southampton. Ail were In fair condition.

Captain Murray spoke highly ef the humanity and courage shown by the officers
ot th» Spree ip their prompt assistance to
the Abyssinia.
Captain Murray expressed the opinion
that ihe (ire originated spontaneously In
tbe cotton In the cargo, of which there
were over 1C00 ba'es destined for London.
The Abyssinia carried a cargo of merchandise which Is valued at several hundred thousand dollars. The exact figures
cannot yet be given.

December 22.—Pensions

have been granted to the lollu wing Maine

people:

OHIGLNAL.

Chas. A. Fean,
Aiitos O. Parkis,

Eugene Mewpegin.

ADDITIONAL.

McGiley.

INCKKA'K.

Alpheus I. nambleu, John B. Lake.

NINE MEN DROWNED.

ItKISSPB.

The Stuait

Ship

Help Arrived—All Hand.

pool, has been burned

Washington, December 22.—In the
Senate today Senator Stanford took the
,«ath of office for his new term, and then
introduced several new bills.
One was
for tbe extension of the Whits House.
Mr. Chandler presented a bill for tne increase of comforts of immigrants.
The concurrent resolutions for the payment of December salaries to tbe employes
of Congress on tbe 24th Inst., and for the
holiday recess from toinoirow until Tuesday, January 5. were presented and concurred id, and then after a short executive
session, and as a maik of respect to the
memory* of the late Representative Ford of
Michigan, the Senate at 110 adjourned until tomorrow.

Alt x

and I’m*

December
London,
22.—Steamship
Abyssinia of the Guion line, which sailed

oacK. tne

Alfred Crocket,
Johu T. Wells,
utis Gray,

Flame,

to l>e.ert the

Abyssinia.

Senators in Session.

Washington,

the

Preparing

Mnrray

rg*/*n nnrutn

Washington, December

Fighting

.euger.

H. Mclntee, deceased, Howard Perkins, 2d.,
Georga E. Cross.

Peculiar Fate of the California

Steaiuer

Wouf

wiuuivg, kiu.

Ellen S. Hoghes,
Betsey D. llowe,
half of the world and their principles
Catlieriue Mclutee.
are vital and energizing forces with the
The followir g patents have been granted
other naif. For 271 years the fight has
been hot between cranks and kings.
The to Maine people:
I. C. MeirlU, Lewiston. thAl-tog,
monarch* are forgotten and their kingJ. h. Pearson, Norm Berwick, window cleandoms and principalities merged or lost, hut
er.
the leaders of the Pilgrim band are for the
new world the canonized saints of civil
Mr. Elkins’s Nomination Confirmed.
and religious liberty.
Washington. December 22 —The SenIn the Keystone State.
ate, in executive session this afternoon,
confirmed the nomination of Stephen B.
The KIkins as
Philadelphia, December 22.
Secretary of War.
New EuglauU Society of Pennsylvania
gave its auuual dinner tonight. Nearly
KNOCKED DOWN IN VALPARAISO.
200 persons sat at tbe tables. Among those
who responded to toasts were Hon. Redfield Proctor. United States Senator from Beaten by the Police when He Said He
Vermont, William T. Davis, president of
Was an American.
the Plymouth Society of New England,
President Hatton of Princeton College,
and Hon. James P. Brooks of Pittsburg.
San Diego, Cal.. December 22.—Steamer
Keewena of the Atlantic & Pacific Packet
ORDER OF VESTA.
line, has reached this port from South
America.
On her way she was disabled
Another Insurance Concern with Which
and compelled to go into Valparaiso for
the Courts Are Busy.
repairs. She left Valparaiso November
30, and brought np a sailor named Patrick
Baltimore, December 22 —Tcday an
Shields, who was maltreated by the Chilapplication for a receiver and an injunction ians. He had been on shore at Valparaiso
to restrain the Order of Vesta from paying with a companion and w is arrested by the
out money were filed In the circuit court police. He was not treated with special
brutality, he says, until he stated that he
here by a certificate holder.
He charges was
an
American, whereupon be was
that the order has made worthless investknocked down and beaten.
He managed
ments and is Insolvent. He slates he was
to escape from the poilce, but was recapinduced to take a certificate for SlOO bv
tured by mounted officers and this time
fraud and misrepresentation and does not
beaten into insensibility, in which condiunless
the
are
officers
expect,
restrained, to tion he was finally, without a trial, sent on
draw any money in payment of his certifiboard the police boat.
Consul McCreary
cate. He charges that the officers of the
ui vaiMauusu
luit'ii'eu^u ior uim
*na a
order Intend to wind up its affairs about promise was
glveu by the Chilian ( fficials
February, and remove all the money from that Indemnity would be forwarded to San
the jurisdiction of the court. About three
Diego for Shields, but nothing has aiweens ago a bill for an Injunction was reThe officers of the Kt-ewena say
ceived and filed at PhtiaUelDhia. and the med,
the feeling among the petty officials and
case is now being heard there.
The order the
of Chili is bitter, but they reis quite large.
If a receiver is appointed late people
no new outrages.
there will be abont 8190,000 to distribute to
lodges in various parts of tbe country.
One Ilian Gets
ern

Mendocino, Cal., December 22.—While
the steamer West Coast was hauling along
aide the wharf at Point Arena yesterday,
her moorings parted and her stern lines
fouled the propeller.
Captain tierne ordered the sails hoisted immediately.
The
steamer had just gained headway wheu
two heavy s«as struck her, sending her on
the South reef.
A number of the crew
took to the ship’s boat. The boat capsized
and nine men were drowned.
The captain, fireman and two seamen were saved.
The West Coast had a cargo of railroad
ties owned In San Francisco, and was valued at about $200,000.

—

SUMMER IN WINTER.
It Came in the

Shape

of a

Thunder Storm

and Did Much Harm.

Maushalltown, Iowa, December 22.—
A storm, having all the elements of a summer hurricane, struck this section last
The bouse
night, causing much damage.
of Andrew Oleson In the soathwest part
of the city was blown down and bnrned,
and Oleson was esught in the wreck aud
so badly crashed that be will die.
Many
bsrns and outbuilding were demolished
and trees were uprooted.
The faimuou.se
of Thomas Hughes, six miles southwest of
the town, was lifted up bodily and earned
100 feet. The occupants escaped Injury.
xue

winu

was

accompanied dv violent
a tail of bail.

thunder and lightning and

Barnet Village tit Flames.
St. Johnsbcry, Vt., December 22.—
Fire In Barnet village today, caused by the
explosion of a lantern In a bun belonging
to William S. Brock’s Hotel, destroyed the
two barns, the hotel, Dr. McDowell’s barn,
A. S. Laughlin’s block, the drug store of
H. K. Laughlln & Co., the millinery store
of Mrs. R. L. L-tughlln and the jewelry
store of A. S. Laughlln. There were six
tenements In the Laughlln block. Most of

Ills Deserts.

CONVICTING HIMSELF.

Syracuse, N. Y.. December 22 —Democratic Supervisor Thomas J. Welch today
Experts Say Graves Did So When He was tinea $250 and sentenced to the penitentiary for 30 days for contempt of court
Directed the Fatal Package.
by Judge Kennedy. Welch took the third
ward election returns to Albany when he
Denveb, December 22.—The Graves should have given them to the inspectors
for correction.
trial was resumed today. The prosecution
produced a number of letters written by
HE SMOKED “COFFIN SPIKES."
Dr. Graves to Mrs. Barnaby at various
times. The handwriting in these letters
and tbe inscription on the bottle sent Mrs. Cigarettes Caused the Death of John P.
Barnaby were compared. James L. LyndXilchardson, the Planter.
say, an expert in handwriting, swore that
it was his belief that the writing on the
Chattanooga, Tenn., December 22.—
letters and on the inscription a as written
by the same person. Leo Cappollin, for 19 John P. Richardson of this city, whose
years professor of wmting and an expert, wealth was estimated
at $2,000,000, and
corroborated this testlmouj. The prosecution then rested Its case and court ad- who was perhaps the greatest cotton planter in the United States, died Sunday, a
journed to tomorrow.
victim of cigarettes.
He had a disease of
Tlio Quebec .Scandal.
the lungs of a light character which could
Quebec, December 22.—An extra of the
Official Gazette will be published tomor- easily have been cured had not heart failto the absorption of nicorow, dissolving the legislature and appoint- ure set in, due
ing another royal commission to investi- tine. His life was insured for $1(0,000.
gate fuither the alleged boodling by the
ABrakeman Badly Hurt.
late government.
Nominations will be
held March 1st, and voting March 3d.
Lawrence,
Mass., December 22.—
Charles VV. brown, a brahcman employed
on the boston & Maine railroad, fell from
BRIEFLY TOLD.
the top of a freight car about 3 o'clock
this morning. His right leg was broken
A despatch from the United States con- above the knee and hts left ankle was
sul at Laredo, states that Capt. Hardee of fractured. He was removed to the hospithe Third Cavalry and nis troop, together tal in a police ambulance.
with a United States marshal, were surrounded near Fort Mackintosh, Texas, by
Walt Whitman Dying.
a large body of Mexican insurgents under
N. J December 22—Late toCamden,
Gurza. Army t ffieers believe the consul
night Walt Whitman’s plijslcans said there
has been ueceivtd.
was no change iu hts condition and he
A man calling himself Bev. J. Weib,
would probably live through the night. He
German pastor, has been arrested in Ho- is
suffering with pneumonia-

the contents

of the

saved.
sured.

The loss Is about 812,000; in-

were

stores and tenements

_

No New

Developments.

Washikgtok, December 22.—After the
cabinet meeting today, Secretary Blaine
said there were no new developments in
Chilian affairs.

Absolutely Pure.
▲ cream ot tartar

baking powder.

High-

est of all in leavening strength.—Latest U.
S. Government food Report.
s

miNCEL.1 Aft'KOU*.

SEBAGO’S

IlSSIKG

Interesting

CONSTIPATION
Stories That They Have Beeu Seen
Are Net Tim

complaints

cured and prevented
by the prompt
use

of

!

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills
They
regulate the liver,
cleanse the stomach,
and greatly assist

THE

NEWS OF THE DAI IN THE
PINE THEE STATE.

Embezzlement Case in Rockland -InvestiInto the Death of Mrs. Watton

gation

Postponed T.

digestion.
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.
Lowell, Mass.

B. Hunter Elected to the

of Agriculture

Board

Carter

Alonzo

Drowned at Thomaston— How One Man
Tried to Sell Another’s Horse- Keeley
Graduates’ Club.

[Special to the Press.]
Skbago Lake;, December 22.—It appears
that bebago Lake’s missing men are still
missing. One of tbem, young Littlefield,
who was thougbt to have been lost from a
raft in a storm on the lake, but who was
said to have been seen in the woods in
North Windham, was undoubtedly lost as
first stated. The person who told somebody he saw Littlefield, a young fellow living at North Windham, has been interviewed and he fails to connect the different
points of his stcry. In one point he described Llttlefie d’s appearance, not as it
was when he was last seen alive, but as he
looked a month or six weeks before, when
he saw him last. He weakened under
cross-examination and finally made an admission that was equal to a confession that
the story was a fairy tale of his own inven-

t

4

tion.

There never has been any doubt here of
the truth of the original story that Littlefield was lost by the spreading of the rude
rait on which he was tryiug to navigate
the stormy lake. The raft came ashoie in
a dismantled condition, with a quilt on it,
and Littlefield did not come ashore. His
people were so sure of this that divers were
secured and attempts were made to recover
the body.
The water was deep and extremely cold, aud the diver did not feel like
goiug down, so that in all probability tbere
he is, and not travelling around the woods
at North Windham.
As regards Charles J. Libby, the clothing
manuiHCturer, the rumor in yesterday’s
Pbkss that be was hiding in his own house
is pronounced absolutely groundless.
Mr.
Libby’s townsmen have heard nothing of
him slDce he disappeared. His family say
that this latest story is started in the interest of some of his creditors who are not
satisfied at the result of the settlement of
his estate, and hope bv starting this rumor
to postpone action. Mr. Libby was a man
who kept his office in hts bat mostly, and
when he was taken away no hvmg man
Could carry the business on as it was. Mr.
Stanley Dennis, the assignee, is closing the
business up as last as it can be done and
will soon have the concern in a position to
turn over to somebody who will continue it
COURT ROOM CROWDED
When the Case ot Arthur Holmes Came

The palate is almost tickled
with Scott’s Emulsion of codliver oil. The stomach knows
nothing about it—it does not

trouble you there.
You
feel it first in the strength
it

it shows in the
color of cheek and smoothing
out of wrinkles.
It was a beautiful thing to
do, to cover the odious taste
of cod-liver oil, evade the tax
on the
stomach, and take
health by surprise.
Let us send you a book on

brings

;

careful living

;

free.

Scott & Bownk, Chemists, 13a South 3th Avenue,

New York,

Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion ofcod-liver
oil—all druggists everywhere do. #1.
*4
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MS Stomach Troubles i
t■¥ For
Dr. Bronson’s
made from
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Pepsin Troches,

Knots. Barts. Gums and Bops;n,
liable end effective. 35c. ana 50c.
GC all druggists or by mall.

are
a

jf

re-lF
i
S.

box.

BRONSON CHEMICAL CC., Providence, R.I. £
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Other

day

cases
were the

State vs.

Verdict,

disposed of by the court to-

following:

oames

Eight flay, Cathcflral Gong Imitation
French Cfcc's5!», 84 60.

POWDER^

Faekage.

Schlotterbeck & Foss

BOYNTON,
517 Congress Sr.

Solid gold rings fcr children
from 50c to $1 00*
ACUTIUfl HAI.es.

F. O. BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers 2m! Commission Merchants.
Salesroom 18
P. «*. BAlLEYt
maria

the

Hon.

tor ey. L. M. Staples.
stale vs. fcliz t a. Phllbrook.
farue. Verdict, not au lty.
W.
county attorney. L. M. Staples.

state

House of ill
Jtt. Prescott,

James sidelineer. nuisance. Ven.
sentenced to pay a fine of $ 50. W.
R. r. scott, c«»u ty attorney. L. M. -tuples.
Fred A L>nde, ou a nuisance in ictmem, sentenced to pay a hue of $ u- ana cos s.
vs.

diet, guilty,

■

Investigation Deferred.
[Special

to the

Press.]

Rockland, December 22.—The investigation of the coroner’s jury in the case ol
Emma Wotton has been deferred until Saturday.
Elected to the Board of

Agriculture.

Farmington. December 22 —At a meeting here this noon of delegates from the
agricultural societies in Franklin couDty,
Theron B. Hunter of Strong was chosen a
member of the Maine board of agrl.iuitu>e

KeoXey Graduates Organic*.

Farmington, December 22.—At an enthusiastic meeting here last night of the
graduates from the Keeley Institute ol
Maine the Maine Bi-cloride of Gold Clut
was organized.
Charles W. Nutting ol
Boston was elected as president, and £. C
Eiliott of Brunswick secretary.
The In
stiiute Is gradually filling with patients, all
of whom are enthusiastic over the sucoesi
of their tie a roent.
Tried to Sell Another Man’s Team.

Lewiston, Dt-ceml'er 22.—Monday i
man giving his name as Jim
Haley

young

Exchange Street.
C.W.ALLEif,
dtf

&

Gould’s liven
Lat > in tbe after
noon tbe yoUDg man drove up to tbe salei 1
stables of Jones & Edwards in Auburn
and after considerable talk sold Mr. Ed
wards tbe team for $75.
Mr. Edwaidi
thinking that perhaps the team was not thi 1
man’s to sell, told the man as It was aftei
banking hours, to call at the stable thii i
forenoon and he should have the money
The young man had not been gone loiif
when Mr. Edwards learned that the tean i
belonged to Gould & Jordan of Lisboi i
Fills. This morning a represent alive o [
that firm came to Auburn and got it.
U| *
to 2 t>. in. Tuesday th~ young man had no 6
been round after the $T6
a

A Chance to Join the Army.

Lewiston, December 22.—The Secom l
Congressional District of Maine is entitle! l
to a cadetship at the West Point militar;
academy in June next. For the purpose o f
designating a candidate for appointmen t
to this place, Congressman Dlngley ha i
named G A. Stuart, Esq., superintenden 1
of schools of Lewiston, W. W. St9tson ,
Esq., superintendent of schools of Au
burn, and O. A. Horr, M. D., of Lewiston
as a committee to examine all applicants
and report for appointment the Dame o i
the young man who passes tbe best exam!
nation.
Drowned While

To the Editor of the Press:
Tbe very Interesting paper on the “Cilley
Duel” written by Hon. Horatio King and
read by Hon. Geo. F. Emery at the last
meeting of the Maine Historical Society
very naturally calls to mind the time when
this relic cf barbarism was not only itojetrated but practiced by members of Congress, to settle personal diffliculties, between “gentlemen of honor" who recognized the code. Mr. King’s paper was a
well written historical sketch of a personal
combat, which on account of its fatal termination, shook the cation from one end to
the ether. It was an infamous conspiracy
among certain Southein members of Congress of whicn Henry A. Wise was the
leader to murder Jonathan Cilley. How
these assasins succeeded in their attrocious plot, Mr. King clearly and truthfully
describes.
In the summer of 1857, when in Washington, on the Invitation of a friend, we visited the fieid where Cilley was killed. We
were lucky enough to find the owner, who
about twenty years before, from a short
distance away witnessed tbe duel. He described to us the places where the two
parties stood, when they exchanged shots,
and where Cilley fell. The field was a
cleared opening, circular in form on all
sidep, about twenty rods across from side
to side, entirely surrounded by woods and
on one side, only about four rods from the
travelled highway. From the easterly to
the westerly side of the ground was a rise
of from six to eight feet. Upon tnis westerly elevation, C'lley stood in the open
field, facing both a strong wind and the
rising sun. On the opposite lower side
with the woods very near behind him
stood William J. Graves, when he aimed
the fatal bail which ended Cilley’s life.
From this, it will be seen at once that
Graves from his position had every possible advantage over his antagooiBt.
After the fir-t, and especially after the
second shots, ill the parties upon the
ground, Witn the exception of Henry A.
Wise declared the houoi of botb gentlemen
bad been vindicated, and the unpleasant
affair should stop. Wise was persistent
aud even before tne third shot proposed to
Cilley’s second, that if that should be without effect, the distance should be shortened
And even after Ciiley fell and lay dead
upon the ground, Wise went through the
solemn mockery ;of tendering to Cilley’s
friends "any service he could render.’’
Henry A. Wise never recovered from the
infamy which attached |to his conduct as
Connected with
bloody tragedy. From
that day until his death, In the eyes of all
respectable people he bore upon his forehead the mark of Cain.
The second of Mr. Ciiley was George W.
Jones—then a delegate in Congre-- from
the territory of Michigan. Tbnugh the
aid of his father-in-law, Gen. Henry
Dodge, he became somewhat prominent in
politics, and was afterward United States
Senator from Iowa. In intellect be was a
weak |man, and in politics a demagogue.
As the second nf Ciiley, he was no match
for Wise, who acted in that capacity for
Graves. Instead of holding Wise to the
rules of the "code," after the first fire, and
declaring the challenge off and the honor
of both parties vindicated, he allowed Wise
to browbeat|htm Into consenting to a a second and third fire and the wilful murder of
his principal, whom he should have protected £eveu at the risk of his own life.
Jones is sail to be living in obscurity somewhere "out west,” and is the only person
aavsaaf*
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AND NOW WE WILL HAVE A

people happy as you can, make them happy wil h some suitable gifts
from our stock of choice Holiday Novelties. Thew will fill the stockings without empTo look through our splendid assortment is a pastime, to price the
tying the purse.
goods is a pleasure, to possess them is a privilege.
Make

as many

LOW IN PRICE.

HOLIDAY GIFTS.
Christa Goods.
Neckties from 25c. to $2.
Siik Hundkfs. from 50c.

to

$1.50.
Silk

Mufflers

from

50c.

to

82.50.
Cashmere Mufflers from 25c.
to $1.
Gent** Hose from 1 lc to 50c.
Kid Gloves from 75c. to 89.
Wool Gloves, 25c io8>*50.
Oil Tan Gloves, 29c. to $ 1.75*
Linen Hundkfs., 15c. to 35c.
8u»peuders, 15c. to 75c.
Silk Suspender*, 75c, to 89*
Mittens, 95c. to 75c,
Linen Collar* at 12 l*2c.
Linen CoflT* at 25c.
Wool Sliirt*. 50c. to 89.50.
C.&H. IJnlauudered Shirts at
37 19c.
c. ft H. Laundered Shirts at
48c.

iJnderr.hlres and Drawers from
45c
89.50.
t

off

Motions

from

35c.

to

$2.

last “appearance in public” was his arrest
shirt s*nds from 95c. to 81 50.
for disloyalty in 1851, and imprisonment in
St arrPins trota 25c, to $1.59.
Fort Warren—the right man in the right
Jacket* from 81*95
Cardigan
place.
William J. Graves was a representative to 3.
in Congress, from Kentucky, at the time
of the duel, February 24. 1838. Coming
from a slave state, where tbe “code” was
recognized, in his foolish attempt to aid
Colonel
Webb, of the New York
Courier
and
ont
of
Engineer,
a
dilemma
in
which
he
had
been placed by his own acts; ue soon found
himself In the hands of such more noted
duelists as Henry Clay, Richard Menifer
and Henry A. West; with no power to re.
sist any course they insisted upon in his
matter with Mr. Cllley.
There are some things which now go to
show that Graves was not a willing actor
in that matter, especially after he placed
himself in the hands of Wise as his second,
and was by him forced into that third fatal

Fishing for Smelts.

Thomabton, December 22.—Alonzo Cai
ter, aged 37, while smelt fishing at 3 o’clocl 1
this morning fell into the water near O'
Brian's briege and was drowned. Th
:
body was recovered. He leaves a wife am l
four children.

FINE IN

QUALITY.

4

'if

Umbrellas.
Cotton Umbrellas
75c.

at

Boy’s Overcoats.

Men’s Jstnrs.
50 and

Bine Chinchilla

at $5, worth 7.
Blue Chinchilla Ulster* at $8,
wotth 10.
The Premium Frieze Ulsters,
the best garment ever sold for

Gray Ulsters

Serge Umbrellas at $1 and
1.25.
Silk Umbrellas from $1.50 to
5.00.
Leather Coats at $3.98.
Rubber Coats at $1.98. 2.50,
3 Ot> and 4 00,
mackintosh Coats at $10 and

$10,

$«, 8, lO, 12 and 15.
Hood UUters at $12, worth 15.
Hood Ulsters at $16, worth 20

CHILDREN’S OVERCOATS.
Cape Overcoats at $2, worth
2.50.
Children’s Cape Overcoats at
$8, 4,5. 6. 8. lO, 12 and 15.
Children’* Hood UUters at Low

worth

Prices.

12.

Blue Chinchilla Overcoats

BOY'S SUITS

at

MEN’S ODD PANTS.

$3.08.
nine Chinchilla Overcoats at
$6, 8, lO, 13 aad 15.

Kersey

Overcoats at

$10,

at

1

Working Pants
1.50, 2, 2.50.

worth

12.
Dark and Light Brown Kersey Overcoats at $12, worth 15.
Double aad Single Breasted
Overcoats at $15, is, 20 and 22.

ULSTERS

BOY’S
at

Dark Check Suits at $5.50,
worth 7.
Gray mixed Suits at $8, worth
lO
Silk mixed Suits at

Breasted Overcoats at

Double

$6, worth 8.

MEN’S SUITS.

Men’s Overcoats.

Overcoat* at

$5.

the money.
Our price
$10.
Others charge 12. Fine Ulsters
at 12, 15, 18 and 20.

13.

at

$1, 5, 6, 8, lO,

12 and 15.

_

CHILDREN’S SUITS

$1, 1.95,

at

,1.SO, 9, 9.90, 9,9,9,0,8,10

uud 12.

DRESS PANTS.

ODD SHORT PANTS
at

at

3.50,4, 4.50,

5 and 6,

50c„ 75c., $1, 1.25, 1.50 and

2.
*

•

Hartnett. Search and seizure.
W. it. Prescott, couuty at-

not aunty.

team at. Jordan
stable In Lisbon Falls.

3SU«

ntie&oii

juries being discharged.

bir^d

SACHET

T-r

uugo

filed the indictment, upon Mr. Holmes’s
promise of good behavior and the restitution of the amuunt due from the alleged
embezzlement. This case practically ended
the business of the December term, both

*

For Heartburn. Sour Stomach, Nausea.
Water Brash, Wind in Stomach, Distress >fr
cr Fullness after Eating, Indigestion,Jr
l-ocs of Appetite, Palpitation, Hiccough, J
Ofianiive Breath and

J

-Jt

Up in Rockland.
[Special to tue Press.]
Rockland, December 22.—The case of
the State vs. Arthur Holmes, for embezzlement, came up in the supreme court today.
The defendant is widely known and the
court room was filled to overflowing. Mr.

for three years, to succeed Charles E
Wheels of Chesterville, whose term ol
office expires January 1.

J_L-l__

| A Simple Remedy

of

Reminiscences

John J. Perry,

and other
bowel

THE CILLEY DUEL.

M.

•

#

IRA P. CLARK & CO..

shot.

Graves was once elected to Congress
after the duel, and after serving out his
last term was never afterwards beard from
in public life. He died In 1848, at the early

age of forty-three years.
I have never seen in any newspaper or
other periodical or work any reliable statement of the personal history of Graves after he rettred from Congress; but something of this kind came to my knowledge
in 1859. In the winter of that year when a
member of tbe House I boarded in the
same hotel with Dr. Carey A.
Trimt>l\
member of Congress from the Chtlicotbe

district, Ohio. Our
and

rooms were

The Leading One Price Spot Cash, Clothiers. Hatters and Furnishers,
482 CONGRESS STREET.

Jewel cases,
Lap Tablets,
Lzttbb asks,

LORING,

FORTHE HOLIDAYS.

lilKBOM,

Mamigubx kts.
Music Kolls,
Novelties nr

SHORT &

WE HATE THE FINEST LINE OF

adjoining

personal relations were of the
most friendly character. His wife was a
Kentucky lady—the daughter of one of
Kentucky’s old governors.
Of course tbe doctor was well acquainted
witn the Ipoliclcal history of that state.
One day I inquired of him If he knew what
became of William J. Graves? He said be
did—that he was then dead—that during
the !a*t years of his life, he was a very
miserable man; that he seemed haunted by
the ghost of the murdered Cilley, and after in conversation with
his intimate
friends, talked about it, expressing the
deepest sorrow that he was forced into the
fatal meeting by those he at the time considered his friends.
This feeling of deep remorse followed
him through life, and even at his death,
seemed to cast a dark shadow over his dv.

PORTLAND, ME.
Btkrlino,

Pea tee Books,
Photo, albums,

our

-—-

The First Blacklisting Case.

Fall Rivjbb, Mass., December 22.—A
served on Agent James Wariag, of the Narraganselt Mills, today, by
counsel for the striking weavers, citing
him to appear in court and show cause wny
be should not be enjoined from coefcing
weavers to work in the Narragansett Mill
by hindering them from obtaining employThis is the first
ment in other mills.
blacklisting case ever brought in Masaachusetts.
summons was

in

New York.

Grip
New Yobk, December 22.—Six deaths
from grip were reported to the health
The members of the police
board today.
force now on the sick list number 147,
The

Bilveb mounted,
Plating Cards,
PHOTO PRAMHS,

HARMON,

t-coNcas,
in

boxes.

Scrap Books.
nhavino Sets,
Triplicate
«
throbs,
Thermometers,
Tka\ bung Bags,
Work Boxes,
Wrist

Counters,

Whist prizes.
Writing Folios.

PUKSKS,

HOLIDAY NOVELTIES,
Acto Aubums,
Cabd Casks,
Celluloid
EVERY effort has been
Albums,
Brush and
Novelties u made this year to
Comb Bets, Dressing
secure three desirable
Bronzes,
Cases results la our assortBackgammon
meat.
Diaries,

EVER DISPLAYED IN PORTLAND.
Also

a

BOOKLETS

Full Line of

and

CARDS.
!

Slim MSB HID LKlTim FUCI UNIS.

boards, Dictionary

Book Racks,

Bibles,

Stands,Thb Newest,
The best.
Dominoes,

Booklets, Fine Memo.

Collar and

me hours.

Whether Henry A. Wise ever had any
rights at the part he played in that wicked
He was a
conspiracy, doth not appear.
rash, vindictive man, whose will, bad temper and aggressive acts, kept him constautly in hot water.
When
Governor of
Virginia, he
became distinguished as a public executioner, when he called out 5000 state troops
and (presided at the hanging of old John
Brown.
Posterity will assign to John Brown and
Henry A. Wise their proper places in history. While the “soul” of the former will
be tiiumpbautly “marching on” down
through the ages, the memory of the latter
will forever be associated with the bloody
field of Bladensburg, the clanking chorus
of slavery, the gallows of Harper’s Ferry,
and the closing np of life as a “fireside"
soldier In the army of Jeff Davis, engaged
in the most infamous rebellion that ever
J. J. P.
disgraced the world's history.

POCKKTBOOKt,

Illustrated, Standard, Miscellaneous and Juvenile

Paper (’utters
Stationery

Cunt Bones. Fountain

STEVENS L JONES COMPANY,
Under FalmoutH Hotel,
OPEN

dec7atf

EVENINGS

UNTIL

MEDICINE. ***

(

For BILIOUS ft NERVOUS DISORDERS "iH
7
?
Sick Headache, Weak Stomach, Impaired
S
Digestion, Constipation, Disordered Liver, etc., >
>

11<
|
I

<
)

ACTING LIKE MAGIC on the vital organs, strengthening the
muscular system, and arousing with the rosebud of health

Physical Energy of the Human Frame.
Taken as directed these famous pills will prove marvellous
restoratives to all enfeebled by any of the above, or kindred
diseases.
S0LD By ALL 0RUCCI8TS,
The Whole

Prioo, 83 oenta p»r Bk>*.
>

1.

(>

Prepared enly by TH08. BEECHAM,

St. Helena

LanoaeWro, England.

B. S'. ALLEN C(K, Sole Agents for United Stmtee, 363 A SOI Canal St.. KVw
Torfe. ftohoifyoar dr ua ft 1st do*, not Ixep them) will mail Bcccham'a Pills on
receipt of prioo-tmt inquire first.

m
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M
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the Most
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a

I,

Xlrflftl
UlluOly

Books, Modbratb
Pens,

Priced
ATmncjTriTO
IUtx UOllJfci
Fans,
Family
that the market afBoards,
Biblbs,
Card sets.
Goods in
full
The
as
lorded.
Christmas
Sterling,soctmaot la ready tot p.ahln If An.n
riuMIB HUUeC«
Cards, Gold Pens,
your inspection.
Cigar Cases
Band Hags.
inkstands.
Candlesticks,
dtf
Cribbage

F. 0. BAILEY &

P&miES8.
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decia____

CHRISTMAS.

jggECHAl*rs!
FILLS EFFEGTUAl?*^
<
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•

The “Baron Torqnomian” collection of ASIATIC ART GOODS,
such hk TURKISH, PERSIAN, AF' HAN, BELOUTCH and INDIAN RUGS, CARPETS, PORTIERES, KILIHS and EMBROIDERun
IES, of all kinds, wilt be SOLD AT AUCTION,

beginning

MONDAY, DEC. 21,

at 2.30 P. M. We affirm that snch a grand collection, boto In qnality
and quantity, has never been brought to Portland heretofore.
We
have all sizes from (2x1 to 20x15), all prices, from $2 to $1500,
and nil kinds.
Visit our grand Exhibition Hall at 181 Middle street, and select
from our immeuge stock your Xmas present.

B.

PesliUinAUIAII,

DON’T

FAIL

TO

SEE

THE

manager.
81500.00

c

(

)

\

(

()

Auctioneers.

BOYNTON,

BOYNTON,

7

547 Conircn St.

Silver Plclnre

Calluel
uecia

847

frames for

OrJ anil
Phetourapns, all tie Uteat
au

RUCr

;

CO-“rOS8 StQ0,d
pcn8l
Pencils,
Toot Picks, etc.

f
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KUPCATIONAL.

WIT AND WISDOM.

tH8(!ELLANEOlJ8 J

ICSS E, W. [HURSTON,

A child of three and a half years had been
taught by his mother a text in the morning:
“Make me a clean heart, O God, and renew a
right spirit witliiu me.”
At night, at the end of his prayers, he, unask-d. repeated the text in the following form:
“Wash my heart, O God, and hang It out to

MOTHERS

Teacherofthe Violin

Realize the great loss of their children
when young from disease, or lack of vitality, and many times it comes from
rareiessness of the attending nurse.
Be it inherited, climate, or disease developed from carelessness, there is re-

dry.”—Muusey’s Weekly.

(PUPIL OF EHBBERG)

lief and life is saved by the

Fer throat and lung troubles Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral, seasonably taken, is a certain specific.

Pina* llou.e, 3 Pre®
Block, Portland.

Htreei

dBm

aug27

1

WESTBROOK SEMINARY
AND

nan

Skintou—Yes, indeed. She introduced me to
Mrs. Terminus, the r ilroad President’s wife,
and her two uouguters the other evening. Site
twin, “Mr. Skint in, Air*. Terminus aud her
daughters, the Miss Termini.”—New York
Sun.

460 Fifth avenue, New York CittI
J
July 3, ’91.
Murdock Liquid Food Co.. Boston, Mass. :
Gentlemens-1 have sent you by mall a photo
graph of my four children (boys), thinking that
it might Interest you a little, as they were all
four Drought up on your Liquid Food as tbelr
itandard diet, most especially the one on the
right of the picture. When be was about six
months old he was very sick from having been
given sour milk by a careless nurse—in fact was
io bad the physician was unable to leave the
aouse for two weeks, during which time the
rliild was virtually dead from want of nutrition,
is he was unable to keep anything whatever
in his stomach.
After trying all the knowu
prepared foods, both foreign and domestic—
none of which were of any use—the physician,
is a final hope, had me buy a bottle of your
Liquid Food, .nd from the very first five drops
giveu he begah to rally, and has been in most
sscellent health ince.
Whenever any of them show any signs ol
weakness whatever we immediately give them
pour Liquid Food, and ii always acts like a
inarm in restoring them to healih.
Very truly yours,
ARTHUR J. FURSELL.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla makes the blood pure,
rich, and vitalizing. Sold by all druggists.

Female College.
DEEKING, MAINE.
Winter term opens Tuesday, Dec. 29. 1891,
and continues ten weeks.
For further particulars and catalogues, audress,
A. B. ALLEN, A. M.,
decl6d2w
Deeriug, Maine.

THIS IS A

Had Rather Not.
“You’ll be a mau like one of us some
day,”
said the patronizing sportsman to a lad who
was
throwing his line into the same stream.
h<*
“Yes, sir,”
answered, “I s’oose I will
some day, but I b’lleve I’d rather
stay small
aud ketch some fish—Washington Star.

Age will not be so marked if you
Ingham’s Dye for the Whiskers.

Book Year!

Buck

use

Airs. Yerger—As 1 do my own
marketing
I shall expect you to
accompany me to the market.

Bridget—Thin, mum, we had better siver our
connection at wanst. I never allow mese’f to
hP NPPll ATI tho Ctrota nn'H
_t.
_

What is better for

gift than

a

Christmas

readable boob,

a

or a

set of books for the library 1
A little money will go
way in the

purchase of

A dollar

will

two will

or

best of the

a

a

long

purchase

made better.

Sour faced woman—You get right out of ihere

Tramp—Y’r husband ain’t

bny the

invested will buy

a

new

small

and

Dec.

Half tti8 Cost Saved.
One large lot of

!

Ladies’ Fancy Knit Cardigan
Jackets, worth $1.50.

illustrated, with

Harry—What do you mean?
P.—I’m operating a dyspepsia factory.

clear

print,

at

jlow prices.
Also all the new publications of

Current works and

a

Pillsbury-

No.

Gone to the other extreme.

prove the value of Nutrition as ouud in
Murdock’s Liquid Food. The last 1000 operatons were made with a loss of 5 deaths.

_

& Hormon.
Short
Lorhig,
__-

The last 382 operations were made
irltb only one death, and consisted of
Rectal “. 26
heart. 12
Laceration of CerCurvature
40
vlx.129 Reclsslon of Knee
of
PeritoJoint.
2
Rupture
neum...49 Excision and DrainProcidentia. 38
9
age.
Vescio Vaginal FisRemoval Caruncle
tula.
2
of Meatus. 8
Removal of Cysts..
6 Replacing Uterus.
2
“
6
Dilation. 12
Polypo.
“
Naevus.. 1 Expiration of Labia 1
Recto. 2

FOB A

Christinas Present
-THAN AN

The women of Massachusetts die, 29,
New York 32, Penusylvauia 30, to the

•* nov26dtf

These results show that the value of Nutrition
is found In Murdock’s Liquid Food in prevent,ng relapse after operations, as t is as great
is In curing all classes of disease, as It makes
lew blood faster than all food
preparations
mown, aud new blood will cleanse the system

We have sold over 1500 of
these spoons, and
have
the

following

pieces:

it

<

no

uu.ooc,

n-cif

as ucai

lilts

wuuuas

Thnv

the finest aualltv of Silk Hand-

are

kerchiefs, which we secured at clearance
sale (from a wholesale firm is Men’s furnishings) at

M Below Cost.
This week, Finest Silk Handkerchiefs
worth 75c. and $1, will be closed out at

$5.00

ailtJr

iperattons.

This Is

COFFEE

burdock’s Liquid

SPOON,

SHERBERT SPOON,
PAP SPOON.
SUGAR SPOON,
BON BON SPOON,

PERFECT FITTING
THE NEWEST SHADES

SARDINE

THE LATE5T STYLES

THE BEST W0RKHAN5HIP.

Behr,

FORK,

IlaBelt &

__

Win. Senter & Co.,

SATISFACTORY
genuine unless stamped «o.

*

p.»

;

rod other PIANOS
ORGANS, 8TOOLS,
X)VRH8 and MUSID CahinETS.
F>e li
t<>ck now coming in for the holidays. Kinaiy
all or send for catalogue. Tuuing and rep.rirug done.

JEWELERS,

THURSTON’S

51 Exchange St.
for
»hc celebrated Putclt,
Agents
Pniilipc Sc Co. watches,

decis

Piano

dlw

MW&Ftf

DRY GOODS

Holiday Goods!

These

;

i Free St.

12 Free

3d,

a

Thn^sday, Dwmbr
large assortment of Holiday

St., Portlaud

Open eveDings until further notice,

decia

dtf

AT COST. Liebig Company’s-=fxtrast of Beef.

Goods, consisting of

grea' variety
if useful and ornamental articles s> itab e for Ohristnus and New*ears’ Presents.and invi e yon to come in and see
them before the assortment is broken
whether you wish to purchase or not.
a

Proposing to make a change in onr
business, we will offer onr entire
stock of Dry 6 ods at cost for the
next «0 days.
N* such chance to buy

nice lr**«h goods at cost

dec3

MW&Ftl

be-

J.M.DYER &C0.
declS

55c

,98c., $1.25,81,50, $5.

A large variety of White Blankets with
1 pair of A style, onethird less than the manufacturers’ prices,
makes them the greatest bargains we have
offered this season.

jacquord borders,

I •UREST
the

nov27

BEEF TEA

CHEAPEST

INVALUABLE
Kite lien for Soups, Sauces
and made Duties.
eodlm

BiaaauMMamsHBganmrwtTppigmitiif ■ .ipjhwi—mam—

OYNTO

MIKADO LAUNDRY,
5 MYRTLE

STREET, NEAR CiTY HALL.

JAPANESE

SCHLUTTERBECK

Wheat, Barley, Oats
at $1.10 per

»s

Toilet Waters.
TIOLET, LAYEJiDER, FLOR'DA.

Schlotterbeck &JFos§

well

the best feed
for poultry; nothing mattes heus
lay better
than mixed grain.
as

as

Foot of Green Itieet

jyleodfim

rvUThAMD,

246 Middle
dec2l

!!

mb.

la/endar, pink,
yellow ar.d

cream,

PRINTS AND MMS,
GREAT

'.

THIS

WEEK.

pieces of Dark and White Ground
c per yd.
500 pieces Cocheco Best Standard Prints,
new styles, 5c per yd.
A great purchase of Indigo Blue Percales,
32 Inches wide, 10c per yd.
Polka spots plaids figured and bias
plaids. The regular retail price is 121 2c.
We commence the sale this morning 10c.
Extra fiue assortment of Patterns, also 5
cases fast black Percales, 32 in. wide, figured and bias plaids, 10c yd.
1000 pieces best quality 121-2c
Dress
GinRbams at 8c yd.
This is a choice lot of styles and the best
quality of goods.
50 pieces Outing Flannel at 5c yd.
100

10

THE

BARGAINS

8

...

BASE 51 ENT.

75 & $1.00

Street,

■

CARPETINGS!
I

Bargains

Prints 31-2

.*
*

Men’s White Shirts.

See These Goods
-AND-

of the FUEL,
Lessens the Smoke, Soot and Ashes.

PRICES,

Cor Sale by all Grocers.
BTANOAB9 COAL <fc FUEL

you Will be
is

convinced that this
the proper time to buy

CO.
OO Equitable Building, BOSTON.

sept25

eodtjanll

boyntonT
Congress St.

I hare the best Nickel Alarm Clocks
I n the city, and I will warrant them
1 o keep perfect time.

CARPETINGS.

!

H. J. BAILEY & CO., I
190 Middle

PORT
uovio

LAND,

.

Street,
.

Laundered and Unlaundered, Lpng and Short
Fronts, Closed Fronts, Open Front and back,
and open full length for old men.
We control
the sale of
The Bonner at. 75
cent8
The Seneca at.
$i.ro
The silver at. 76 cents
The Gold at.
$1.00
These four numbers represent the best White
Shirts to be found in this country at the prices.
We have also
The l.lxuru at.
25 cents
The Wonder at. 37
y3<l
The Number Fifty at. 60
••
The Gold for Full Dress Embroidered

Fronts.
i60
The prices given are for unlaundered
except
the $1.50 shirt.
Portland laundered costs.10 cts. extra
“
“
“
Troy
.26 “
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refuuded.

3\ XT. LIB 13

MAINE.
<m

j

decs

(

HALL

RUBBER- COMPANY’S

Furnishings

which we propose to make as attractive as the
best goods at the lowest prices cau make it.
Everyman will find It to his advantage to examine oar stock thoroughly before making bis
purchases. We believe in keeping up with the
times, by keeping (he best and newest style
goods, and selling them at very low prices.
Special attention Is invited to our superb line
of

greatly reduced prices. If you

cent,

d3t

Men’s

We take stock next month and
uutii that time shall offer all our

Corner Cross and Middle.

-

-

We have opened a new Depart m>nt of

LOW PRICES.

GET OUR

-

TO THE MEN OF PORTLAND:

will come and

54V

BEESON a DALTON,

2 for 25c.
fine color variety;

■

at

SAVES 25 per

This Is the cheapest

SOdoz. Silk Handkerchiefs, hemstitched,
superior quality, which we shall close out
at the sensational price of

4c.
>61-4

*

CARPETS

DESTROYS the Deadly COAL GAS.

and Corn mixed
100 lbs.

Wonderful

a

FLANNEL.

of one lot full-size white Marseilles Quilts
for Si 19 aud one at Si 39, actual value 32.
On tne center counter

**

$13.50.

...

The Two Greatest

25, 50,

to

Stock of HanCkerchhls.

Nile effects.

Pocket*

Bargaius in

a

blue, cardinal, white,

English Marseilles Quilts, in a large variety of quantities in plain white, pink,
blue aud red.

%

d3m

Poultry Feed!

IN

■ ■ ■mi,11

asu hmm uraMvasmRcsnmMaEMBCi

SHAKER

case
case
case
case

i

*

Goal-Saver

Please Call and See Us.

Qec21__
MIXEjD

We Show

A

Unbleached Cotton
3c yd
Good Unbleached Cotton, yd. wide
5
♦
Best Unb cached
61-4
Remnants Fiuit of the Loom Cotton, 8
One more case of yaid wide Bleached
Cotton 5o yd
lOOdoz ’n Table Covers, fringed, colored
border* wit„ doylies to match. The set
for 32 50.

books and Purse* at

-A.T-

Congress Street,
Ladies’ Solid Gold Watches,
Valtham & Elgin, $25, 28, 30.

are about to add to our laundry business
a stocK of Chinese and
.Japanese Fancy
Goods, and al-o a choice line of tea. All goods
are Imported direct from
China, and are of the
finest quality.
We shall be open for business Monday, December 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowest prices.

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.

Three Special

We manufacture our own Comforters
made of the best quality covering, and
filled with sea foam batting. Special baigains of light colored Pineapple clotb,
$2 50 each.

547

WE

▲ Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Beading, I clung, Chronic. Recent or Heredixbi» remedy has positively never be«n
tary.
known to fall. $1.00 a box, 6 boxes for $6.00:
sent by mall prepaid on receipt of price. A
written Guarantee positively given to each
purchaser of 0 boxes, wlieu purchased at one
time, to refund the $r.00 paid If m t ourerl
Guarantee Issued by W. W. ’.vniPPLK «c
WholMsI* n».«l Retail A(<nt<, 21
J'*r,t
Alonument Square, Portland, Me. ocUBeodtf

POCKETBOOKS.

$2.50 and

Tan and gray shades.

Prices this week, $10.50

890.

25c Suspender* for 17 Cents.
50c Suspenders for 19 Cen<s.
1 Case Shawkuit Past Black Seam
less Hose, 25 cents Per Pair, Sold
Everywhere for 85c. and 50c.

were

19^,

evrsrsfmwmmm » natcr

SPECIAL.

of these goods

Ladles' Newmarkets in tan and gray.
The prices last week, $16.50 to $22.00.

lull

broken assortments.

1
1
1
1

Xaff

CLOAK DEPARTMENT.

Men’s Hall Hose, 2 cases Camel’s Hair
and Natural Wool, sold all the season at
25c. Tomorrow

WHITE

Qnilitj Xonkej

to $5 50 each.

One case Men’s Heavy White Merino
Underwear, reduced from 75c. tecause of

We have a choice line of
Gent’s Embroidered Suspenders, put up in 1 pair in a
box 50c., 75c., 87ic., $1.00, $1.25.

Mat

on some

aocsatea—w—ma

ISO.

Suspenders-1

Seal

Beaver Shawls, $3.73 to $10.00 each.

an

I Embroidered

Wool

BEST

dtf

T II J32

...

for

1

n

—

J, M, DYER & CO.

was ever

fv»re offered ia Portland.

come

blankets,

grey

I

We shall open on

dozen if you

a

You will
to see them.

COMFORTERS.

House,

Block,

absolutely cheap.

are

surely buy

I>avis.

LETTER OPENER.

$3.60

100 doz, Ladies’ Wool Hose reduced from

opportunity which only occurs
It may
not
happen
again for years. Do not miss this chance.

A regular 75c. white blanket for 48c.
Seventy-five pair 10-4 white Blankets very
soft and fine; bargains, $1.48.
One small lot 11-4 White Blankets, extra
size and finish, at $2 69.

Emerson,

Pair.

a

Qnalitj

at rare intervals.

Company,

EC mo be,

FORK,
CHILD’S FORK,
BUTTER KNIFE,
BUTTER SPREADER,

THEREFORB

ALWAYS

Food

HOWTO*_M.W&Ftf

PICKLE

intj HOST DURABLE

OCt26

lly24

j

and 71-2

Muff

reduced from 20 to 30 per cent.
Camel Hair Wrap Shawls,

12 l-2c.
14e.
16c.

aud 612

Seal

SHAWL DEimHEW.

at 8 a. m,

and 51-2
and 6 1-2

Cape for

MUFFS.

Imitation

Extra Fine
for $5.00.

regular sizes.
5
6
7
6

at

00.

A Fine
for $3.00.

DISCOUNT

150 dozen Children’s Woollen -Hose,

We shall sell these Fine Blankets Immediately, and we make a price which Insures their quick departure.
We take a lot
with handsome jacquard and other borders
and put down the entire lot to

Fine

A

$3

Far beyond the customery semi-annual reduction.
Note the prices here quoted
which

MUST BE REDUCED.

Imitation Seal

Wood

The prices

Today

Angora Sets

aset.

LADIES’

an

Take Effect

sur-

A t*ood Astrachan Cape for $9,50.
A $50 Bearer Cape for $25.

weather has given us a heavy
kTo reduce it we must

warm

UNUSUAL

ONLY TWO DOZEN CF THESE.

TEAOBAAM

ORANGE SPOON,

make

The remarkable delay In the approach of
cold weather has caused stagnatlou in
Winter Blankets. Our stock Is very large
and

Special for Men.

1000, annually.
«

In

A

surplus stock.

$i.oo. GREAT DROP l\ BUCKETS

run

7sc.

The

our

$7.5(1.

Department.

Capital cases.45 Expiration of the

WHAT BETTER

them

If yon want to see a full line of Infant’s
and Children's Bonnets at a low
price, call at our Infants’

for these

LADIES’ FUR CAPES.

Christ*

MARK DOWN OF HOSE.

Bring the children to be fitted.

$1.50.

,o

trated, at very low prices.
f

waiting

$1.00 m $1.25.

$4.49.

This building was formerly tbe Free Surgical
Hospital for Women, and supported by the MurI lock
Llquta Food Company, Boston (now ethir
works). Over 8000 women were treated In six
Men’s Lined Kid Gloves, especially choice
tears at a cost of $1.00 a day, Including operatons—which would amount to over $L' 0,000— for holiday gifts, reduced to

H.—The Dickens!
P —Yes. I’m proprietor of a railroad restaurant and my pari ner is a specially in stomach
disorders. We’re getting rich. New England
Farmer.

»

Children’s White

$2.87

Beginning today (Tnesday) Morning. December 21, instead rf
nntii our customers cannot take advantage of tbe Mark ilowu for their
mas Purchases, aud secure

We will offer the balance of the fine Chit
dren’s Cloaks, worth $6 to 810, at

fine assort-

ment of Children's Books, illus-

2Ist---26th.

HOLIDAY GIFTS IT HALF PRICE.
MEN’S
OYEItSHlRIS:
Children’s Cloaks.

on

prices

4 Days Before Christinas

Men's large size Overshirts, regularly
worth $1.75 to $2.50, at

WORTH

editions of standard works, finely

SALES.

goods to close out
plus stock in the

low prices.

Castoria i

an M. D.”

CHRISTMAS
___

Note the

(iltOWH BMMTS, TDK BEST SOLD

beautiful

Record

We have decided this year to adopt an entirely new^course and In the Interest
of our customers to make an im or tant change of plan. Marking Down mauy
Christmas Moods and offering our Surplus Stock four days before Christmas at

warm for winter, reduced
backward season to
the
account of

Mother

library.

the

•

Weekly.

Baby cried,
sighed,
Doctor prescribed:

Beat

FURS.

All Oar elegant Four-In-Hand and Teck
Scarfs, made to sell at 50 cents, go down
tomorrow to

“How do you know he ain’t?”
“I’ve allers noticed, mum. that w’er a man Is
married to a woman like you he never Is at
5.9'ne except at meal times.”—New York

carefully

t

Scarfs at Half Price.

Heavy and

at homo.

Harry-Still

i

_

no re-

lief we will carry free of expense, with
Murdock’s Liquid Food until cured or

to

PREVIOUS

ALL

number of choice

gems, while ten dollars

We have

treatment for three months and

Ulcers, old Sores and Wounds, cured byPond’s Extract. Insist on having the
standard,
reliable article. Pond's Extract.

Determined

case that has been under medical

Any

market basket.-Texas Slf ilngs.

or I’ll call my husband.

book.

kind, and fire dollars
a

a

>■"' ;

of

This is one of many cases that we
furnish, to show the value of onr
Liquid Food OVER ALL OTHER
I’KEATMESTS, AND WHEN ALL OTHER TREATMENTS FAIL.

Brainy—How altogether intellectual and
classic that young Mrs. Montlangof Boston is.

Tkiirutou'.

•r

"1:

HURDOCK’3 LIQUID FOOD.

Hill receive pupil*

September 1st,
ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT STREET,

use

ARRABEE.

Cougrc&s

V,

Sheet
dy

—

Greatly
SO RAIN!

AT

—

Reduced

NO SNOW!

Prices.

UNSEASONABLE WEATHER!

We take Stock January 1st and are anxious to reduce our
stock before that time, and on this account together with
rhe unseasonable weather mentioned above are induced
1 to offer our entire stock of

MACKINTOSHES AND RUBBER GOODS
Nf every description at extremely low prices. Our stock is so large that it would be Irapossible to enumerate any of the numerous bargains because of the variety of styles and
patterns.
The fact that we are manufacturers gives us every advantage and we unhesitatingly
I suarantee all our garments because they are made in our own factories and not In tenenent houses uDder the so-called “sweating system” as Is the case of most foreign gar: UHots and many New York ones as well.
Our advantage in being nrmniifactnrers consists in this: The material or cloth that we
iso is hrst coated with PUKE RUBBER and then cured
by STEAM VULCAN1ZAriON by a process entirely our own and far superior to any other used in curing ruboer
1 Abrics. It results In produclog a rubber coated fabric which is thoroughly waterproof
i mtirely free from pinholes, absolutely odorless,
and not affected by any change in

emperature.

HALL RUBBER COMPANY.
declo

<iU

PORTLAND

DAILY

PRESS

AND

MAINE STATE X’RESS.

Subscription Ratos.
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; #3 for six
months; #1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
Daily. (Not iu advance), invariably at the
rate of #7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; #1 for six
months; 60 cents a quarter; 26 cents for trial
subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $i.50 per square, first
Tfiree inserweek; 75 cents per week after.
tion* or less, #1.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.
Half square advertisements #1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special notices, on first page, one third
additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, #2 00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1 60 per square.
Wants, To Lets, For Sales and simillar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or .ess, no display. Displayed advertisements under these heading will be
charged at regular rates.
In Maine *tate Press-#1.00 per square
or first insertion and 5u cents per square lor
each subsequent inseitton.

THE
WEDNESDAY,
Senator
trouble.

Crisp's

Texas statesman. Having accomplished
their principal purpose by placing themselves in the lead of the party they naturally enough wanted harmonylin the ranks,
for a quarrel would put in jeopardy the
success of the party next year which is of
course essential to their success. Hence
they opposed the degradation of Mills to
second place on the ways and means committee. Crisp, however, appears to be of a
different mind. Having got Mills down
he intends apparently to keep him dowp,
and to certain Democrats who warned him
that he was making a big mistake be expressed surprise that the men who elected
him and defeated Mills should now be so
anxi >us to conciliate the Texan. The truth
probably is that Crisp is paying < ff an old
grudge. In the last House Mills's friends
rarely lost an opportunity to snub Crisp
aud push him into the background, and
now having got the upper band he is inclined to retaliate with interest.
It is quite apparent that his performances
are filling the Democrats with dismay,but up
10 ine present lime tney nave round no way

him from his coarse. They fear
that the punishing process is not to stop
with Mills, but is to be pursued toward all
the men whom the Speaker dislikes, and
that when the committees are announced
there will be more grief among the brethto tarn

reD.

CONCERNING BOOKS.
BY E. CAVAZZA.

PRESS.
DE EtIBEH

holidays

are

28.
full of

poetic Ideals, strong imagination and
thought. His themes and metre
are varied and Interesting; his command
of language is excellent, based evidently
upon
acquaintance with the English
classics. Bis ear for accent and rhythm
requires some careful technical training,
and be occasionally emDloys inadmissible
rhymes. These defects, however, Mr.
Stevens can overcome. The main point of
poetry is already in bis favor: be has something to say. It would be agreeable to
quote representative verses from his volume—but this is forbidden by the pressure
of holiday matter upon the columns.
Therefore only the hope may be expressed
that another book of poems by Mr. Stevens
may before long give occasion for a more
extended notice of bis forcible and dignified
ous

mature

By the death of bis fatber at the age of
Hartington, the Liberal-Unionists leader, becomes Duke of Devonshire
83 years, Lord

and a member of the House of Lords.

The
removal of Lord Hartington from the
Commons will be a severe blow to the
Liberal Unionists for though not a brilliant
man he was endowed with a good deal of
prudence and discretion.

Apparently Gov. Russell of Massachusetts doesn't take much stock in the Boston

Globe’s boom for him for President for at
thebanqnetof the Y-mng Men’s Democratic club the other evening he nominated Cleveland for that honor amid great
applause.
Perhaps, however, the Governor’s native modesty prevented him from
blowing his own born.
Mr. Henry Wattersou while entertaining
great respect for Mr. Springer as a Democrat and as a man, thinks his selection for
the chairmanship of the ways and means
committee would be little short of a blunder which might bring upon both Springer
and Mr. Crisp very serious discredit. Of
course Watterson is for Mills.
But Mills's
name is Mud for this Congress.
The H»n. Cbauncey M. Depew says
that New York has no Jealousy in regard
to the Columbian exposition, but will assist
in every way in its power to make it a success.
There is considerable evidence,
however, tending to show that all his fellow citizens do not share Mr. Depew’s
opinion, and that the assistance, though it
will be given, will be given somewhat

grudgingly.
The Boston Herald appears to be in a
state of mind lest the Democrats are to
turn their backs upon the Mugwumps and
send those great and good young Massachusetts representatives
like Sherman
Hoar and George Fred Williams to the
rear.
The Herald really seems to have
been fondly dreaming that the Democratic
party had been born again, and was not
the same old party which had been wrong
in every prominent Issue before the country for the last thirty years, and is very
much disturbed to wake up and find the
reality so very different.
Condolences
with the esteemed Herald are In order.
The gentlemen who ran the moribund
6hort term insurance orders which sprung
np In great profusion in Massachusetts
paid great respect to the old adage that the
time to make hay is when the sun shines.
The officers of the order known as the Golden Grail started In with a salary of $25
a week, but when the second meeting came
round the value of their services had so
increased in their own estimation that they
doubled it. Later on thev put their salaries up to $10,000 and $12,000 exclusive of
all expenses for installations and travelling.
Their travelling was of the most luxurious
kind, on one occasion they chartering a
special car to take them to some part of
the 6outh where they were going to start the
order. The Golden Grail may possibly pay
ten per cent to Its certificate holders.
It would be interesting to know just how
much foundation there is for these stories
of naval preparations for a descent on
Chili, which are telegraphed over the
There is nothing from
country dally.
official sources to confirm ti>e»e tales. On
the other hand Secretary Tracy in answer
to a query as to what war vessels were in
Chilian waterR replied that the little York
town was at Valparaiso, the Boston would
soon be there and the Baltimore was on
her way up to San Francisco. There is
certainly nothing very startling in these
preparations, and it Is hardlv a legitimate
Inference from them that the President is in
favor of war as one paper reports him, or
that the navy department Is massing vessels and troops along the Chilian coast. It
may be that the Secretary 1s not telling all
that, hp knows, tint It 1r mnoh more

An Idyl of the Sun. By Orrin Cedesman
Stevens. The author of this volume of
verse is evidently a man of high and seri-

nrnhn-

ble that the coirespondents are telling
more than they know or have any good
reason to believe.
CRISP AND THE DEMOCRATS.

Speaker Ciisp seems to be developing
disposition to reject advice and do as he
pleases, which is very disquieting to the
Gorman-Hill crowd, who are responsible
largely for his elevation to the Speakership. Though it was at first suspected
a

that the snubbing of Mills was done at the
instigation of Gorman and Hill to humiliale Cleveland, it turns out that it was
simply Crisp's own work, and that it
in spite of the advice of
was done
the faction that
supported him for
the Speakership. The truth is that Crisp’s
supporters were inclined to be content with the castigation they gave Mills
and Cleveland by defeating the former for
the Speakership, and were disposed to
adopt a conciliatory attitude toward the

talent. (Holyoke, Maas:
and Cady. Price $125.

Griffith,

Axdell

Peter Ibbetson. Edited by George do
Maurler. This extraordinary romance of
which the dramatic unity is preserved by
Mr. du Maurier’s styling himself editor instead of author, is the autobiographical
narrative of a man who condemned to
prison for a crime ethically defensible,
found a strange escape from durance and
loneliness, traversing every night a way of
dreams. The description is charming of
the early years of the heio, passed in the
sunny gardens of France, surmounted by a
little circle of charming elders, his confidante a little girl playmate with whom he
created such games and intellectual diversions as amaze those persons who have
charge of gifted ohildren. Once only, in
later youth, Peter met again the little
\fimcan

nrnnrr»

fhn toll atwl

efnfaln

her own rich nature, so that
when Ulior shall meet her again, changed
from the simple maid of the dales to a brilliant woman, he may find 6weeter than the
wild rose, the cultivated rose of a hundred
leaves. The pretty story of this muchforgiving Aspatria is told in Mrs. Barr’s
forcible aDd acceptable manner. (New
York: Dodd, Mead & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon. Price $150.)
sources cf

A Woman of

Shawmut. By Edmund
James Carpenter. This is a novel of the
times of the Puritans in Massachusetts;
and is founded upon the episode—referred
to in Mr. John Winthrop’s History of New
England—of the wooing and wedding of
the bride of Governor Bellingham. He,
with a superb assumption of
I’etat, c'est
moi,” performed bis own marriage cerebenefit of
moDy, impromptu, without
clergy or of law, The story includes the
long period of the life of Lady Bellingham,
and in it are woven many historical details. The tone of the work is decidedly
romantic, in imitation of the magical writings of Hawthorne; the idiom seems rather too antiquated and self-consclons. (Boston : Little, Brown & Co. Price $125 )
Wind Flowers. By Elizabeth H. Tobey.
The many friends of Mrs. Tobey in Portland and elsewhere will be glad to know
of this tastefully entitled booklet. Her
verse is spontaneous and unaffected, the
expression of the sentiments of home and
of religious devotion.
Occasionally an
arch line portrays the winning figure of a
child:
wnai snan i no, sne's a main oi misrule,
la it my duty to send her to school?

Portland; Loring,
Price 75 cents

TERRIBLE SACRIFICE.

_

The Blue Pavilions. By "Q.” In this
story of Ragland in the 17tb century, after
the close of the Dutch war, Mr. Arthur
Qailler Couch has written with power and
with comedy. The Blue Pavilions were the
respective homes of Captain Jeremy Runaclesand Captain John Barker, an ofldly
assorted pair of friends; a widower and a
bachelor, both in love with Mistress Meg,
whose good-for-nothing husband has, according to report, been killed. After elaborate precautions in order to take a fair
6tart in pursuit of this young woman’s
heart and hand—the two captains learn
that she has died suddenly, leaving an infant son. Their next emulation was for
the right to adopt this boy, a right which
was to be allotted by the cast of dice.
Captain John threw sixes, and Captain
Jeremy—box and dice out of the window,
angrily. As ward of Captain John, young
Trisham grew up to be a fine, brave youth;
and after an adventurous. campaign in
Flauders, by sea and by land, he finally
returns to the two captains, and to the
lovely Sophia, daughter of the widower,
Master Jeremy. This is a story written
especially about men and for men; a robust romance of friendship, war and love.
(New York: Cassell Publishing Company;
Portland:
Loring, Short & Harmon.
Price $1.25.)

A

SAFE

REALTY UU.

Organised for purchase ef centrally located improved business
the growing cities ef the United simt*.
cent,

per

quarierlj by

INCORPORATED

Dikectobs

E. B

PHILLIPS, late Pres, of the Eastern and Fltehbnrg Railroads; Hon. J. Q A.
BRACsETT.au .vernorof Mass.;WM. APP< ETON RU*T Director Blackstone Nat’l
Bank; a. t» LORing. investment Banker; GEO C, APPLETON Real Estate and Mortgages, Boston Uon W. A- CLARA. Sr , Pres Manufacturers’ National Bank, Lynn, M-as.;
l.B. MASON, Pres. R J Mortgage and Trust Ca. P-ovldeneo, R.
I.; G. E. «• JACBSON.
Pres Portland Savings Bans, Portland. Me : HENBY EXALL. Vice
Pres. No. Texas National Bank, Dallas, Texas. Strict investigation lur'trd. tv rito for
Cirrnlnt.
BOOM 409 ■Xi HASttE BUII.DING STATE STREET.
BOSTON, MAAS.
N. S. G iKDINER, Agent for Portland and
vicinity, 183 Middle Street, Portland.
sept9
eodttm

Christmas

tats!

Maurice Baker’s Extract off “Polar Lily.”
‘k
“
Florida Water.
“
“
l avender Water.
“

“

Colgate’s
“

Bay

Hum.

violet Water.
Heliotrope Water.

“
“

“Century

middle and tiicnange

Druggists.

oju

out hr all

Good for Man and Beast. It Gives Immediate
Relief. It has No Equal. Keep it in the House.
O
TRY IT.
5 Bottles /or $1.00.

ASK TOUR DRUGGIST FOR IT.

FM W&wnrm

UAYM KTci

Arabian,

PalsaM
One of the Best Medicines Evei
Invented for

PERFECT AND IMMEDIATE RELIEF

“

“

“

“

Cream” for the

Bich Marsaitles Bed

IS CASES or PAIS AND INFLAMMATION.
This excellent compound is achieving the most
Wignal triumphs, astonishing many whonave occasion to use It by tbe certainty with which It relieved
them of thetr suffering*, both externally and intern*
ally. It is aafe and certain in Its action.
*?r Burnt, Potsontnq, Mrut! lot, Inflammation
o/ the Eye* or BoweU, Earache, ietrfnctt, Eheumatitm. Paint in Bide, Back ot Shouldert. Piles,
Sort Throat, Croup or Bronchia

WATER SUPPLY

SATURDAY MATINRBI

COMPANY

•*

•

__oecai.

_

Orphan*

PRICES, 15, 25, 35, 50 Cts
dtf

Principal and Interest Guaranteed.

GILBERT’S CHRISTMAS BALL.

$5,000

Friday Evening, Dec. S3, 1891.
CSmuleaMa with lady. 81.00.
JLad>m untccmpanied by geatltuM,
83 cent*.
dec21
(jtf

City Water Company
OF

MIRHEITF, HIS.. 6’s.

Cbaueer and The

and Interest Guaranteed.
FOB BALE BY-

Exchange

CO.,

Tuesday

Evening,

d2t

FAIR
WEST END

E.

CHURCH

TUESDAY ANDWEDilEVDAY

d
Harvest
Evening.
Supper
dec22d2t
Tuesday evening from 0 to 8.
FINANCIAL.

PORTLAND NATIONAL if

can

FRED E. RICHARDS, President
W. W. MASON, flos President
C. 8. At LEM Cashk

do

favorable terms if
application Is made to the

Deposits In

SAWS

early day.

our

DEPARTMENT

In small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

SWAN&BARRETT,

Jiyi

BANKERS,

dtf

INVESTORS
I

186 Middle

Should get information aboot oat

Street, Portland, Maine.
octaodtf

GUARANTEED

Mortgages

(PBXVM.,)

•'

GUARANTEED

Bonds

RAPID TRANSIT COMPANY.
Firs!

M.

--

Afternoon and

so upon

an

SALE

AND
AT THE

Holders of City of Calais
Bonds maturing Dec. 1,1891,
who wish to obtain the new

undersigned at

8tfU».

dec22

8treet.dt[

exchange

December

An Illustrated Lecture by Miss Bennett, ot
Ogontz School, In aid > f the V plscopal Chapel,
Wooafords. Tickets at Htockbrloge's.

DUE 1901*1911.

bonds In

Canterbury Tales

AT BAXTER HALL, PORTLAND,

Cent,
REFUNDING LOAN.

Mortgage 6 Per Cent

Cold Bonds. Due

Stocks10%

July 1,1911.

1

WE HAVE HAD

Experience
20 Years1
DIVESTMENTS,

INTEREST JAN. 1st wi JULY 1st

CHRISTMAS GIFT.

__

EVENING J

POPULAR

e’s.

ALLENTOWN & BETHLEHEM

Dress Patterns.
JSew White Ground Percales.
Choice Dress Prints.

Nirhily.

TUESDAY..,.Wad

Four Per

Spreads.

of Bill

THURSDAY. Kaoch"?
Friday.. .,.*..Riif6r ant

CITY CALAIS

Linen Sheets and Pillow Slips.
Linen Sheeting.
Pillow Case Linen.
Colton Sheets and Pillow Cases.
Only about lOO left of the lOOO Fifty Cent

Prop’s,

Change

MONDAY.Lane P|ne

"

complexion.

dv

J1IS8 HA TDK KINK KOBER
sad n K MAX FREE MAX,

Jamestown, If. Y;,

aJ2

Fine While Blankets.
Choice Wrapper Blankets.

’druggists.

GOOD

»ceae.

nra

sis.

BANKERS,

Ladies’ and Bents’ bilk Handkerchiefs.
“
“
“
“
Linen
Ladies’ bilk Underwear.
“
Fine Wool Underwear.
Misses Underwear and Hosiery.
Ladies’ White A or on*.
“
Silk Umbrellas.
“
“
Gents’
Children’s School Umbrellas.
Ladies’ and Misses’ Muffs.
Colored Pattern Dresses.
w
“
Black
Colored Dress Silks.
“
“
Black
Black Silk Warp Dress Goods.
“
“
*
All Wool
“
“
“
Colored
Fine Table Linen.
Elegant Chenile Covers.

INDIAN SAOWA
KICKAPOO
Sold

A

Shipwreck

The Heecae ef Fasaeagera by Meaaa ef
the Hreechea Baay.
90 ladescribab’e Chaagra of Sceaoe.

Lothrop Stock Co.,

H. M. PAYSON ft

Ylang llang Water.
Bickseckcr’s Violet Water.
Lundborg’s Handkerchief Extracts.

Laces, Fans, Chiffon Buffling.

eoU£.wly

With its Wealth of Scenery.
The Keaearbable Miorm at (tea aad the

BANKERS,

~~~

MADE BY THE INDIANS
FROM ROOTS AND HERBS.

spit

The Great Metropolis

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

Principal

Lavender Water.

Colgate’s
Bongan & Merritt’s Cologne.

PJldTISOUK. S. I

2

Friday aad Saturday,

t omm.-nciag MONDAY, Dec. 9M, and
Huluace of Week, Retora of

$ 15,000

KICKAPOO INDIAN SAGWA,
NATURE’S REMEDY,

E. MORGAN 4SONS.

-

The roost realistic effect ever achieved upon
the stage. Tlcsets now on sale for all
of the performances.

dec21dtf_

Laxell’s

at al

b^ reg-

MATINEES

-

Price 98 1-2

cor.

IMPURE BLOOD,
USE THE GREAT

$1

■

Prices, 25, 60, 75cts.

BODY, OR ANY
DISEASE ARISING FROM

Price 25c. and

and paying 6 per cent, dividends
on the stock, these bonds are a
denirable investment for Trust

and interest.

PIMPLES ON THE FACE OR

JySl

& !

Friday aad Ctatorday, Dec, 95 90.

Company is earning a
large surplus beyond the interest

can

Manager.

-for-

As this

These bonds

Lessee and

Strongest Attraction of the Year

GOLD 4s., Due 1927. 2

istered if desired.

RHEUMATISM,
SCROFULA,
CATARRH,
BOILS OR CARBUNCLES,

Price 25 cents per Bottle.

ti. E. LOTBROP,

3C 3\ZL A

Company

Funds.

THEATReT

PORTLAND

Portland Water

BlncUstone National

nt

Booton.

THE LAWS OF MAINE, 1891.
OFFICERS ;
President, E. b. PHILLIPS, of Boston; Treasurer, WM. APPLETON BUST, of Boston
Counsel Hon. JOHN Q. A. BRACKETT; Auditor JOSHUA LOR1NG
Boston.

YOU HAVE

INDIAN
KICKAPOO
Quick
Zlsii of ?ala.

is

UNDER

IH

NEVER LOST A DOLLAR
la ovary inetanoe htaraat and Principal haa btn

Both Principal and Interest payable In Boston.

paid

at

maturity.

WE Have RETURNED to INVESTORS

Webster’s New
International

STRICTLY

“No Trouble

Dictionary,
FOR RALE ntV

ONE

PRICE.

PRICE, PAR AND INTEREST.

$13,800,000

reaming 6 par oant. to 11 par oant. interest.

vj|

ft

to

Show Goods.” FRED L RICHARDS i
BANKERS,

••

Exchange

98

-r4-»

EASTMAN

BROS.

dec21d4t

&

BANCROFT.

do not abeohave are aa
seen re aa any we have ever "ffered, and pay mare inter rat than any we have offered in the laat ten years.
We can refer to the leading banka tn New York and
We are under the anperrision
to onr 4.( ufl patrons
of the Banking Department of New York State.
Wa

saver

handle any aecority that

lutely control. The investments

CO.,

2 Wall *4t.. Cor. Broadway, New York.
HENRY DICKINSON. Manager.

Street.
dtf

8&W&wly

halt)

THE

BOYNTON,

CascoNatioaalBank
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN.

547

ing Balth

|

cheering, more sustaining and more satisfying than 1
teajn^coffee. Better for the nerves. Take no substitute.n56 |
OCt26

or

Commercial Travellers’
Association.

rent; also

or

plain,

at

NO. 114 I-2EXCHANCE8T.

WE 8 SOLICIT ONE TRIAL.
dim*
tied

DAINTY

Celluloid Goods
At Moderate Prices.

P. HASTINGS.
W.
e!7__dtl

BOYNTON,
517

Schlotterbeck & Foss

Rogers

Congress

St.

* Bros. At star brand

Knives, Forks and Spoons,

Elgin Watches,

AT-

Accounts of

received

on

Schlotterbcck & Foss

Individuals,firms and corporations

favorable terms.

Dinner of this Association
THEwill6thbeAnnnal
held at the Preble House, FRIDAY
Interest allowed on time
EVEMNG, Jan. 1st. 1892. Tickets
be obtained of the secretary, No.
ready and
2 Free street, or of the Committee:
deposits.
G. W.
aie

fancy

and

Christmas Candies,

Capital and Profits $1,100,000.
Maine

for sale

m

HUYLER’S

18Q4.
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FIRST class

very

Incorporated

Street.

Ho, * 1», *1*-}, $15 & $20.

PORTLAND, ME,
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Congress

Gentlemen's Solid Silver Stem Wind-
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I
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J.B.WATKINS L.M.CO.
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gray-green covers with a medallion,
where blush roses are wreathed upon white
and gold. The many Illustrations, laid
unconventionally along the page in French
fashion, add to the charm of the volume as
a Christmas gift.
The story itself is of a
young girl of the North country of England, who affronted by the bridegroom that
left her at the church door, rode sadly and
proudly home between her two brothers of
the stern and loyal kind that are sung of
in Border ballads. The rejected Aspatria
consoles herself in developing the re-

payable

coupons

Bank,

OTHER STRONG MEDICINES.
IF TO-DAY OR HEREAFTER

all

properties

$100,000 Of STOCK NOW 0FFERIN8 AT PAR.

Dividends, iya

TAKING MERCURIAL AND

by

AJlBHKillJENTl*.

HOME INVES1MENT.

*

A Bose of a Hundred Leaves. By Arne-1
lia A. Barr. This novel by a very popular
author is dressed in holiday attire. Nothin:’ could be more exquisitely colored than
it

flRAIVCUL.

INVESTMENT.

UNITED 'STATES

MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
ARE DAILY SACRIFICED BY

!/•>«»

Duohess of the Towers. Then, by grace
of a fixed system of dreams, an entire discovery of the capricious laws of the realm
of sleep, this magnificent woman comes in
her life and after her death, to comfort and
inspire the dreary life of the poor prisoner.
Mr. du Mao tier has appeared to wish to
materialize in this Duchess the beautiful
goddess who is manifest as she walks
tbroogh his society cartoons. His pen as a
writer has the patrician grace of his artist’s
pencil; a flexibility of idiom and precision
in the use of words which comes from his
evident equal familiarity with two languages, the French and the Soglisb; while
his art of a romandst possesses the AngloSaxon directness and the delicate psychological analysis of the best Gallic fiction.
Certainly it is to the reminiscences of the
childhood of the hero that the reader will
return with the most pleasure, but the
latter portion of the work is managed with
steadiness, moving over its cloudlike plot
without disaster, and affording strange
hints of light upon certain problems of the
spirit. The illustrations are in the authors
characteristic manner. (New Yorks Harper and Brothers; Portland; Loring, Short
& Harmon.

Short & Harmon,

PlNAMClAlu

---—

BOYNTON,

now

can

547 C'ongKH St.

TENNANT,

BENJ ILL8LEY,
F. T, GROWS,
J. H. DOW.
C. LANG.

_8.

The annual meeting and election of officers
Will be held at tne rooms. THUK8DAY EVENING. Dec. 31 1891. ills desired that every
member should be present, as there Is business
of Importance to be transacted.
aecl7did
C. K. GAG E, Sec’y.

aiiF#8siii7TExiusr Mexico
Semi-Monthly Parties, Personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quicK time, PullCall on or address E. E.
man sleeping cars.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern
Pacific Co., 192 Washington St. Boston. Mass.
|anl9
eodly

R. Small, Marshall R. Coding,
Stephen
President.

I heard the young lady say she
in hope» she would have a
dair of Pearl Opera Glasses.
was

Cnahier.
dtf

febl4

J. B. BROWN & SONS, Bankers^

SOUTHERN PINE

AIN Middle Nlreet, Portland,
Issue Letters of Credit, available lu all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal European Cities.

INVESTMENT
Agent,
no24

nf

the

Timber,

largest

LONI/ON.

Flooring Boards,
Assortment and Lowest Prises

PEERING, WINSLOW & CO.,
WNTLAW, ME., HEAD BROWN’S WHARF.
janlu

SECURITIES.

Cheque Bank,

Plank and

>1.4’,
dtf

eodtt
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT.
An

Important

Case

Decided by

Judge

Business at Meeting of Board of Aider-

Webb.

men

A very important case was concluded in
the United States Circuit Court, before
Judge Webb, yesterday, which has been
before His Honor since October, 1890. It
involved a large sum of money ;for our
courts, and was interesting from the fact
tbat the principal plaintiff in the suit Is a
member of the family of the great millionaire, Russell Sage.
Tills suit was brought by H. W. Sage &
Co., Harge lumber manufacturers in New
York, having mills In Michigan, for a balance due on a shipment of lumber, by
Frank Dudley, amounting to $5130.21.
To
this suit the defendant filed an account in
eet-off, amounting to $4,888, with $416 interest.
Since the case was set down for
trial, the defendant's counsel filed a confession of judgment as to the account of
the plaintiff, and the trial proceeded solely on the account in set off. The account
in set-off was based on an earlier contract
for lumber tbat bad been delivered and
paid for, but which, it was claimed by defendant, was not equal iu quality to the
lumber called for by the contract.
Judge Webb rendered a decision in favor of the plaintiffs for $5798 86, with
costs. The amount of the costs has not
yet been footed.
Hon. Charles F. Libby appeared for H.
W. Sage & Co., and Hon. William L. Putnam for Dudley.
Another interesting feature in the case Is the fact that this is probably the last ease in which Mr. Putnam
will appear before the court as counsel, as
when he next appears in the court room It
will be on the bench,
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
i.ne

following rescripts

yesterday in

cases

were

received

pending before the law

court:
ANDBOSCOGOIN COUNTY.

Charles E. Garcelon et al. vs. George H.
Tibbetts.
Rescript by Foster J —To entitle a
broaer to commissions, where he is employed to sell real estate, he must produce
a purchaser ready and
willing to enter into
a contract on the employer's terms.
This implies and involves the agreement
of buyer and seller, the meeting of their
minds, produced by the agency of tbe
broker.
The defendant was the owner of a parcel
of real estate which he authorized tbe
plaintiff to sell for a certain sum. Nothing
was said relative to the kind of deed to be
gives. Tbe broker found a purchaser who
refused to complete the transfer udIpss the
defendant would give him a warranty
deed, notwithstanding the defendant had a
good title to the property.
The defendant
would not give a warranty deed, but
offered to give a quitclaim deed, in usual
form with special covenants and so the
sale was not executed.
Held, that tne
broker was not entitled to his commissions.
Exceptions sustained.
William S. Jones, Sen,, vs. Lewis A.
Cobb
Rescript by Virgin J.—Title to personal
properly is not changed by its conversion
and by tbe bringing of an action of trover
therefor by the owner.
In trover by the owner for conversion of
personal property only nominal damages
are recoverable, if the same
property has
be“n attached by a creditor of the owner.
Motion sustained.
Verdict set aside.
New trial granted.
KNOX COUNTY.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Annie Y. Walker vs. Inhabitants of
Winslow.
Rescript by Emery, J.—R. S. ch. 18, sec.
80, r< (junes a person injured upon a road,
before bringing suit theiefor to give written notice "setting forth his claim for damWhere the wife is injured and the
ages.
husband gives written notice thereof, and
that he claims damages, saying nothing of
the wife's claim for damages, an action
by
the wife cauuot be maintained.
Judgment for the defendants.
INSOLVENCY COURT.
BEFOBE JUDGE PEABODY.
a

Elijah K Morrill of Yarmouth, has filed
petrtlon in insolvency.
Registration

I

of Dentists.

The dental registration law goes into
effect on the fourth day of next May. It
provides for the registration of all dentists
practicing In Maine. Those inlpractice at
the time of the passage of the bill are allowed to register without examination if it
Is done within three months. After that all
applicants must be examined by the board
which has been appointed by the governor
as follows: D. W. Fellows, Portland; R.
B. Miller, Rockland; L. S. Chilcott, Bangor; F. G. Sawyer, Skowhegan. and E. J.
Roberts, Augusta. The board has already
registered at its meetings 304 dentists
whose names have been filed with the secretary of state for record.
Of these 303
registered upon their affidavit claiming the
right under this law to practice in Maine.
One was added to the list after
having
passed an examination.

Gahauher, Peter P., 76 Salem.
Gr ene. Wyer, 288 Brackett.
Green, William B.. 12 A.
Green, William H., 128 Emery.
Green. Curtis J., 845 Congress.
Greenougb, Freeman, 217 Spring,
Gl lesple, James J., 315 St. John.
Gal a her, John A., 232 Danforth.
Gallagher, Peter, 282 Danforth.
Gerrish, Leonard B., 829 Congress.
Goodwill, William A., '16 Flue.
Greely. Clareuce, 44 Grove.
Gould. Geo. F., 807 Congress.
Hennessy, Will. C„ 62 Salem.
Higgins, Ww. P., 260 Brackett.
Hart, Hanson M., 808 Soring.
290 Danforth.
Haines, Joslati
Hausou, Lyman W., 197 Grant.
Houston, John A., «C Emery.
He»id. Thomas G., 31 Crescent.
Hobson, Cbas. H., 403 Si. John.
Binkley, Thos. H., 94 Pine.
Hamlen. James C., 16 Carieiou.
Hutchinson, Joseph L.. 213 St. John,
Hunt, Archelaus, 760 Congress.
Barry, Frederick N.. 10 Trowbridge Place.
Hunt, Enoch W., 3S May.
Harris, Frank F 2x3 Brackett.
Holman, Dudley M., 11 Charles.
Hobb', J. hn p.. 67 Carleton.
Hamilton. Daniel A., rear 2 Monroe Place.
Haskell,Thomas H., 14 Bowdola,.
>

estate

rue

roruana.

Hanson, Chat. A., 185 Grant.
Hersey. Arthur L., 36 Thomas.
Hurlburt, Wm. K., 463 Sc. John.
H.ght, H« ra'io, 42 Taylor.
Harmon, Herbert A., 892 St. John.
Hinds, thos. J., 57 Summer,
Houghton, Henry L.. 36 Bowdoiu.
Hat moo, Alonz > F., 392 St. John.
Hlght, Clarence A 42 Taylor.
Irish, Chas. E.. 68 Clark
Ilsiey Reward H.. 317 Spring.
Irish, Wm. B., 40 West.
Jordan, ('has. K., 245 B.
Jordan, Henry B., 105 Pina,
Jose, t has. F. 62 Gilman.
Johuson, Theodore H. 804 Congress.
Johnson. John, rear 276 Dauforth.
Jones, Harry Lee, 46 West.
Jordan, Domlnlcus. 16 8t. John.
Jordan, Alvin. 13 Lewis.

marine /lews, photographed by Peabody,
aDd engraved by John A. Lowell in his
moat artistic style.
k

TRADE.

-OF

COMPLETE LINE OF THESE STANDARD ODORS
AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING:

WE HAVE A

500 Pairs for ltb.is

YLANC, WHITE

YLANG

ROSE.J OCKEY CLUB, CASHWILD ROSE, VIOLET, MELIOAY BLOSSO Vl, LILY OK THE

MERl LILY,

TROP,E.’

HOLIDAY

YALLEY, FRAgCIFANNI, CLOVE,
pink And new mown hay.

G1SOHGEJ

Overture.American Cadet Orchestra
Farce.“Tiie Two Extremes”
Oveiture.Orchestra
Tne swell of the Day .Mlss.Ida Leavitt
Miss M. O. Colcord accompanist.
Queen ot Soug.Miss Katie Burns
Miss Colcord accompanist.
Essence of Old Virginia.Mr. Andy Wesley
Select readings....Miss U. Maud Kniclit
Indian clubs.D. J Farr
Harmonica and accordeon.Stone and Kline
Hong.Miss Julia Holland
Overture.Orcuestr a
Farce.—.The Black Chemist

/

STYLES

NEW

Examine Our Styles.

#

1 lot 10-4 White Blankets, slightly damaged,
1 case 10-4 White Blankets, Fancy Borders

WRAPS.

58c. pair.

.

*

.

,

68c.

**

$1.00

**

1.50

**

4.00

N

4 50

**

114, the most popular we ever sold, In the finest assortment of
borders, usual price $6.50, only
0.OQ
Good bargains in Fine White Blankets.
•
•
.
•
$8.00 and $12.50

*

•

1 case

K

l

M

THE GREAT METROPOLIS.

This successful melodrama will begin an
engagement of two nights at Portland theatre Friday. A Christmas matinee will be
given and a matinee on Saturday. Au ex-

change

1 case li-4|Salmon Col'd, weight 6 pounds, worth at least $3, to close at 2.2S
•
.......
1 case Sliver Gray 104, at only
80c.
“
“
extra quality, In this sale,
1 case
...... 1.00

ti

say 8:

The characters in the play are skilfully
drawn, says one who has witnessed it, and
the types are such as to appeal strongly to
every taste. From the honest, courageous
old life-saver down to the typical New York

t

f

1

case 104 Dark

1

messenger boy, they are all familiar personages whose acquaintance is all too brief,
confiued, as it is, to the few short hours

1

ALLEN & COMPANY

case
case

ffrcwn a

triflix

qtnnf

onrl

204

Middle

11-4 Medium Gray, nsnal price 8%00, aft

Eastern Star Encamdment, No. 2,1. O.
O. F., elected these officers last night:

12.4^

J.

»

»

D. F.

n9 —Ll.u

a

V*

UUC

TTUtVU

notice will be given.

-

•

•

....

$4 00, only

R.

•

•

«

•
.

•

j.19
1.48

**

a50

*■

3.C0

V

«

our

**

•*

basement.

LIBBY,

decl9
•

STREET,
dtl

#

;V

4

k

■
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CHOiCESTYLES

I

Learn
"11

Onr
UU*

V'

NECKWEAR,

Prices
* riOOS.

dec32

d3t
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WE OFFER

•

SILK BRACES,

Over

6l0TES>
HAjiDKEBCHIEFS.

Eighty Varieties of Gandies

At

prices
pound.

FANCY JEWELRY.

ranging

from

10 to 40 cents pet

"

ALL KINDS OF NUTS

■

»

Out of last crop that ever grew, 6 to 70 cents
per pound.
_

FLJSlISTJSTS.

Common

COMPOUND SYRUP OF HYPQPHDSPHITES
Cures
JJ1S0&S6S.

Consumption,

Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Scrofula, and all Wasting

From

In this city, Dec. 22, by Rev. J. G. Merrill,
Fred K. Hughey and Ella F. Knowles.
In Wayne, a burr Tootbaner of Minot and
Miss Millie Fuller of Wayne.
lu Chelsea, Dec. 17, Ira Blanchard of Chelsea
and Mrs. Viola Collins of Randolph.
In Damariscotia, Dee. 16, U. S. Gushee of
Appleton and Miss May W. Douse of Daraariscotia.

In Damarlscotta, Dec. 13, William M. Higgiusof Bowootiiham and Miss Alice Jewett of
Georgetown.
In Richmond, Dec. 16, Will L. Stinson ana
Miss May Woodward.
In Canaan, Dec. 16, Arthur E. Nelson and
Miss Idella Goodwin.

DEATHS.
in Durham, Dec. 16, Henry Edmund, only
Bhild of Mr. and Mrs. Fred D. Miller, aged l
year.
In Pemaquld, Dec. 11. Mary Abbie Tukey.
In Hallowed, Dec. 17, Liuwuort Mason Howe,
iged 23 years.
In Nobleboro. Daniel Benner.
In Augusta, Dec. 18, Geo. McDonald of Lewiston, aged 46 years.
In Boothbay, Dec. 12, Jas. W. Hutchins, aged
SI years.
In WTest Gardiner, W. 8. Townes, aged 71 yrs.
In Bristol, Dec. 7. Mrs. Arad Hatch, aged
10 years.
In Damarlscotta, Dec. 12, Frank Sldellnger,

iged 22;yea's.

iu Deumaik. Dec. 10, Mrs. James N. Smith,

In Augusta, Dec. 10, Mrs. Viola Williamson
>f Newry.
In Harrison, Dec. 8, Marry gpurr, aged 81
fears.

very finest table fruit grown,

old~fashioned drum to fanciest
s Smyrna washed fruit, 10 to 40 cents per pound.

It is pleasant and palatable to take as honey. Does not produce Nausea,
easily assimilated.
Its strengthening effects are almost immediate.
It does not come up to assert itself semi occasionally after being swallowed, as other Emulsions certainly do.
It is a Great Producer of BONE and MUSCLE.lt purifies the Blood, and
patients gain rapidly in weight while taking it.
Itisa true Emulsion, the only one that is always ready, always alike, and
that never has a thick,
gummy, and greasy blob at the top to upset the
patient's stomach.
It is used ir) all the leading hospitals.
Prescribed by the most eminent physicians In the United States
and Canada, and many assert that It is

plain

and is

BEST

EMULSION

IN

THE

Ordinary Turkish

and all the intermediate grades
and kinds up to nicest Wiesbaden Stuffed, 8 to
70 cents per pound.

CRACKERS.

MARKET.

MICE! EKIILM CL,

Plain Boston to Special Holiday Mixtures,'em*
bracing over 60 varieties. All very lowest possible

lews

prices.

dc28__W&S4W
—__

The

Single Sleighs, Double Sleighs

HORSE

Robes,
BLANKETS.

possible prices.

Why

Carriage Manulaclurrrs,
ELtt ST.,
decl7

CORNFR CUMBERLAND.
uzw

BOYNTON,
547

Coufress

Do not pay the

which

St.

big profits
jewelers have always

charged.

various

ILL THE DAINTIES (NO DELICACIES OF THE DAY.

Harness and Stable Goods in
great variety and all at lowest

I THOMPSON & BRO.

CHESEjSES.

varieties in all—from 12 to 50 cents per pound.
Royal English Plum Pudding with French
Custard Wine Sauce Boiied Cider from Sabbath
Day Lake Shakers, English, Scotch, French and
German Conserves. In short

GROSERY PUNGS,
Fur

__

domestics, imported Roquefort,
Paragon, Sap Sago, Swiss, Brie, Edam, English
Square, Stilton, Minanta, etc*, etc., including 18

SLEIGHS! SLEIGHS!

Fora disordered liver try Beechan’s Pills,
MARRIAGES.

cooking to

6 to 33 cents per pound.

-AND-

iged 56 years.

**

CONGRESS

Ask your Druggist for It, AND TAKE NO OTHER.

The steamer City of Richmond of the
Portland, Mt. Desert A Machias Line, will
make her last trip east for the season from
Portland Friday, December 25tu. and her
last trip west, from Machlasport, the following Monday. The service will be reCOO

**

•

•

•

«

THE

City of Richmond’s East Trip.

AfnV*

"

“

.

St.

as

Eastern Star Encampment.

in

5

.

**

Please attend the “Linen Sale” in

fascinating to

As Christmas comes on, the efforts of the
rumsellers to get liquors for their trade
grows more persistent and ingenious. But
Sheriff Cram and his deputies are fully
equal to the wiles of these gentry so far.
Yesterday, a barrel and an half Darrel arrived, each apparently containing kerosene, and the word “kerosene" bbiug conspicuously stamped upon the end of each.
But a little investigation showed the larger
barrel to contain whiskey and the smaller
wine.

~ —

M

*
M

•
1 lot Light Gray, beautiful borders, down from $4.50 to
36$
Small lot of 12-4 California Gray, worth $6 50, only ..... 4,59

The Christmas Rum Business.

nantn/1

“

"

thnva

But lie is

Chief Patriarch—Warren W. Cole.
High Priest—Cnarles H. French.
Senior Warden—Chas. H. Cloudman.
Becordluv Sci ibe—Btmj. I. Morse.
Financial Sci ibe ( Ins Paine.
Treasurer—Isaac F. Clark.
Junior Warden—Albert I. Dow.
Agent of Hall—Wm. G. Plummer.
Trustees—K. Y. Barbour, H. P. Cox,
Hasli.

Gray, weighing 4 pounds, only
"

"

1 case 114

In place of the Montgomery Opera compieces, Mr. Stockbridge will substitute in the Popular course
Leland T. Powers, who will read “The
Shaughraun,” and the Myron W. Whitney
male quartette.

r

.

,

1 lot 12-4, onght to be sold for $5.00, at
.....
1 case 11-4 Fine Wool, beautiful borders, down from $5.00 to

pany, which has gone to

1

.

1 lot 10-4 White Blankets, medium weight, perfect goods,
1 lot 11-4 White Blankets, heavy (worth $2.00), only

BATH

JACKETS._
••

*

Street._

HOUSE UUATS
breakfast

WE INVITE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO THE LEADERS.

PRYB,

O.

Congress

tua,_320

In the farces the parts were taken by
Messrs. S. H. Ross, C. F. Stubbs, Andy
Wesley, D. J. Farr, George Gallagher.

a trace oi gray la bis bair.
courtly, as graceful and as
women as he was of yore.

Something.

SALE.

_

We take pleasure in recommending these perfumes to onr patrons feeling that they
A large audience gathered at Mystic Hall will give entire satisfaction. They are put up in a handsome stoppered bottle containing
last evening to witness the entertainment a half pint, for only $1.50 each, or sold by the ounce at 20 cents.
given for the benefit of James A. McCabe.
Below is the programme, which was well
rendered, especially the reading by Miss G.
Maud Knight, who displayed much ability:

is

That is the uopular expression at this
season, but there need be no difficulty in
making a selection, for Portland’s stores
are crowded with good
things, none more
so than the Atkinson store,
which has an
assortment [that appeals to the sensible
buyer, for all articles are low in price, and
all are useful. Everyone can pass a very
pleasant half hour at The Atkinson Store.

We have received from the Maine Central passenger department one of those elegant calendars for 1892, Issued by the road,
which bears one of Harry Brown’s superb

HOLIDAY

Blanket Sale

BENEFIT TO JAMES A. MCCABE.

that hA has

Johnson. John W., 262 uanforth.
Josselyo, Theodore A., 817 Coiigree*.
Jacobs. Ar hur K.. 62 Grove.
Kaier, Frederick w.. 122 Emery.
Kimball, Henry, 168 Neal.
King, Joseph A., 95 Emery.
Kavanagh John, 8u Salem.
Knight, .--teptien D., 69 Spruce.
Keegan. Thos. M 237 Dauforth.
Keating, Thos. F., 148 Pine.
Kearns. Michael, 222 Dauforth.
Kimball, Jas. M.. 192 Pine.
Lamb, Thom s F., 6« Spruce.
Loring, Liucoin R., 66 Spruce.
Leavitt, William, 722 Congress.
Larr bee, 8eih U, 381 Spring.
Leonaru. Thomas, v Brings.
Lyuen, Martin, 229 Daufonh.
Lydeu, Patrick 230 Dai.forth.
Leavitt, vc illtam H M., 90 Emery.
Leenian, John J., 16t Neal.
L ud, Isaiah, 167 St John.
Langutnid, John F.. 19 Cherry.
Lewi-, William 0., 13 May.
Libby, Joshua C., 8 i ewis.
Leighton, Adam P., S2I Brackett
Lombaru, Winslow A;, 39 Douglas*.
L. wis, Charles R., 267 Vaughan.
Lord. Orlando M., 889 Dauform.
Libby, William A., 3S Spruce.
Leavitt, William Jr., 77, Cougress.1
Ltttleiielci, Francis L., 126 Emery.
Luut, James C., 108 Clark.
Libby, George U., 291 Spring.
Liscomb, John F..813 Congress.
Lovejoy, Charles H., 68
ring.
Larrabee, Philip J , 102 Emery.
Lorlug, George D.. 269 Brackett
Leonard. James H 176 Clark.
Little, William P., 191 Pine.
Libby, Gt-orge, 60Carlet«ln.
Latham, Dann-1 H.. rear 218 Dauforth.
Libby, George F., 819 Con tress.
Leavitt, Francis a., 166 Neal.

Me

E. L I B B Y ’S

NOTES.

Headley, John, 983 Congress.
Harris, James F.. 273 Brackett.
Hooper, Oren. 143 Neal.
Morgan, Frank a., 268 Danfort h.
Hunt, Oscar K., 760 Congress,
llan.in on. Jonas, 80 Spruce.
Haskell, Fred G., 110 Grove.

Buy

_

-FOR THE-

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

The receipts at Musm Hall in New York,
at Paderewski’s sixth piauo recital, were
the biggest ever known in the metropolis,
over $2200 being taken.
There was immense enthusiasm.
The only recognized pupil of the great
pianist, Paderewski, is Mile. Szumowsba,
whose attainments have created some stir
in London musical circles. She is a young
PoJander, of striking personal appearance,
and was educated by ber parents for the
medical profession.
It is nearly twenty years since the tenor
Capoul came to America with Christine
Nilsson, on her first operatic tour, ami
jumped into immediate popularity with
American audiences. He is now singing
minor tenor roles in the Abbey Opera ComHe is but little
pany in New York.
changed in personal appearance, except

Phantom Gets Aground.
The little steamer Phantom leaves South
Freeport in the morning and generally gets
to Portland about 9 a. m.
But yesterday
morning the fog was so thick that the little
boat got aground in the Harraseekit river.
She was obliged to lie there until the next
tide, getting to Portland in the middle of
the afternoon.

01

MHfEILAlVKO. S.

AUTEBTISEHENT8.

REICHARDTS PERFUMERY J.

while the play is in progress.
The company who will present this play
are in the city, and the work of setting up
the elaborate scenery is now going on. It
takes five stage hands belonging to the
company, as well as the regular stage hands
of the house, to do it.
lothrop’s stock company.
There will be a warm welcome extended
Mr. Lothrop’s stock company when it appears next Monday evening at Portland
theatre in “The Lone Pine.’’
Miss Katherine Bober and the other members of the
troupe have a large circle of admirers in
the city and they will fill the house during
the week.

ganized.

An Elegant Calendar.

(

the List.

The names of the following voters of
Ward Seven have been added to the list by
the Board of Registration.
Kay, J*>hn H., 237 Danforth.
Field, Saw am L., 270 Spring.
Fnzgera'd, John H., 211 B.
Fox. William O., 121 Emery.
Frank, Melvia P., 114 Pine.
Farler, Henry B., 84 Spruce.
Feeney, DaDlel J., 89 summer.
Foye, Charles F., «6 Clark.
Foley, Thomas, rear 231 Danforth.
Freeman, John, 84 Grove.
Fabyan, Charles H., 1022 Congress.
Fobes, Leander W.,22 Cushman.
Farnsworth, Benjamin B., 857 Spring.
Gormley, Patrick, 112 Ciark.
Giee y. Edwin C., 810 Congress.
Gould, FrankIL. E 63 Spruce.
Gray. George W., 43 Ellsworth.
Gardiner, Nathaniel S., 92 Clark.
Goudy, Lewis A., 127 Western Promenade.
Glynn, Martin, 49 Summer.
Gould. Samuel C., 42 Cushman.
Griffin, Walter B., 43 Summer.

juggins, giis,*. a., au

Such and Will Be

are

Not long ago, Fred and William Crowiey,
Jr., of South Lewiston, brought from
Massachusetts, a car load of cattle, several of which have been found since to be
infested with tuberculosis, among them the
Jordan cattle at Lisbon.
These facts, together with information in possession of
the cattle commission that other dlsea sed
Massachusetts cattle have been brought in,
have determined the cattle commissioners
to .quarantine our state to prevent any
more Massachusetts cattle being brought
in. The board of commissioners will perfect their arrangements for the quarantine
at a meeting at Bangor, Monday evening.

-”

Mr. Cook is valued at about 8175,000. Hon.
It. 0. Fuller is the executor. By this will,
therefore, Hebron Academy is one of the
six residuary legatees. The exact amount
which will be available for the
academy
fund cannot yet be stated, but it will be
enough to substantially benefit the institution.

>

on

D. W. Smith, editor of the Lewiston
Labor Advocate, and one of the leaders of
the People's Party in Maine, was In the
city yesterday to arrange lor a meeting here
on January 12th in the Interests of that
party. Col. Harper, a leading light of the
party. Is to address the meeting, and E. T.
Turner of Auburn, and W. H. Jewett and
John M. Todd of Portland, are to be a committee to meet Col. Harper. Mr. Smith
says that the work of organizing the state
by school districts is proceeding; but so
far it is very doubtful if there are any people in those districts who want to be or-

Bequest for Hebron Academy.
The will of the late Deacou Josiaii W.
Cook of Cambridge, Mass., give $1000 to
Newton Theological Seminary, and substantial sums, probably much larger than
$1000 each, to six residuary legatees, each
sharing alike: Baptist Home Missionary
Society; Atlanta Baptist Seminary of Atlanta, Ga.; Cltnton College, Kentucky;
Worcester Academy; Hebron Academy,
e/aujoriuge nospuai.

A special meeting of the Board of Aidermen was held at 5 o’clock yesterday.
Absent, Messrs. Gallagher and McClutchey.
The petition of Cummings Brothers to
erect an ice house, 24 feet high, 100 feet
long and 35 feet wide, on State street
wharf, was granted, subject to the ordinance requiring iron walls .and fire-proof
roofs for such buildings.
Another wooden building ha9 been erected within the fire limits by Randall Johnson, near that erected by Randall & McAllister, in rear of No. 55 Commercial
street. So the aldermen voted to have a
hearing on this case at the next regular
At the last
city government meeting.
meeting on Monday, Alderman Gallagner
had passed a motion that the hearing on
the Randall & McAllister building be deferred to a full meeting of the board,wblch
was expected to be yesterday.
But yesterday Alderman Gallagher could not be
found, so there could not be a full board.
The board thought of reconsidering the
vote, but City Solicitor Larrabee was of
the opinion that they could not do it until
the next regular meeting, and it will probably be done then. Otherwise the hearing
might be very difficult of attainment.
Their Names

_NEW

Kept Out.

Tlie People’s Party.

A

Biiu

Massachusetts Cattle

Yesterday.

Hart. Patrick, 40 Salem.

George H. M. Barrett vs. Itockport ice
Com pan v.
Rescript by Virgin J.—The lessee of a
J ponton oi the shores of a groat pond, who
without scraping the snow from the ice
thereon, erects stakes with his name thereon around nearly one half the
pond, does
not thereby
acquire such a right to
the
ice
thus
enclosed
as
will
enable him to maintain trover against
au ice company wnion, previous to the
formatlop of the ice rmnimvi th» iiiv
scraped ■ ff the previous snows, bored
holes in toe ice to let off the su'face water
and proceeded to harvest the ice against
the written protestation oi the plaintiff.
Plaintiff nonsuit.

t

BAD CATTLE.

CITY GOVERNMENT.!

is the widest assortment and
easily and satisfactorily made.

HUB BISCUIT,

where there
selections may be

CEO. C.SHAW&CO.

Just the cracker for table use
ai:d the lunch counter, melts in
your inwuili and
dissolves at
once on crumbling Into
soup, imparting a ilch and delicious
flavor.
For sale nt your Grocers in
bulk or beautifully labelled one
pound cartoon.
manufactured
by the IT. g.
RAKING CO., Aiedford
lSos»
ton. mass.
decll

not leave the Christmas order

385 & 3§7
THE WIILLETT STORE,
CougrvM Square,

dec ill

Congress Street,
CHINA TEA STORE,
14.13 T»i k«|!e Si.ee;

ti4t

cod2w

A BOTTLE OF

SdilotterDecK’s Violet Water,
TOR

CHRISTMAS.

j

WKIt

oed&nly

THE

SANTA

CLARA

Remarkable Success

MISCELLANEOUS.

"HEAVEN."

nnciLLANSODS.

C1TV

AlIVliBTlSElHBWTS.

FE31AI.E IIK1,P.

CITV OF PORTLAND.

and Beliefs of a Call

J. R. LIBBY’S

fornia Woman.

Mrs. Mary Hayea-Chynoweth owns 70(
acres of the finest land in Santa Clan
valley, Cal., and on it a house with 10!
rooms, “planned by the spirit.” She ii
worth at least $8,000,000, calls her plac<
“Heaven,” lives in perfect harmony witl
her two daughters-in-law, does every

Holiday Benefit

HOUSEKEEPER

Fire Hundred Hollar* Reward.
accordance with the order of the City Connell, approved December 7ih, 189', 1 hereby
olfer a reward of Five Hundred Dollars to
any
person who shall furnish evidence sufficient to
procure the arrest a' d conviction of any person
the crime of Incendiarism or arsou In
t itv of Portland
t*}®
during the municipal year
1891-92.
GEORGE W. TRUK, Mayor.
Portland, December 8th, 1891.
decbeodtf

IN

Sale

CITY OF PORTLAND.

——OF——

Wanted,

WANTED.

WANTED.

competent housekeeper;
to look after a private hotel. Apply to 88 Bark
Street.

a woman

a

_dec21

_lw

experienced girl for general
G. U.
housework in a small family.
21-1
DAVIS, 29 bramhail savet.

WANTED—An

wanted—A neat, capable girl for genhousework. Apply at 106 Emery
18-1
Right ha d bell.

GIRL
eral
bu.ei.

POIt SALE.

LADIES’

the product of an A-l factory, located In
Springfield, Mass., and established in i852.

are

This brand of Cigars Is exceedingly

and if she is j ‘
crank, as some folks say, she certainly ii
the most successful one in the world. In
cidentally she heals diseases by laying or
of hands, finds valuable mines by the aic
of the spirits, conducts some most praise
worthy charities and is furnishing a per
fectly magnificent hall in ivory and othei
finishings of pure white, in which the un
seen powers are to make wonderful rev

JOSEPH

w

1882.

Saturday,

1892
_

IKE W

Wall

Papers
x

.1

We

are now

.:

i

.w

showiug

Spring Patterns

the

in all grades.

H.J. BAILEY &G0.
190-192 Middle St.

novlu

pmc<
in the wilderness, about forty miles fron
Ashland, Wis. , where she had been showi
a mine ia a vision.
They sank a shaf
and developed the great “Ashland” anc
“Germania” lodes of iron oro.
“I have stood,” she says, “where the
snow was two feet deep and located ex
actly the right spot for a shaft. I was
next directed to -come t® California tc
found a home, and knew this for the
place as soon as I saw it. So here mj
bous and their wives and I live In perfect harmony. We love the Bible anc
this place is heaven.”
She preaches every Sunday and is
building a chapel worth $100,000 for the
new cult. All the big house is furnished
throughout in solid elegance, and there
are several adjacent cottages
occupied
by believers in “The True Life.” As hei
income is at least $700,000 a year, the
Santa Clara valley folks are naturallj
quite pleased with her location and prac
tice.
weui. to

bs.,

Instead of waiting until after the Holidays, as is the usual
custom,
our Mark Down Sale of Garments and Fur Capes,

I

elations.

iu

a

No. 14.

dtl

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

hs ^
*
$1

35c. and

at all

E, MORGAN &,

—4_A.

$23 to $15
$15 to $11
$7,60 to $ 5

Last Season’s Garments Less Than Half Price.

No. 24.

24 inch

$6.50 to $

...

prerequisite to voting at the Spring Elec
tlon, on the 7th of March next, application for
Registration must be made in person.
It Is hoped that every citizen In the respective wards will present themselves on the days
named, In order that the registration be
made complete.

5

$ 8

Heavy Black Gros Giain Silk ....
would look cheap at $1.75. The greatest bargain yet

ward

After December 28th, sessions will be resum
ed at office, Room 13, city Bulldlhe, and continue so long as consistent with making up the
list of voters of the several wards, which
by
law must be posted thirty days before the election.

$1.09
•

a

Board of
)
MONROE A. BLANCHARD,} Registration
1 of Voters,
JOHN 8. RUSSELL,
dtf

LIBBY,

novie_

Eiow

Board of

Open!

December f>, 1891,
CHARTS B 34.

MILLETT, EVANS &

HARDMAN,

HENNINC,
WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

We have

ety of

we

open for

now

have

ever

Registration of Voters.

Christmas the finest vari-

displayed, comprising Dress

The undersigned having been appointed and
commissioned a Board for the Registration of

Goods in all grades, Silks in Colors and Black.

VnfAr* fnr thia nitv

publishod

by

are con-

expert.

an

TUNING, REPAIRING AND POLISHING.
Kvenin«a until January Jet.

Open

540 CONGRESS ST.
T.

C.

dec2

McGOULORIC,

Manager
eodtt

Baskets,

Cloakings,

Celluloid Goods,

Table Covers, 6-4, 8-4,10-4, In

Fancy Baskets, decorated and

Table

Damask,

Napkins,

MESSRS. WATSON & CIBSON,

is more widely read and copied than that of any
other broker, and it can be consulted daily at our
office. A large majority of brokers- market letters
are simply a conglomeration of words, without
any head or tail, but the above firm say something,
and state facts just as they arc.
Our facilities for executing orders are unequalled. and we believe we have the fastest wire
between Boston and New York, which runs from
our office
directly to the floor of the Coil. Stock
Exchange, New York.
We should be pleased to send yon circulars, and
solicit a portion of your business.
COURT, J11LLIKEN & CO.,
(Members N. Y. Con. Stock Exchange).
45 Kilby St., Boston.
Send for circular, or, better still, call and see us.

decll

eod3m

CM, JEWEL S Tin

A _ J___a
AUU
ItUV TTUVfXi

Boxes in Wood,

Pa and Ma
5 O’clock

Goods,

Cloths,

Covers,

Doylies,

Manicure Sets,

Hemstitched Table Sets,
Cardinal Table Covers,

Towels,

Fancy,. Drapes,

Wrapper Blankets,
Crib Blankets,

Puffs,

Cushions,

Kid

ARE THE STRONGEST

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT the b/A LABEL.
J here are loo
6/a styles, each at its cost,
the best you can
buy,
Best of AH.
r'. v 5* 5akcp
ranks next to 5/A Baker.
'f,,?™
6/A Horse Blankets sold by all dealers.
WS&M3m
sep23

FOR

Plain Linen

Handkerchiefs,

Hemstitched

Linen

Handker-

Handkerchiefs,

Embroidered

Silk

Handker-

chiefs,
Hall

Handker-

chiefs,
China Silk

Handkerchiefs,

Colored

Gloves,

Fur Lined

Fancy Silk Handkerchiefs,

SALE—Houses; prices, $460, $500
FOR
$1000. $1100, $13oO, $1400, $1600. $1700.
82000.
82500
J.

$900

82200

82700.

Glove3,

Kid Mittens,

WANT

in want of trunk* of

REYNOLDS’, 65«
of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
youbut'om prices; trunks repaired; open •*»«.
at

corner

lugs untlll 0.

4-7

In want of pictures from
WANTED-People
collar to eight w»uld d well to call
one

>

onus. P;usn goods and albums; cuff and collar boxes 26 cents and up. E. D. REYNOLDS,
cor Oak aud C ngresa street.
15-9

FOtt

C! KA

f

EH

highest cash price for ladles’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats: call, or address letter or postal to 9.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.
augiotf
ANT ED—To buy
\X7
v v
I

$1000 worth of cast-off
pay tbe highest cash price for
ladles’ dresses gents’ and children’s clothing
and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address
letter or postal to MK8. OOODHART, 93 Middle street.
augiotf
clothing;

TT7ANTED—To bny from $1000 to $10,000
vv
w rth
of cast off clothing, tne highest
prices paia ror laaie*' dresses, also gentlemen's and children’s clothing and winter overcoats.
Highest cash prices paid lor
casii

carpets

and furniture.
Address, postal or letter to.
No. 102 Middle street, M. DkGHOOT, Portland, Me.
oct29-tf

8:t2lKI

C. WOOMAN.105Vfc Exchange street
19-1
SALE—Our Mistletoe and Holly have
arrived. We send a spray of e*ch to any
address on receipt, of tweuty-flve ceDts. Call
aud examine our Xmas gre- ns. palms aud laur
els also flowers of all kinds. DENNETT, The
18-1
Florist, No. 670 Congicss street.
FOB

8ALE—Skates!
Skates!
IO Skates, Skates, Skaies. Skates, skates.
Skates. Bayuiond
Extension, Long Re>eh,
Spring Acme, etc. G. L. BAILEE, 263 Mi 1dle street.
18-1
SALK—6< 0 shares May Mizeppa mining
stonk for $1.05 per share
Quarterly dividend of
wrceut. payable January 16,1893
goes to the purchaser if sold before December
27th, Any person well posted in regard t< the
mine win say this is a bargain.
Address W. J.

1JOB

C., box 1676, City.
18-1
long, slim, narrow feet perfectly fitted
'\7'OUR
-1. with Debt weight, styllsn
Overshoes.
18-1
BROWN, sign of Gold Boot.
SALE
OR
house
LEASE—3
brick
story
UOR
I
No. 7e state street. containing 9 rooms,
cosv and sunny, just put In thorough repair;
bath, furnace; win be sold low to close an
estate or teas-'d for a term of years.
upper flat li6 Federal stteen opposite
6 rooms, $20. N. 8. GARDINER, No

Middle street.

LOST AND FOUND.

Boys, Boys, yon can And tbe celeU»OUND—
ry
brated Long Reach 8kate for 64 cents a
pair at Page’s Bazaar, 261 Middle 8t. Hurry
np Boys, ooly 0* cents a pair.. Page’s Bazaar.
26i Middle Street.

185
17-1

BE SOLD—A powerful hydranlle pump,
a goose neck, an • tfice »»fo, and a cherry
ralllrg with gate. EBEN WINTHBOP FRKEMA N,

TO

stylish Overshoes call at Sign of Gold
Boot We make a sped sit v of light weleht,
stylish Overshoes.
BROWN, sign of Gold

FOR

18-1

FORSALE

room,

Hose House No.l.

Handkerchiefs,"
Bordered

STATE

Handker-

Silk Ties,

Fans,

Suspenders,
Pocket

Umbrellas,

Hand Bugs.

MAINE.

Office of Board of State Assessors.)
AUGUSTA, Dec. 19, 1801. J
Notice is hereby given mat the State Assessors will be Id session at Oliy Building In Portland, the county of Cumberland, ou Wednesday,
the 6th day of January, A. D., 1802, at nine
o’clock In thj forenoon to secure Information to
enable them to m ike a Just and equal assessment of the taxab e property In ihe several
towns In said countv, and to Investigate charges
of concealment of property liable to assessment,
as required by law.
BENJ. F. CHADBOURNE.) Board of
FRANK GILMAN,
\ State
OTIS HAVFOPvD,
j Asstssois.
dtd
dec21_

chiefs,

Silk Mittens,

OF

Books,!

NOTICE.
commissioners

appointed
THEby undersigned,
order of theOlty Council of the City of

Portland, October 7,1800, to assist the City assessors In revaluing and equalizing the Values
of real estste belonging to resident and nonresident tax payers of said city, hereby give
notice that they will bi In attendance at Assessors’ Office, City Building, Monday, Dec. 28,
Tuesday, Dec. 2», Wednesday, Dee. 30, and
and Thursday, Dec. 31, from 10 to 12 o’clock a.

CHRISTMAS-

m. and 2 to 4 o’clock p. m, to hear all persons

interested.

wff IK Dm,

Schlotterbeck X Fosj»

aec2i
_

1

] Commissi at3i

mers.

*

ai-l

largest and best assortment
IjiOUND—The
photogras h albums, card album- In plu

and morocco binding. Toilet aud maulcure seia
and plu-h b >xes In great variety at ver. lor
prices. Call and see them. COLESWOD
Til V ’S Book Store, 92 Exchange street. 19-1
dark coon kitten Wednesday eve10ST—A
* nlng. Dec. 10th. Will Under please return

to NO. 194 HIGH

i»i

ST._

largest and best, assortment of
FOUND—The
children’s Illustrated picture
noks such
h

Chatterbox Wide Awake, Panzy. Zu Zag,
and all tbe other popular books. Handsome
bound books in cloth b-r 2a ceu’s each.
92 ExCOLESWORTHY’S BOOK 8T0BE,
19-1
change street.

as

—————————

91ALE HELP

Also

Park,

lire, energetic salesmen to
WANTED—Some
sell our Imp; ov-d window and door

screens. Apply to the Portland Screen Co.,
font of Hanover street.
CHAS. B. LEWIS,

Manager.22-1

Wanted.
A man to take an office aud represent a manufacturer $5o per week; small capital re-

quired. Address, with -tamp, Manufacturer,
Box 70, West Acton,
Mass._declSdiw

of
\K7ANTED—Men
»v

town and

qualntance to call at West

country

ao>

End Hotel
from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m., for a few days, room 85.

_19-1
Boons.

beautiful residence, No. 41 Thomas St.,
finely -ltuated light, airy and sunny every
room pleasant, fine library finished in pollsned
Black W 'lnut, Dining Room In quartered Oak,
elegant Parlors, Cosy owing Room, Bath Boom
a gem
Ornamental Mian ties, Electric Bells
throughout.
Combination
Sneaking Tube,
Steam anu Hot Water Heater, Plate Glass front.

The

laundry, Hot ana Cold Water, and everything

first class.
land.

Lo

contains about 6600 leet

of

a gentleman, a comfortable,
WANTED—By
large, s'inov room, in
private family,
a

near the Sherwood House.
637 Congress 8treet.

Address Boom 14,
23-1

/

msr»,L4ifioDs,

Inquire ofS. B. KEl.SEY,

nov7tif

no. 243 Commercial Street.

from 18 t<

Isn’t she beantlful.
Certainly, sht
the famous Blush of Boses.
The
with
her
uses
It
hut
also,
you could
gemlemtn
never detect it on their fac**.
We sell quantities of It YOUR DHUGvilST.
Y-l
uses

RENT—Th« spacious and well located
store No. 241 Middle St., n> w occupied by
Messrs. Chenery & Co., as a wholesale fancy
g oos est ib ishment; also a manufactory connected therewith
frontage about 26 feet,
depth so feet. Possession Keb. 1, 1892. BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 ya Exchange street. 22 1

Ij'OR

with

fine lot of

we

18 to la
pound. Chickens
cent
p >imd. Oeese 18 to 20 cents pound. C. t
BOUNDS, cor. Boyd and Ueatn streets. 23-1 ^

LOOK!

TO LKT.

LET-A

have just received an extra
WE Turkey*,
which
shall sell
20 cents

adjoining
TO first floor,parlor
heated by furnace
Also

S for

onr

76 cent and 9
of Cold Hoot.

Meu’s Slippers.

BROWN, Sign
18-1

room

BD81NBRH CARDS.
f

Inquire at E. J. HARMON & CO., 648 Congiess

street._19-1
rooms at 467 Cum

LET—Atthe BAINE house. 69 Spring
street, sunny front room with board, suitable for lady or gentleman.
17-1

TO

MONEY

LET—The elegant residence of the
N. C. Sawyer, iu Deerlng, Is offered
for lease for a term
of years; possession
given Immediately.
Inquire of E. A. Nt>YES,
Treas. Public Library, S3 Exchange St.
2-t(
LET—A very

TO seven

rooms

pleasant upper
In house

_

Witt. M. MARKS

18-4

street.

t*o.

t^nament ol
Atlantic

19

Book, Card
—

Job
PBIttTEKtP

971-2

AND

—

Printer,
BXCBA.76I,

Exchange St., For hod, Me.

FINE JOB

PRINTING A

SPECIALTY

All orders by mall or telephone promptly at
tended to.
novl leodtf

street; rent $ 16 per moDth. Enquire of B. W.
JONES, 96 Commercial street.
11-tf
LET—One
two flats In building No 21
TO Portland
Pier.
Enquire WM. SHEA, 6

Danforth street.

oct7-tf

PBU8UNAL.
entry rookkekper is open
Double
for engagement after Jan. 1st: would

ac-

responsible position.
396, Maoison, Marne.
cept any

Address, Box
22-2

Mechanics and Railroad Men
should buy their bonis at Biown’s Biaucb
Store, near Union Sta iou.
Sodd, durable
goods for your troubles' me fee- People living
out of town can be properly lLted and return
on the very next train.
Save your time and
money and buy your boots and simes ar. h-own’s
Biaucti Store, near Unt n station.
BLOWN’S
BRANCH STORE, near Union Station. 944
street.
18-1
Congress

STEPHEN BERRY

Book, Job and Card Printer,
NO. ST PLIB STRKBT.

FARMERS,

ANNUAL

Jfl E BTING8,

CEORCE

M 11 IO.AI A L BANK.
Annual Meeting of the stockholders of
The Canal National Hank of Por laud, for

THE

the elcctton of seven Directors, and for the
transacilon of any other hu-tnes* that may
legally come before them, will bo held at their
bauKiug house on TUESDAY, the twelfth oay
Jauuaty, 1892, at 11 o’clock a. m.
GKO. C. PETEK*, Cashier.
,,
Dec. 11,
1891.
decileoatd

C.

Counsellor

HOPKINS,
at
Law,

(Os 1-4 Bxch>a«e St.,

Parllnad, Hie.

Organizational Corporations a specialty. au266m

CHAS.

CANAL

E.

JACKSON,

D1S 1-4 Congress SIH
Car. «f Oak,
idslse.
Pnrtlnad,
nov24

FINE
'R C

_

PHOTOS.

dim

For Christmas and New Years

_

First National

Ba

<k,

annual meeting of the stockholders of
the First National Bauk of Portland, will
be held at It* b mking rooms on Tuesday, the
12th day of January. 1892, at 10 o'clock a. m„
for the purpose of electing seven directors for
the ensuing year, and for the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before
them.
JAMES E. WENGKEN, Cashier.
Portland, Me., Dec. 11. Ib91.
deel2dtd

THE

The

Natlouul

Traders’

Bunk

shareholders of the National Traders’
Bank of Portland are hereby cotltied that
their annual meeting will be held at their banking room on Tuesday, the 12th day of January,
next, at 11 o’clock a. in., to choose five directors for the ensuiug year, and to actou
any other
business that may legally come before the meetED
WAED
lugGOULD, Cashier.
December 12, 1891.
decl2-dtd

THE

Cumberland National
annual

Bank.

of the

meeting
stockholders of
the Cumberland National Bank of Portland
THE

will be held at the baukiug rooms on Tuesday,
the twelfth day of January, 1892, at 10 o’clock
a. m., for the choice of Directors for the ensuing year and the Transacilon of any other
business that may legally come before them
W. H. SUULE. l ashier-

PeitlauU, Dec, lltb, 1891,

V

everybody. Examine Frown’s
SLIPPE
Slipper* and get hi* prices. Examine

on second fi >or on Conirress street, near State.

LET—Very desirable
TO beriand

V

on

room

BE
f|10
A late

<*cc7dtjanll

GERMAN COLOGNE.
11

TAOlt SALE —Ten sets of Charles Dickens’s
A.
novels, illustrated, 16 volumes published
for $15.00, cut pi lee, $5.
Scott’s novels, 12
volumes, illustrated, published for $ 12.00, cut
price, $6.00. Macaulay’s History of England,
h volumes, cut
COLES WORpi ice. «t.60.
THY’S Book Store, 92 Exchange street.
19-1

School Hjuse, Dec. 29, 30, 31.

to 9 p. m.
The board, wishing to avoid favoring any persons or classes of persons have decided on a
personal registration, and every person must go
before the board himself, or his name will be
left off.
Voters from any part of the city may register
at any place where the board is lu session.
Naturalized citizens will bring their papers and
be ready l o answer where naturalized, when
naturalized, and before what court.
Every voter must state his name, residence,
occupation, place of occupation, place of birth,
residence in Westbrook, where he last voted
marnea, residence of wife and family,
it is to
be hoped that every citizen will present themselves on the days named, In order that the
registration be made complete.
CHARLES M. WATERHOUSE,
CHARLES E. JACKSON
GEORGE W. LEIGHTON.

SCHLOTTERBECK’S

^

Morocco g Id edges, as good as new.
Edition
of 1865; also rmtih ami Dean’s Journal, bound
to match. OOLISSWORTHY’S Book Store. 02
i 0-1
Exchange street.

Hours to be from 1 to 5 and from 7 to 9 p. m.,

Mnfflers,

Children’s

Aprons,

BLA_

S ALE—A have a splendid copy of WUUs
F’ORFtistmy
of Portland, bound In half Turkey

to loan on first or second mortgages
ou farms or city property, life insurance
policies, commercial paper or «uy good collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42Va
Exchange Street._ 4-4

Jan. 8, 9,11.

-—--

Percales,

nnM

excepting Prld9’s Corner and Duck Pond,where
the hours will be from 1.30 to 5.30, and from 7

Embroidered

Colored Blankets,

Hotel._19-1

KD—To purchase a small farm In
utnt-.erland * ou ty.
Prefer bly near
Portland or l>iO‘cha d. Srnd fuil particulars
to Lock Box IBS, Pittsfield, Me.10-9

or

Initial Linen

ScliloUerbeck & Foss Quilted Lasting Skirts,
Ginghams,

EnterprUlns Advertising.
A firm on Fourteenth street, in the
busiest shopping neighborhood, has in
troduced a novel advertisement.
A
painted theatrical .ocean is constructet
on the roof of one house, while the roo
of the adjoining building, being a little
higher, serves as the shore. On thii
shore a man attired as the lone fisher
man site and industriously goes tlirougl
the pantomime of fishing. Now anc
then he works the lines of a miniature
sailboat, causing the latter to skim the
mimic sea. All of this attracts the at
tention of thousands of people on the
?pposite walk. For fear, however, tha
Tome might go by without seeing it, i
aired, confederate of the lone fishermar
feannters along the walk and gazes up
ward. It is human nature to stop an<5
look at anything anybody else is looking
at. Result, crowds of curious gazers.-

ford Bibles with a 1 the helps, maps ana flexible
covers at low prices. Call and see us. < Oi E3WORTHY’S BOOK STORE, 02 Exchange
street
191

Upper Boom, Hose House No.
1, Dec. 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28.
Upper Boom, Pride’s Corner

Upper

chiefs.

Blankets,

bm oKo

Collector’s Boom, Odd Fellow’s
Bloch, Jan. 5, 6, 7.

Eider Down Pillows,

Fringed Table Sets,

lam

Woodbury’s Hall, Duck Pond,
Jan. 1, 2, 4.

Toilet Cases,

Tray Cloths,
The two most important points that operators
in the stock market consider are, first, securing
the earliest Information on the market; and,
second, the execution of orders.
We believe tlie daily market letter of our New
York correspondents,

undecorated,
Leather

aolri

fy all persons claiming the right to vote In this
city at the municipal election of March next,
that said Board will be in session at tbe times
and places below mentioned, for the purpose of
receiving the names of said persons and forming lists thereof.

Shawls,

Chinelle and Raw Silk,

nniiur

few

large uiosri room, <iry roomy cellars, seitUD* in

Alf ACT to provide a Board of Registration to
the Cities of this State.
8ect. i. a board ot registration Is hereby
established In each city of the State, which
shall have the exclusive power ami authority to
determine the qualification of voters therein,
and exclusive power to make up, c Tract »nd
revise the list of voters In each of said cities,
and shall perform all the duties and have exclusively, ail the powers now exercised by the
municipal officers of said cities in making, preparing, revising and correcting the list of voters
therein under chapter four of the Revised Statutes or any other statute relating thereto.

CO.

a

prying well and Is all right.
Young man preferred. < ail or address wnhin a
week. B. a., Falmouth
is

a

Boot’

Notice to Voters.

with

established

an

bn-lmss that

a

Attorney.__17-1

City of Westbrook.

STREET.
^<itf

WEBER,

script.

_

...

same as at other

sessions.

STEINWAY.

distance would be traversed, each on
riding and walking in turn. The itan
“Ride and tie and go to Boston” is foum i
In an old account book, at a charge o f
“four and sixpence.”—Boston Tran

New York Herald.

Hoars

SONS, Prop's,

ffl. Steiaert & Sons Co.

“Ride and tie” is an old Salem saying
Two men would start out on a journe;
with one horse. One would ride a speci
fied distance, then, dismounting and ty
ing the horse, he would walk on to th
next changing place, where he woul<
find the horse tied and waiting for him
having been ridden there by the mai
aii.wvi

•

Registrars of Voters, Room
Building, Dec. 17,18, 19.

Ward Seren, Ward Room, Vaughan
Street, Dec. 21, 22, 28, 21, 26 and
28.

$35 to $20

“
„

Camel’s Hair Shawls down from
Best Himalyan Shawls down to

PIANOS.

Ride aud Tie.

—

*•

Office of
18 Cltj

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

_

_i-a-3

19.

•'

No. 21.
Lot 22.

aplfteod&wly

Bananas ought never to be peeled en
tirely aud the skinned fruit taken in th<
fingers. This is not nice at all. It i
admissible to peel the fruit gradually
eating it as it is peeled; it is better, ii
this case, to nearly sever the mouthfu
with the fruit knife before attempting
the bite, as it is never elegant to leavi
the print of the teeth in any article o
food. Very dainty folk, however, objec ;
even to this way of eating the fruit, a
after one or two mouthfuls the ski:
hangs over the hand in an undesirabl
way. Such prefer to cut the banani
through longitudinally, skin and all
and then -with spoon or fork, preferabl;
the former, take out small portions at i
time.—Her Point of View in New Yorl
Times.

uwii wovi

"
"
"
“
Astrachan “
Plush and CJoth Astrachan down from

"

active partner
WANTED—An
old
thousand dollars In

S ALE—Now Is your time to buy
big
to bny from $1000 to $16fj*ORBible
for Ubri-fmas present for one-half
000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
NOTICE—Wanted
the agents’ price.
Full Hue of Teachers’ Ox-

_

Druggists.

How to Eat Bananas nt the Table.

—

13.

“

P*

$48 to $35
$39 to $25

...

a. m. to 1 p. ui., 3
to 5 p. an., 7 p. m. to 9 p. m.

TVeubles.

cerned, the University of Michigan and
Harvard university lead the collegiate
lists. This year there are 2,495 student*
at the former and 2,013 at the latter.

TTUV

Monkey

Hoars from 9

anLun&

We have just received a large and varied
Stock of Cprlght and Grand Pianos for the
Holiday trade.
▲Hof our Instruments are carefully selected

the enrollment books

17.

15.

CONGRESS
decl9

IS INVALUABLE FOR

of A Tfalian 4-wn nnln

as

16.

China Seal Fur Shoulder Cape, down from
“
“
“
“
“
Mink
“
“
Persian

J. 7.

♦'ll O ir

So far

19th.

AUGUSTUS F.GKRRISH,

CABLER,

be

Voters,

The undersigned having been appointed and
commissioned a Board for the Registration of
Voters for this city under the law, hereby notify
all persons claiming the right to vote In this
city at the Municipal Election of March next
that said Board will be In session at the times
and places below mentioned, for the purpose
of reloelvlng the names
of such persons and
forming lists thereof.

will commence

____________

The fame and popularity of Edgar Allan Poe seem to have suffered no diminution since his tragic death. His works
have been read by all sorts and conditions of people, and are known to everj
civilized race. Now it is announced
soon

December

we

As

Railway Building.
No part of the earth can escape the
ever increasing demand for rapid transit.
In the hot regions of Africa more than
2,000 laborers are engaged in building
the Congo railroad, and in the cold regions
of Siberia many thousands of Russians
are employed in the construction of the
Trans-Siberian railroad.
A line now
runs to the top of Pike’s peak, and another is projected up Mont Blanc. II
is among the possibilities that some corporation will try to reach the north
pole by rail.

tion of hifl poems will
in Rome.

_22

Board of Registration of

We cordia’ly invite an examination of the entire stock, as we cannot do justice to the
sacrifice we have made in this advertisement. We give a few prices as samples:
No. 1. Plush Reefer, Mink Trimmed, down from
....
$60 to $35
“
*•
No. 1.
Mufflon Trimmed, down from
...
$3910 $28
“
“
“
“
No. 3
Astrachan
$35 to $29
“
"
No. 4. Bedford Cord
36 inch, lined, down from
830 to $22
No. 5, Long Cloth Capes, down from
$24 and $20 to $10 and $15
No. 6. Satin Rhadama Lined Keefer, Astrachan Trimmed, down from $22 to $15
No. 7. Astrachan Trimmed Reefer, 30 Inches long, former price $15,
down to.
$10
No. 8. Vest Front, Hair Trimmed, down from
...
$i4to $10
No. 9. Plain Keefer, Diagonal Cloth, down from
*
.$9 to $6
"
“
.
No. 10,
Cheviot
„
$ 8 to $ 5
••
“
“
No. 12.
$6 to $4
“
“
••
“
••
•«
No. 13.
$ 5 to $ 3

No. 20.

Extension of

fVlA

FOR

November 10,1891.

«

She does not pretend to explain th<
occult power and does not like to b<
called a spiritualist Early in life «h<
lost faith in all religion*, and being
troubled about it decided to live a per
fectly pure life and seek for guidance
It came, aud mow-she says, “d a» i
Christian and think it is the Holy Spirii
that guides me.”
After many years
service the spirit told her »he must gaii
wealth and employ it for good. Undei
the spirit guidance she took her two sons
the Hayes brothers, then practicing law

SALE—We have just received sixty tons
of p line Cotton Seed M* al and can • ffer
very low prices lor cash to farmers and dealers
who wbh one or more tens.
t all an 1
ee us
before tnls Is sold. BE NOON & DALTON.
1

dim

I

__23-1

_

A Present Benefit to Onr Patrons.

CO.,

manufacviolin and banjo strings,

tures; besides ex, ra
far sale by HAWES, 414 Congress street

Hpringddd. Maas.

nov27

i

&

HOTEL._

to

ail

lor Its mild and
Sold by the best

WHITCOMB

WANTED-Those

persons
guitars, banjos and
WANTED—AH
call
E. D.
bags
musical Instruments; Washburn LusFOR SALE—Mandolins,
and 568 Congress street,
Stewart and other

comb, Gatcomb,

THE MANY ROOMED HOUSE,

thing by “spirit control,”

C'lIILDBD.VS

Outside Garments.

POPULAR
with smokers everywhere
smooth flavor.
Try them.
dealers everywhere.

AMD

looking for g- od comfortable quarters for tne winter rooms
bested by steam and 1 gbted by electricity fur
nl*hei or unfurnished would do well to can a*
the aT. JULIAN
Til

decUtd

Huyler’s Candies.
Schlottcrbeck & Foss

Cut Class Bottles
LATEST PATTERN'S.

Sclilotterbeck & Foss

^BOYNTON,
547 Congress St.

Solid

Watches,

Silver
every

Chatelain
one

ranted, 86, 88, 810.

war*

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

10«%

H'trbest.106%
Lowest.106%

105%

Closing.105%

106%

nncELLMEom

107%

j

107%

CORN.

V.

Dec.

Jan.
53%

Opening.65%

Rotations of Staple Products

63%

Hignest.6t%
Lowest.65
Closing...66%

io the

Leading Markets,

63
63

and

May.
6'%
6i®/8

Dec.

Govern-

Opening.
Closing... 90%

Exchange

and

Quiet

Steady

ments Dull but Firm——Kailroads Active

51

•f Panama.
For Japan and China,
sails Thursday, Dec. 31, noon.
COLON
From San Francisco, 1st ana Bran nan sis.
CITY of PEKING, sails Thursday, December
31, 3 p.m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
119 State Street, Cer.Bread Sk, Beaton.
dtf

May
97%
97%
May.
42%
42%

Dec.

Opening.45%
Closing.43%
Tuesday’s quotations.

tial Gains All Along the Line.

Dec.

Dec.

The following quotations are received dally:
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. 44 %
C. B. & Q.lo %
Mexican Central. 22 V*
Union Pacific. 44%
Boston & Maine R.......195%
Bell Telephone..20 %
Wisconsin Central. 18%
do

NEW YORK, Dec. 22

1891—The following
to-day's closing quotations of mining stocks-.
Col. Coai...***.....
34%
Hocking Coal. 15 00
are

12

Quicksilver***....

4%

dopref. I9 60
Ontario. 44 00
Yellow jacket....*..
l 00
Mexican.
1 75
ODliir.2 90
Gould & Curry.
1 20
Con Cal & Va ...
Best & Beicner.
2 26

Sierra Nevada....

i an

New York Stock and Money Market.
NEW FORK., Dec. 22,1891.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Government securities!
New 4s, reg...116%
New 48. coup ■... -................117%
United States 2s reg.....100%
Central Pacific lsts.H8%
Denver & R. G.lst.116
Erie 2ds..108
Kansas Pacific Consols.10 %
cregon^Nav. lsts._.lin
Ktusas Pacific lsts.108%
Closing quotations of stocks:
Dec. 21.
Dec. 22.
Adams Express....145
145
Am. Express ...114
115
Central Pacific. 33%
83
Ches A Ohio. 26
26%
140
Chicago A Alton...140
160
Chicago A Alton prefd...362
A
108®/*
Quincy.. 107Vs
Chicago, Burlington
Delaware A Hudson Canal 00.-123%
123%
Delaware, Lacka A Western..188%
189%
Denver & Elo Grande. 17%
17%
Erie
■••••a*.
82%
82%
Erie pref .. 73%
78%
Illinois Central.107%
108%
Itid Bloom A West.
Lake Erie A West. 21%
21%
Lake Shore...124%
124%
Louis A Nash... .............. 82%
H2Vs

terms.
Schr Nantasket. Portland to Buenos Ayres,
lumber »9.
Schr A. B. Sherman, Baltimore to Portland,
coal $1.

■

Portland Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND Dec. 22, 1891.
The receipts of poultry to-day was very fair,
with a goo
inquiry, selling at 18c p ib tor
Western and 20c for Northern turkeys; cldcKens were in large supply, ranging from 13 @ 16c
Geese 16@L7c a
a pound, and fowls 12@ i4c.
pound. Sugars quite active at the decline. In
grain, Corn Is very weak with a downward tendency, in sympathy with the West. Oats easy.
Provisions steady.
The following are today’s quotations of Provisions, Produce, Flour, etc.:

Flour.

Crain.

corn,carlois....66®68

&

lowgrades.4 76@6 00 Corn, bag lots...70@?l
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots..72@73
XX 8prmg.6 00@5 26 Oats, car lots.. ..4*ta4*
Pat. Spring
Oats, bag lots...47@49
6 76@6 26
Wheat.
Cotton seed—
/
Car lots... 2s oo@28 60
Mich str’ght
roller.6 %@5 % Bag lots. .29 0<>@30 00
clear do.. .6 16@5 2o
Sacked bran—
Car lots...22 OiKjp'* 00
<St Louis st’gt
ro>)er.... 6 6< @5 66lBaglots...24 00@ii6 00
/
clear do...5 26@6 %|Mlddltngs.2s <0<8M8 00
Wn> ’r Wbea'
Bag lots.. .24 t @29 00
Provisions.
pateuis. ...5 76@6

M

Backs.15 25@16 60
Clear.14 7f@i6i0
Large shore.« OOSbB 26 Short < uts.16 00® 16 26

Cod.perqtl—

8 • e all.4 7
"‘' k

6@ s

OO

Beef—

.ROOigjt OO Ex-Mess... 8 60@ 9 00
Haddock
3 06@3 60 \ Plate.10 00@10 60
Hake.2 0o@2 60|Ex-Plate.. 10 oO@U 00
....

deiring—
l Lard—
Scaled, p box...14@18|Tub!>, p ft. 6%@ 7%
Mackerel p bbl—
Tierces. 6%@ 7%
Shore Is..24 0* @26 001Pails. 6%(gl2
-6
Shore 28..14 00@
001Pure leaf...12 @ • 2 %
Med 3s...11 6t @13 001 Hams.10 @10%
Large 8S..OOO' @00 00ido coverd..ll @11%
Produce.
Oil.
C’peCranb’6.7 60@8 26 KerosenePea beaus...2 o0@2 16 Port ref per. 6%
Medium do..
Pratt’s Ast’l. 8%
Germ’u med.l oo@2 in Devoe’s brilliant.. 8%

Yelloweyes..l 70@2 < 0 Ligonia. 6%
Cal. pea.2 C0@2 OBlCeutenuiai........ 6%
Irish Potatoes—
Raisins.
p bu-h.46@56 Muscatel ....l 60@2 60
Sweet Potatoes—
Lona’n iay’r.2 ot@3 60
...2 60@3 26 On- uralay’r..8 @9
Valencia.7 @7%
Onions—
SuPar.
Nattves.2 60@2 76 Ex-quality Fiue
Geese.16@ 7i granulated.4 7-16
Chi kens.13@le I-itand’ra do.4%
•■••A

«

Turkeys.18@20
Apples.

No 1 Balawins.l

UAil U

Clover.8Vi@l8

Cheese.
75@2 oo
Eating.2 6< @2 7fi NY factory. 12 @13
Cooking.l Of @1 50 Vermont. ..12 @13
Evaporated ^ lb 8@ 2 Sage.13%@14^
ao
o d
But?e>
7@ 8
Creamery f? lb..2k@30
Lemon*.
Palermo.4 5f>@5 50 Gilt, edge vt.28@ ;9
Messina.4;50@4 50 Choice.10@si
Malagers.
'Good.19@21
Store.1 @19
Oranges.

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.

STOCKS.

Port and & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1896... 104
Leeds & Farmington K. R. 6s..105
Maine Central K. R. 1st nug 7s....115
Maine t ential R. R. Con 7s.133
Maine Central R. R. Con 4V2s....103
Marne Central R. R. skg funa 6s.. 103
Portland Water Cues due i8nt»...io«
“
“
4S
1927... 95

112

25%
70%
llf®4
140%

117%
20%
79

21 %

20%
18

36%
185
38%

89%

81%
122%
H4^

42%

108

is%
44%
50
14%
80%

fiev„

85%

13%

67
78

ll%c.
Lard-Choice 7c p ft In tierces and tubs;
10-lb pails In cs 8%o.
Hogs-Choice city dressed 6c ip lb; country
do 6c.
Butter—Western
extra creamery 27®28c;
fancyJhtgher; firsts and extra firsts 23@26c;
extra imitation cream *2®23c; factory choice
at 20o21c;Nortliem creamery, choice 28@29e;
New York and Vt dairy good to choice at 24
® 26c: Eastern creamery, good to chol
at
26328c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
choice full creams and
Cheese—Northern
twins ll%c; fair to good at 7ia)llc Western
choice lie; fair to good 8%@l0%c; sage at
12®12%c

Florida.ab @2 75
Eggs.
Messina.0 00@0 00 Eastern extras..26@28

Bangor City 6s,long Municipal....118
Belfast t by fis. R. R. aid.106

9%

21

61%

Boston Produce Market.

Seeds.
Red Top.i 9”@2 00
Timothy.1 56@l 60

Par Value. Bid.
Canal National Bank.1<>0 131
Hank.100
Casco National
121
Firsi National Bans.100 100
41
Cumberland National Bank. 40
Merchams’ National Bank.. 76 118
National Traders’ Bank.100 121
Portland National Bank....100 103
116
Portland Trust Company....
Portland Company.
80
Portland Ga Company. 60
116
Portland Railroad Co.
BONDS.
Portland City 6s M’nicip’l various.100
Por land City 6s, R. R. a'd, 1807.. 123
Portland City Funding 4s ..102
Bath City 6s, Muu. various.lOo
Bathchy *<s K. R aid. various.,.. 100
Bangor City 6s, long R. R. aid.11<*

108

BOSTON. Dec. 22, i891.—The lollowing are
today’s quotations ol Provisions, Produce,Ac:
Pork—Long cuts 14 0081* 25: short cuts
(14 00914 60: backs at 14 60@14 75; lean
ends 00 00 a)16 00; pork tongues 16 60; butt
pork 10 60.
Hams at 9%e; small atlOe; pressed bams

V><«> ...

Description.

10*%

20%

Missouri Pacific... 58%
New Jersey Central..Ill
Nor. Pacific oommon.. 25
do pref
. 69%
Northwestern.~115%
Northwestern pref.14<>%
N*w Fork Central.117%
New Fork. Chicago A St. Louis 20
do pref.. ••••• ■•«•••••••• 80
Ohio A Miss.
21%
Ont & Western. 20%
North American................ 17%
Pacific Man. 86%
P roman .......185%
F«-*dlng. 38%
Rock Island..... 89%
Bt Eouls A San Fran....
do pref...
do 1st prf...„
St Paul. 81
do pref.122%
St Paul Minn A Man.314%
si. Paul A Omaha.
40%
Bt. Paul St Omaha prf.10h%
Texas Facifu, new. 12%
Union Pacific... 43%
U 8 Express. 60
Wabash St. Louis A Pacific.. 14
do pref.
30%
Western Union...--.x-dv 81%
Sugar Trust.. .,. 84%
Richmond & West Point........ 13%
do pref .. 57
Oregon Nav. 73

Pork-

Flan.

mhattan,Elevated.104

Michigan Central......108
9%

Minn A St. Louis.
do
pref.

Asked

Eggs—Eastern extras at 2R@30; fancy near-by

stock highers firsts 28®27e; extra Vermont
and New Hampshire at 28®30c Western firsts
27®00c; Michigan firsts at—@26c. Jobbing
prices lc higher.
Poultry—Northern fresh killed turkeys, chce
18® 19c; fair to good at 12317 .choice chickens
15916c; fowls I2ctl3e; western dry packed
turkeys, choice at 16@16ct fowls at lOg-lic;
chickens 1 c.
Beans—New York hand picked pea 1 953(2;
marrow pea 186 91 90, choice screened pea at
1 6 i®l 75: hand-picked medium a< 1 86®l 9i>;
choice screened at l 6091 75; choice Yellow
Eyes l ?o&l 96: California pea beans at S 10@
s 0 F oush
hand-pickeo at 2 20@2 30: red
kid. 2 00®2 10 -fobbing prices 10c higher.
Hay-Choice 18 ©0: some fancy higher: fair
to good at (in Oo® 17 QO; Eastern tine at
poor to ordinary (U@14; East swale
8@9. Rye straw, choice, at (14 60; Oat

133
123

102
43
3 20
123
106
lia

100
90
120
110
125
103
lu6
105
112
120
106
105
106

{12®14;
straw

(8®9.

Potatoes—choice native and Maine stock
$1 37%®1 60; choice Vermont and N Hampshire and New York Burbanks —@48c; Houlton
®60c: rose 46c Aroostook Hebrons
Hehrons
at 46®—c | Rose at 46c. 8weer. potatoes. Eastern extras bulk stock and cloth heads (1 26®
1 76 ersey double heads 2 25®2 5<>.

117

135

—

1< 5
105
no

97

/___An Illustrated book, entitled “Guide to Health and Etiquette," by Lydia E. Pinkham, is of great
value to ladies. We will present a copy to anyone addressing us with two 2-cent stamps,

j

—

Railroad Receipts.

uiguci

Receipts by Maine Central R R—For Portland
90 cars miscellaneous merhandlse, connecting
roads 151 cars.
Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CO.

Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT

Dee.

Opening.ioey„
Hignest.106V4

D.iwest.10 y8

Closing.....106%

.Fan.

107%
lo7y*
io*%

ioey8

Mav.

Opening.58%

Jan.
64

54
58%
Highest..
Lowest.66%
53%
53%
Closing.66ya
Tuesday's quotations.

WHEAT.
Dec.

Opening....106%

Jan.

106%

u

duu

ncajuiu

uauvcs di o

<ooj

Domestic Marktes.

108%
iosy8
108

io»%

CORN.

Doc.

uwmiii

4<6; others 2 *5a8 f>0 stockers 2 00@2 66;
Texans x 80; cows at 2 »0@2 «6.
Hogs receipts 35,000
shipments 81.000;
active and J0c h'gher, closing steady;rough and
common 8 05@8 75 (good mixed at 3 80^3 81;
prime, heavy and butcners’ weights at 3 90®
4 6; light B 5 @3 80.
Sheep—receipt- 4 00shipments 2000;active;
be-t grades 0®20c higher others steady, native ewes 8 0(t@4 -6; rnlxea 4 ve@4 76; wethers f> 00@6 6 '; Westerns 4 00@l »6.
Lambs 4 00@6 00.

PORTLAND. Dec. 22, 1891.

CORRECTED BY PURRIN', CROCKER &

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph
CHICAGO. Dec. 22,1891. The Cattle market
Receipts 76 >0; shmmeuts 2600 strong to

May.

61%
61%

6 %

61%

May
107%
11

I by Telegraon.i
NEW YORK.Dc. 22,1891.-The flour market
—receipts 37,7 9 packages: expots 3626 bbls
and -0,041 sacks; sales 24,750 bbls.
Flour quotations- low extras at 8 60®4 16;
city mills extra at 5 0@»26, city mills patents 6 25®6 50. winter wheat, low grades, at
8 60S4 1* fair to fancy at 410iffi4 90 patents
at 4 60@5 26, Minnesota clear 416,® * 86;
straights do at 4 4f>®6 10. do patents 4 60®
6 60 do rye mixtures 4 15®4 86 superfine at
3 15®3 75; fine 2 86®3 60.
Southern flour
heavy and dull. Rye flour quiet at 4 ro®6 26.
Buckwheat flour Is dull at 1 9c@2 ( 0. Buckwheat at 60@58c. Corumeai is dull and lower;

Boston & Maine R. R.

Only $20

Mm Effect October 4, I MM.
WESTERN
DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Srnrh.ro Bench, Pine Point, 7.00. 10.16
a. in., 3.30, 6.15, 6.15
p. ni.; Old Orehara
Bench.Maco, Hiddr ford, 7.00, 8 6,10.15 a.
12
in.,
40, 3.30, 6.15, 6.15 p. m.; Kcunehunk,
7.00. 8.46 a m„ 12.40, 8.30, 5.16, 6.' 6 p. m.;
Well* Ileoeh. 7.00, 8.46 a. m
8.3*' 6.16 p.
in.; North O'-r-ick, ureal Fails, Dover,
7.00, a. 8.45 a. ra.,
12.40, 3.30, 6.15 p. ru.;
Alton
Rociieater, Farmington,
Bay,
Wolf boro. 8.45 a. m., 12.40, 3.30,
p. m.;
Wo center ivia Great Falla and Kooaester)
7.00 a. in.; lUaacheoter and t oncord (via
So. Newmarket Junction) 7.00 a. m„ 3.30 p. ra.;
(via Lawrence) 8.45 ». m.; Mo. Newanarhet

Yellow Western at 3 10@3 50.
Wheat—receipts 809,400 bush; expjrts 245,181 bush;
sales 108,000 hush; lower; free sellers and
moderately active; No 2 Red at l 05%@. 06%
store and elevator, 1 07®l <7% afloat, 1 o«%
@1 08% f o b; No 8 red at 1 01%@1 02: N > 1
Northern st $1 08%@i 08% ;No l nard 111%
No « Northern at 102% @103%;
o 8 spring 99%c@l 00.
Rye dull and lower;
Western at i 00@t os.
Barley dull and heavy.
©•«»—receipts 209,700 bush; exports 41,100
bush; sales 21,100 bush; lower, Irregular and
fairly active; No 2 at 65%ffi66s/8c In elevator,
66>4*67c afloat; No3 at 6oc. steamer mixed
at63%@55c. <Htt—receipts 6.326 tush exports : 46,»'J9 bush; sales t-3,000 wish; lower
and quiet No3 at 39% ;do White 39%®3BV*c;
No 2 at 40®4l%c; wuite do 40%«4 %c No i
at 41C; do White at'41%c;Mlxect Western 38V*
White do 40@43%o; White State 40
43%c; No 2 Chicago at 41®41%r. Coffee
—Rio steady, quiet; No 7 at 3
@13%c. Su-

flll%;

t4l%c;

quiet

gar—raw

and easy; market for reflnd Is

unchanged and quiet; No6at3 1l-16; No 7
at 36/8e: No 8 at 3 9-10C- No 9 at 3%c; No 10
at8 7-10c
Noll at 3y8c: No 12 at 8%c;
off A 8%®3 16-16c; Mould A'4%c standard A
4 8-16c; Confectioners’ A at 41-I6c; cut loaf at
6%c, crushed 5%c; powdered at 4%c; gramo
lated at 4%@4%e: Cubes at 4%c.
Petroleum steady and quiet; united 53%c. Park Is
In moderate demand and steady; old mess at
9 26;new9 76@10 25
Beef quiet beet hams
dull; tlerced beef quiet and steady: cnt meats
dull and easy: middles dull and steady.
Lard
opened strong and closed weak: Western steam
*0 40 bid; city at $6 00; refined in fair demand;
Continent at «0 60®6 80; 8. A. at *7 60. Mutter quiet. fancy steady. Oheme
Preiukta to Liverpool dul and weak; grain
per steam 4d«
CHICAGO, Dec. 22,1891 —The Flour market
is easier but not quotably lower; Ispring patents
at |4 6 @4 90; bankers at 3 80@4 00; winter
patents at 4 65@4 86; straights at 4 3">@4 45.
Wheat dull and weak; No 2 spring 90%c; No 2
—.

Red at 90% c. Corn is dull and weak; No 2 at
41 c. Oats dull; No 2 at 32c.
Nn 2 Rye at 8«@
86%c.No 2 Barley at 69c. No Flaxseed 94%c.
Provisions weak: mess pork at 7 7o@7 80. Lard
at 6 06@6 07% Short ribs sides at5 05@5 16.
Dry salt meats—shoulders $4 37%@4 60; short
clear sides at $5 46@6 60.
Receipts—Flour 19.000 bbls. wheat 119.000
bushj'crtrn 260,000 bush, oats 162.000 bush;
rye 18,000 bush, barley 41,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 19,000 bbls, wheat f 6.000
bush, corn 702.000 hliRh.

1 flJ! nnn

(into

I,n<h

rye 8.000 bush barley 87,000 bush
ST.LOUIS, Dec. 27,
The Flour market
Is steady; family at 3 30@3 40; ehoce|ai4 20
30; patents at 4 46®* 60. Wheat lower;
o 2 red at Oi % c. Corn weak and lower No 2
at 375s@38c. Oats active and lower; No 2 at
30%®3u%c. Rye quiet; No 3 at 78c: No 2 at
86c. Barley is quiet; Minn—c;Northern Iowa
at 69c. Provisions very quiet and shade lower;
pork at » 00 for old and 1100 for new. Lard
at 86 80@5 86.Dry salt meats—shoulders 83 80:
longs and ribs at $f> 62Vb; short clear at 6 66.
Bacon—shoulders at $6 23;longs and ribs 6 26;
Short dear *t 86 27%.
Hams 9 00@10 60Receipts—*lour 30.000 bbls: wheat 87.000
bush; corn 27,000 hush- oats 32 000 bush;
rye 1.000 bush barley 20.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 110.00*1 bbls wheat 31.000
bush com. 150,000 bushjoats. 87,000 bush;
rye 1.000 bush; barley 1.000 bush.
DETROIT. Dec. 22 —Wheat—No 1 White at
94c: No 2 Red 96c. Corn—Nr 3 at 42c. Oats
—NO 2 at 84ft :No 2 White at 34%c. Rye at 90c.

ft

Receipts—Flour 700;Wbeat 11,476 bush;corn

17,866 bu;

oats 11 93u bush.

[By Telegraph].
NEW YORK. Dec. 22.—The Cotton marketweak and unchanged; sales 92 bales; ordinary
uplands at 6 9-16c; do Gulf at 6 16-16c: good
ordinary stained 6 1-16: middling uplands 7 15
16c; Gulf do at 8 5-16cc; do stained 7%
NEW ORLEANS. Dec. 22.—Cotton market Is

easy; middling at7%c

CHARLESTON, Dec. 22, 1891,-Cotton market quiet; middling at7ysc.
SAVANNAH,Dec. 22,11891.- Cotton market
quiet; middlings at 7c.
MOBILE.Dec. 22 1891.—The Cotton market
7%«.
MEMPHIS. Dec. 22, 1891—The Cotton
ket steady; middlings at 7%o
at

mar-

Cheese at 66s.
LIVERPOOL Dec 22.T891.—Cotton market—
steady: middling at 4%d: sales 10,000 bales;
speculation and export 4,000 bales; receipts
64,000 bales.
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMEm
FROM
Vnm

t?/iwlv

A

FOR
r.

A

OATH
nn

Brlranic.New York Llverpo. i... Dec 23
Adirondack ....New York..St Marc, &c|.Dec 23
Enis .New York..Bremen ....Doc 28

MINIATURE ALM AN AU,DECEMBER 23.
Bun rises.7 121 Wl„h
f. 4 53
water
Sun sets.4 i« High
{. 6 02
(... 7 It 7 In
Length of days.. 9 04 CTalwht
'Dl ""
Moon rises.morn
I... 7 ft 6 in

MAEIISTE NEWS
PORT OF PORTLAND.

TUE8DAE. Dec 22.
Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson,!8t John, NB,
via East port to BostoD.
Sen Mary Brewer, Burgess, New York—whiting to order.
Sch Lulu, Wilson, Lynn.
Sch Myrtle, (Br) Morris, Port Williams, NS,
for Boston.
8ch C Y Gregory, Atkinson, St John, NB, for
New Eork.
Seh Ayr, (Br) Harrington, St John, NB, for
New York.
Soh Victory, (Br) Hughes, Moncton for New
Haven.
Soh Lottie B, (Br) Scott, St John, NB, for

Newport.
Sch Georgie Berry, Rockland for New York.
Sch R P Chase, Bath for Boston.
Cleared.

Steamship Carthaginian, France, Liverpool—

H & A Allan.
Sch M A Gregory, Gregory.

on the

railway.)

inst, barque St James,

Burnham, 8an Francisco.
Sid tm Havre 19th Inst, ship Belle of Bath,

Curtis. New York.
Sid fm Liverpool 20th inst, ship John it Kelley, Gibbons, New York.
Ar at Cape Town 1st, barque Lillian, Hinds,
New York.
Sldfm Rio Janeiro 21st inst, barque John
Swan, Peterson, Pernambuco.
Notice to Mariners.

Office of U. S. Light House Inspector, j
First District.
Portland, Dec 22,1891.
1
Notice Is hereby given that the post light,
(red) on the bar, Aloose-a-Bec Reach, Maine,
will be discontinued Jan 1, 1892, for the winter season.
By order of the L, H. Board,
Frank Wiujes.
Commander, D. 8.N.,
Inspector 1st. L. H. Dist.
Memoranda.
Sch Carrie A Cookson, from New York for
Brunswick, which went ashore on North Breakers. St Simons, Ga, 21st. took Are and was burnt
to the water’s edge. The CaG was a new fourmaster of 919 tons, and was owned by Cobb,
Wight & Co. of Rockland, aud others, and cost
#50,000. Partly insured.
Philadelphia, Dec 21—Sch Henry Crosby, fm
Bangor, while at. anchor in the stream, was run
lnto by a fernvhoat and had water ways split
and several timbers broken.
Baltimore, Dec 21—Barque Jessie Macgregor,
henee for Havana, before reported ashore, was
taken off last night with no apparent damage.

20,

The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
nov23tf DAVID TORRANCE Sc CO., Agent.

From PHILADELPHIA

TnanpfliwiA

Friday.

Tka

nrnuhalf

Steamship

FOB

PORTLAND & WORCESTER ^

$9.00

THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS.

TREHORT and PORTURD
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland every evening, Sundavs excepted, at 7
o’clock; arriving in season lor connection with
earliest trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Cowell,
Worcester, New York, dec.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
every evening, Sundays exoepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. F. L18COMB,
J. B. COYLE,
Gen. Agt.
Manager.
sep!6dtf

m.

Rockland, (to go

VBOM OTTB COBBE8PGNDXNTS.
RED BEACH, Dec 20— ar. schs Sarah, War-

nock. Boston; J W Durant, Duraut, from Windsor. NS.
Sid lffto. sch Bren ton. Hat held, Windsor, NS.

Nov 3, lat 24 8. krf&e vv.
ship W H Connor,
Pendleton, lrom New York for Shanghai.
Nov 23, lat 9 N,
ionj.16 W, ship Parthia, from

San Frauelsco for HttSpe.
Dec 19, tweuty-fiv* miles s of Cape Hatteras,
sch Etta A Stimpson, Bunker, from Brunswick
lor Philadelphia,

at

Casco

Sieaniboat

STATU HAT. |8e"lce “iSS L,“ 8te““-

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

every fortnight. Cabin $36 and upwards. Return

and after Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYCONEAG, will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40 a.
m. for Portland and intermediate landings. RETDRNleave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island and
Intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtf
Geueral Manager,

Q3t3Cdtf_General

Londonderry,

nct#7dt.f

B^ovr^Toly
1

wvii

to

u

a

and NORTH ARO08TOOKat 1.16 and 11.30
p. m.; ST. ANDREWS, 11.30 p. m.
•Runs dally, Sundays Included,
tNight express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
but
to
not
night, Sundays included,
Skowhepau
Monday morning, or to Belfast. Dexter or be-

yond Bangor,

j

ciifl •

BOTANIC m G! AiHVDYANT

Cimi-.

ARRIVALS IK PORTLAND.

From Watervllle and Lewiston, 8.33 a. ra.;
Augu.'ta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays
only, 8.40 a.m.; Montreal. Brldgion, He., 8 30
a. m.;

Farmlogtou, Skowhegati

ard

Lewlsion,

12.20 p. m.; St. John, Bangor. R-ekUnd. m<\,
12.80 p. m.; Wateivllle, Ba li, An usta and
Rockland, 5.35 p.in, Farailngion,Sko* begun,
WaterviUft and Owiston, 6.4ft p. m.; Montreal, Lancaster, Fabjans, R.nlgtou, 8.00 p,
m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
•Sundays Included.

Steamer City of Richmond. Capt. Win. E.
Dennison (weatherpermitting), leaves Portland
lor Kockiauu, Bur Harbor ami Mae litas port, via
usual landings. Tuesdays and Fridays at II p.
in.; reluming, leave Macut.sport Moudays and
Thursdays at 4 a. m.; connecting at Portland
with early morning trains tor Boston.

PHYSICIAN,

N*. 399 I -Vl.t’engrcsn Street,

Portland.

For the treatment of all eronlc and contpii.
rated Sitram that flesh Is heir to, all cases
given up as lnourable, I will take them to make

FAYSON TUCKER,

Vice Pres, anu General Manager
F E BOOTH BY, Geu’l.Pass. and Ticket Agent

a cure.

Dr. Herd will not ask you any questions In
nnj

547 Congress St,

iu

aim

P/,iGlnn<(

$1, $1.50, $2, $2.50.

Warranted (laauruple Plate.

lAlifH M AED W
g, fij.Truann ^ Asthma Curs ne»«r/«»i,togiva w
g ■
ffBPk
"iiutonl rtntf in tho irorrt cuter. inrorr. ooc- ■
■ forttbl. elcpj .(facts oars* vhere .It others f»it. A I
■ (rial convinces the moft steeptienl. Prloe, M) ots Bau

Rea! Estate

eod&eow8m

$50,000

BOYNTON,

In

large or small
build

34T Congress 8!.

amounts.

All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted
by gas. Uuequaied dining car service'
time tablk November 16, 1891.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street
North ltlver,
For Philadelphia at 4.80, 7.46, 9.00, lO.OO,
ll.SO a. in., 1.30, 3.15.3.30, 4 00, 5.00, «.no,
7.80 p. m.. 12.16 night; Spndats— 9.00,
10.30.11.80 a. m., 1.30, 3.80, 5.00, tt.o<J
p. ni.. 12.16 night.
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.8u with dining carl a. m.; 1.30, 8.30, dining car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains—Bleepers on night

Leans.

Parties wishing to

can be accomodated.

1

BXOELAJN" G-HJ

STREET
eodiy

LINE.

—VIA—

trains,

Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

Ramil Sand 4. Jae Baildioc,

08
iul

1

CENTRAL RAILROAD Of NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA A REAOINS R. R.,
BALTIMORE A OHIO R. R,

COMMERCIAL PAPER.

Boys’ Nickel Watches, Warranted to
beep good time.

uUI

—between—
New York, Philndelphis,
llwllinioa* nad WHihiaglan

Loan

to

1

ROYAL BLUE

DOTEN,

aad

UA

FINEST AND SAFEST TRAINS IN THR WORLD

■

A. R. & E. A.

XT-...

ailCl

you nave a true examination of your case he
will tell you If you can be cured. Dr. ltced’s
medicines are strtckly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks lie can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
persou becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great many people who havo lo9t
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my otfce every day Including Sundays from 9 n. m. to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter, stating their name, place or residence
and age aud one stamp. $1.00.
d9m
my22

Silver Plated Cups for Child

$1,00.

Sunday mornings.

STEAMBOAT CO.

BOYNTON,

nov2___

on

White i*f ouotain. and tfn. hec f.ine.
For CUMBERLAND MILLS, SEBAGO LAKE,
BRIDGTON. FK2KBURG,
NORTH CONWAY. GLEN. BARTLETT FA BY A NS. 1ST.
JOHNSBUR V, NEWPORT anu MONTREAL,
» 45 a.m., 3.30 p.m.; JEFFERSON and 1.ANCASTER, s.46 a. m.
The 8.45 a, in., connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; ami with the ran, P,c. Transcontinental train (or Vhocomv-t and Pacific Coast
The 3.30 p. m. i. am ha* sleeper for
ontreal and connects with trains via "Soo'’
Line lor Minneapolis anu ht. Paul.

W*TLM». IT. DESESTasd MltHMS

Schlotterbeck & Foss

ren.

p. m.

m.

VANCkBORO, ST. JOHN, HALIFAX and
PROVINCES. -1.15 and tll.30 p.m.
HOULTON, WOODSTOCK, ST. STEPHEN

STEAMER

TOILET BOTTLES,
n_;u

11.3 > p.

PHANTOM will leave Portland
Pier for Freeport, touching at Falmouth
Foreaide.Couseus’. Great chebeague and LltrieJobus’ Island and Wolfs Point, at 2 p. m. datlv
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. in., touching at all landings, commencing Monday, Nov. 9,1891.
H. B. SOULE, Manager.
»3p21tf

ing one of my S8 Waltham
Watches for him._

~

at 11.80

ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR at 1.18 and

FREEPORT STEASIBOATCO.

St.

boy happy by buy-

OR

11.30 p. m.

BANGOR via LEWISTON, 1.10 p. m.; via
AUGUSTA, 7.15 a. in., *1.15 and tll.80 p. m
and Sunday* only at 7.20 a. m.
BANGOR & PISCATAQUIS R. R., via DEXTER, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; via OLDTOWN

.Manager,

ON

$65 and upwards.
4»la«j[ow to Bov ton direct via Derry and
Gal wav.
Prepaid steerage $19; intermediate
#80. Apply to H. & A. ALL AN or *T. P. MCGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,

a. in.

SKOWHEGAN. via LEWISTON, 1.10 p. m.,
via AUGUSTA, 7.16 s. m„ 1.16, tll.30 p. m.
BELFAST. 1.15 and 11.80 p. m.
DOVER and FOXCROFT, Via DEXTER. 1.16,

WINER

steerage $20.

Make the

8.30

Company,

€U»TOM Horse: WHARF.
TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1,1891 s
Leave Portland lor Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island. 5.45, 6.45.8.00a. m.. 2.16. C.lO p. m.;for
Little and Great Diamond, Trelethen’a and Lou
Island, 8.00 a. m„ 2.16 p. in.
C. W. T. CODING,

LiBnis-

rmLLirn,

READPIELD
MONMOUTH, WINTHROP,
and OAKLAND, 1.10 and 6 05 p. m.
WATERV1LLK. via LEWISTON, 1.10, 6.06 p.
m.; via AUGUSTA, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, tll.30

ALFRED RACE, Manager.

Buy

>uu

TON, 8.30 a. m., 1.10 p. m.: via BRUNSWICK. 1.16 p. m.$ and (or KANGELEY at

I

PARISIAN..... Tues., 8 Dec.
-CABTHAOIN’Alf
22
17“
-NUM1DIAN... Tues,6 Jan.’92
These steamers will not call at Halifax on
either the outward or homeward voyages. S. 8.
-Carthaginian and -Numidlan will carry cattle
and only cabin passengers.
Cabin $40 and $60, according to steamer and
location of stateroom.
Second cabin $25.

Congress

innmu'uiUis

■,

Boothbay Harbor. Every Thursday

leaving.

8 Dec.

547

LEWISTON via BRUNSWICK, 7.16Am., *1.16,

6.00 and 111.30 p. m.
ROCKLAND and KNOX and LINCOLN STATIONS 7 15 a. in., 1.16 and on Saturdays
only at 5.00 p. m.
BRUNSWICK, BATH. GARDINER, HALLOWELI. and AUGUoTA. 7.15 a.m.7*1.16, 6.00
and ;il.30p. m.

leave Round Pond at,7 a. m. for Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every Friday leave
Portland at 8 a. m. lor Booth by, So. Bristol, East
Boothbay and Pemaq.id. Weather permit!nB
No freight received alter 7.46 a. m., on day of

PORTLAND

Boston.

On and after November it). 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville jct.. auburn and lbwiTON, 8.30 a. m.. 1.1 a 6.1.5 d. m.

PORTLAND

touching

CENTRALRTr”

Bangor, Bar llarbor, Nt. J»ha, lb
White Mountain*, Qaeboc, Man*
treat, and ike Weal.

Sc BOOTHBAY STEAMBOAT
CO. M later Arraaiirmrniii. On aDd
atter Monday, Nov. 2. Str. Enterprise will leave
East Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a. m„ tor
Portland, touching at So. Bristol and Boothbay
Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Franklin
Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. m., for Round Pond,

oct29dtf

New York andCImtsw, via

MAINE

ISLAND NXKAJIBBS.

u

Depot Foot of India Street.

and

For

J. W. PETERS. 8upt.
C’J.WIGGIN. Gen’L Ticket. Agei'tocthUtf

Steamship Company

Exchange SI,

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Juration and Danville Junction
as follows: To
Chicago Y20 and 215.75; Detroit $TH.76 and
*12.50; Kansas City *30.00 and f 6.76; 8t.
Paul $31JSOand *27.26: St. Louis via Detroit
$23.75 and $19.76; St. Louisvta Chicago $26.00
and $21.50; San Francisco. California, *90.00
and $8o.3‘». Tbe*e rates are suMect to change.
L. J. SBARGEANT, General Manager,
decs
atf

_

TiTFovT

hanty, Amboy.

Snokei,.

I

■.

South,
Portland, Me.

NEW YORK.

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Sydney, NSW, Nov 9, barque Carrie
Winslow, Barrett, for a nitrate port, to load lor
Hampton Roads.
Ar at Newport, Wales, 17th inst, barque S R
Bearse, Thestrup, Bllboa.
Sid fm Bueuos Ayres Nov is, barque Martha
P Tucker. Smith, New York.
Arat Rto Janeiro 14th inst, barque Agafe.
Jordan, from Brunsu ick, Ga ; brig John H
Cr:,ridon, Norwell, from New York
AratLaguayra 22d inst, sch Sarah & Ellen,
Henley, Newport News.
Cld at St John, NB, 2ist, barque Syra, Pattengell, Drogheda.

ISSiSh

For

Gamage, Philadelphia.
Ar 18th, sch Carrie A Bucknam, Stubbs, from
Laguna.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 21st, sch Flora MoFor
raug, Morang. Wilmington.
FERNANDINA— Sid 21st, sch Jerome B
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on WednesLook, for Satiila River,
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
DARIEN—Cld 19th, sch Lizzie Heyer, Berlim days
vuuvuuaja
New York.
and Saturdays at 4 p. in.
CHARLESTON—Ar 20th, sch Emma Knowlnov 10-dtf
J. B. COYLE, General Agent.
ton, Wilmington NO.
WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 21st, sch Milford,
Weed, New York.
NORFOEK—Ar 18th, sch Puritan, Harding,
Royal Mail Steamships.
Boston.
Portland to Liverpool Direct.
Ar 21st, sch Warren Adams, Gilchrist, Fer-

Warren, New York.
Ar 21st barque Au Sable. Loring. Tampa;
brig Jane Adeline, Cates, Turks Island.
Sid 2lst, sch Walker Armington, Drinkwater,
Providence.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 21st, sch Sarah W
Lawrence. Boston.
Cld 2lst, sch Isaiah Hart, Sproul, St Thomas.
Ar 21st, schs Maggie P Smith, Douglass, from
Boothbay; Frances Goodnow, Coleman, Kennebec.
Cld 21st, sch T H Lawrence, Kelley, Boston;
Young Brothers, Snow, Portsmouth.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 21st, scbs Douglass
Haynes. Greenleaf, Patchogue; John Lenthal,
Carver. New York.
NEW HAVEN
Ar 20th, schs Kennebec,
Walls. Hallowell for New York; Rogers, Rogers. Calais for do.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, schs Andrew Peters. Hines, Calais; Garland, Libby, lrom Sands
RiverjNS; CarrieC Miles, Post. Rockland.
NEWPORT—Bid 20th, sch Ella May, Ott, for
New Londou.
new BEDFORD—Ar 20tli, sch Wm Demine,
Hodgkins, Calais; B D Prince.Coombs. Uncolnville; Jessie Barlow, Bluehlli lor New York.
Ar 21st, sch Jed Frye. Langley, Bangor.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 19th. schs Hattie
E King and Wm L Burroughs. Amboy for Portland ; Cayenne, do for Brooklin.
Sid ltfth, schs J Paine, Geo E Dudley, Carrie
C Miles. E G Willard, Mary Lymburnar.
Ar 20th, sch WlUlamlue, from New York for
Salem.
EI)GARTOWN-Ar. 21st, schs A Hayford,
Wanen, Rondout for Boston; Isabel Alberto.
Peterson, Perth Amboy for Portland; .loo Carlton, Leigh, New York for Rockport; Huntress,
Guthell. do for Haverhill.
HYANNIS—Ar 2lst sch Wm G R Mowry,
Motz, Hoboken for Portsmouth.
8ALEM-Ar 21st, sch Alaska, Hoboken for
Yarmouth, N8.
In port 2ist, schs Florida, Rockland for New
port: Telegraph, Thomaston for New York;
Elizabeth M Cook, Calais tor Providence; Eliza
Levensaler, Boston for Thomaston.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 20th, sch Cassle F Bronson, Bennett, Baltimore.
Below 21st, schs Richmond, and Napoleon,
from Rockland for Boston; Unison, Bath for
do; Star of the West, Boston for Portland; Angola, do for Mt Desert; Jennie Greenbank, do
for Rockland.
BATH—Ar 20th, sch Carrie A Norton, Dela-

50

On and after MONDAY, OCT. 6,1891, Passenger Trains will LEAVE PORTLAND:
For WORCESTER, CLINTON. AYER JUNC
TION, NASHUA, WINDHAM and KPPINU
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30p. m.
For MANCHESTER, CONCORD, and points
North at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 p. m.
For ROCHESTER, BPBINGVALE. ALFRED,
WATBRBOROaud SACO ElVER at 7.80 a
m, 12.80 and 6.30 p. m.
For GORHAM ar 7.80 aDd 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 6.3,i. 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For WESTBROOK, CUMBERLAND MILLS,
WESTBROOK JUNCTION
and
WOOD^
FORD’S at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,3.00,
6.30. 6.20 and 11.16 p. m.
For FOREST AVKNU (DELERING). 6.20p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Fortland connects
at AYER JUNCTION with" HOOSAOTUNNE1 ROUTE” fortbe West and at UNION STATION, WORCESTER, for PROVIDENCE and
NEW YORK, via “PROVIDENCE LINE,” for
NORWICH and NEW YORK, via "NORWICH
LINE” with BOSTON A ALBANY R. B. for the
WEST, and with the NEW YORK ALL RAIL
via K8PRINOFIELD.”
Trains arrive at PORTLAND from WORCESTER at 1.80p. m. ;from ROCHESTER at8.30a.
m., 1.30 and 6.60 p. m.; from GORIIAM at 6.4o.
8.36 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 6.60 and V.36 p.

ARRAH6EKENT.

GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 21st, scbs Oliver S
Barrett. Kennebec; Robt Ingle Carter, do.
LIVERPOOL. STEAMSHIPS.
BALTIMORE —Ar 20th, sch Edith Olcott,

ham N. H., 3.26 A m.. 12.10 and 6.60 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 13.10 a m„
6.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. in.
TICKET OFFICE.

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

STEAMERS,

v.v>u|

Ankara, 8.25 A m.,
12.10, 3.1 o, 6.40 and 5.60 p. ra. FromfOor-

Portland^ Rochester R. R.

BOSTON

«

ABRIVAIA.
From l^ewlsioa and

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for
other information at Company’s Office. R».ilmf|ri
Wharf, foot of State street. J. B. OOYI.E,
Gen’l Manager.
Je20dtf

vu

OKPAUTVSKH.
For Aaburn ana Lowiaton, 7.10 and 7.20
a m., and 1.10,1.30 and 6.10 p. m. For dor*
hum. 7.10 a. m. 1.30and6.10p. m. ForMontrent and Chicago, 7.11) A m„ and 1.30 p. m.
For Qm brc. 1.30 p. in. For Buckdold and
Canton, 7.10 a in., and 1.30 p. m.

PAYSON TUCKER,
V. P. and Gen’l Man.
decl8-td

F. E. BOOTHBY,
G. P. & T. A.

r. Mi

Maine

On and after MONDAY, Dee. T, t»»l
trains will ran as fallows :

Via the White Mountains, Canadian Pacific and
Wabash railways.
Selling December 22
aad 23, with return uutli Jan. ttth, 1832.

On and after Nov. 2d. and ontll further notice, the steamers of this Une leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland, MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through rickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. BT"Frelght received up to 4.00

Cld 21st. RSh Geo Bird.Grav. Maracaibo: Wm

GUAM) TRUK RAILS A? W CASADA

£20.00.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

Somes Sound.

octBdtf

Chicago and Return

—

Only

namuau

816.78.

Easport, Calais, SI. John, M B., Halifax, N.S.,

Fare

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and wav station*, 4.40 p.
m. t Connects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
(Western Division from No. Berwick Sundays only.
•Western Division from Dover.
inrougn ticket* to all
point* South and
West for sale at Union station, Congress street,
and at Commercial street station.
JAMBS T. FURBER,
Vice Pres, and Geo. Man.. Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. F. and T. A., Boston.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Geu. Agt. at Portland.

Detroit and Return

Co,

Porinatoiith, Newboryport,

Boniow, (fl.00 a. m. dally)
t9.<KJ a. m.. ($t p. m. dally) t6.00p. m.
Bontou (or Portland. 7.00 a. m., (19.00 a
m dally) 12 30 p. in., (<7.00 p. m. dally.)

Offers rates for the Round Trip

th«.

and all parts Of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and
Cage Breton. The favorite route to Cam*
go belie and St. Aadrews, N. B.

FALL

Hiddeford,

Malena, Ltna,

Usias AshImI

ilie (name ueiniai

commission.
Bound Trig *18.
PawB(t 810.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. F. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
H. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Oen. Manager, 80 state St., Fisk e BuildiBg,Boston,Mass.
octSS
Utl

NEW YORK-Ar 2lBt, tug B W Morse, Marr,
Norfolk; schs Nellie S Pickering, Keene. Jacksonville; J Paine. Kendall, Bangor; Stephen G
Hart, Kelley, Bluehili; C H Trickey, Kelley,
Kennebec; Ella Presafcy. Gray. Rockland; Sliver Heels. Quinlan, do; Geo £ Dudley, Wilson,
Smith. Babbldge, Fernandina.
BOSTON— Ar 22a. schs F R Baird, Cole,
and Wide Awake, Maddox, Amboy; Bessie H
Gross, Thurston, Deer Isle; Chester R Lawrence, Banks, Maine; L H Hopkins, Larrabee,
Sears oort.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 16th, barque Wakefield. Mmott, Melbourne.
PASCAGOULA—Sid 81st, sch Lena R Storer,
Vera Cruz.
PENSACOLA—Ar 21st, sch Henry P Mason,
Forcv Tpxrs*
KEYWEST-Ar 17th, sch Mattie E Eaton,

ewry Tuesday and

Hiirrrhill, Lawrrnce,

Lowell, Hoeton, f7.00, t8.4o a.m., $12.40,
3.30 p. m.
Bonion tor Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Mnaday Tinian from Union Station, for
Bootou and way stations. 12.56. 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. in.; Aanenhury, 9.00 a. in. 6.00 p. m.{

and SATURDAY.

~WtmaSam&*"fnlt6 of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. H. E., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

—

Junction, e meter,

EXCURSION III »■ HOLED EYS.

From Long Wharf, Boston,
p. m. Frond Pine Street
harf, Philadelphia, at 3 p.

International

excellent oppor-

CHICAGO

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

BOSTONswry WEDNESDAY

au

the St. Clair River.
One way first-class limited fares will also apply fvr the round trip to Chicavo and Detroit
Irofn all stations ou the Grand Trunk Railway bet ween Portland and Island Pond.
U. J. SEAKGEANX, General Manager.
deel7
d7t

December 5.
December 12.

| ONTARIO,

Domestic Ports,

—

MaForeign rkets.
[By Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL, Dec. 22, 1893
Quotations—
Winter Wheat at 8s3%da8s4%d: spring
Wheai at 8s 3%d®8s 4%d: California average
8s 9%d@8s lOd;Mixed American Corn 6s 5%d.

DAtl neHom

Ar at Fleetwood 19th

This excursion will afford

—

November 17, | TORONTO,
“

Inclusive.

tunity of visiting the wonderful tunnel lately
completed from Sarnia to Port Huron, under

Cabin $40 to $60, return $80 to $110; second
cabin $25; steerage $20.
(er Avonuieath Deck.
Briatel Service
From
From
Avonmonth.
Portland.
Steamship.

naudina.

Cotton Markets.

quiet middlings

Howes. Trapani.

6th, '82,

Thur. Nov. 12, I OREGON,
| Thur. Dec. 3.
“
“
16
|Tues. Dec.
26.1 SARNIA.
“
“
29
Dec. 10. | LABRADOR, | “

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.

Ar at Sydney SWW, 22d Inst, ship Southern
Cross, Bailey, 'New York.
Sid fm Marseilles 19th Inst, ship A M Small,

|

Steamer.

|

ONLY »16.75.
Tickets good to go on Dec. 22nd and
23rd and to return up to January

From
Portland,

From

Liverpool.

From

j

DETROIT and RETURN,

Mail

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.80 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and9.30 a.
in.

Chicago and Return

line.

Railway.

!■' Effect Nov. fti, ISO*.

CONNECTIONS- Dailt—From
STAGE
Minot lor Hebron Academy;
W.
Buckfleld
for W. Sumner and Turner; Canton (er Peru
Dlxfield, and Mexico, also lor Hrettun’s Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Bupt.
Je27dtf

TO

Steamships.
PORTLAND TO LIVERPOOL CIRECT.
Royal

MW&F&wly opofcolnrm

jul

Retail Grocers’ Sugar Rates.
Portland market—out loaf. 6% c; confectioners’, 7c; pulverized, 6c: powdered, 6c; granulated, 6c; cofiee ciusbed, 4*4c yellow, 4c.

"dominion*

—

[By Telegraph.

Homestake

vegetable

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

Is the only Positive Cure and Legitimate Remedy
COMPOUND
■—for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
It cures the worst forms of Female Complaints, that Bearing-down Feeling, Weak
Back, Falling and Displacement of the Womb, Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, and all
Organic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, and is invaluable to the Chauge of Life. Dissolves and expels Tumors from the Uterus at an early stage, and checks any tendency to
Cancerous Humor. Subdues Faintness, Excitability, Nervous Prostration, Exhaustion,
and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures Headache, General Debility, Indigestion,
etc., and liivigorates the whole system. For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex,
the Compound lias no rival.
All Druggists sell it as a standard article, or sent by mail, in form of Pills or
Lozenges, on receipt of $1.00.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MED. CO.. LYNN. MASS.

New York Mining Stocks.

Wasp, and Schrs Grace
Davis, Cumberland, Minute C. Tavlor, and Pochasset, New York to Portland, coal at private

M.

prefd.

nunnnQAfl

Superfine

American ladies travelling abroad find the Compound invaluable. It
energies in the most trying climate, and is a faithful friend
whenever needed. Mrs. Pinkham’s foreign correspondence is very large,
and increases rapidly.
sustains the

Mexican Central R 4s.
Flln & Pere Marquette prfd. 87%
Hew York ana New England Railroad.... 39%
do prefd. 97%

B rges Volunteer and

^

%
41%

Boston Stock Market.

following are recent, charters:
Bark Sarmlento, Portland to Buenos Ayres,
'ameer c9.
Brig Annie R. Storer, Portland to Fblladel-

,

May
4:

Opening.46%
Closing....***. .........*•..••••....41

Freights.

Ida

1“WHO ARE YOU WRITING TO, DEAR?"
“
I am answering Mrs. Pinkham’s letter, that reached ns at Cairo. She
has told me just what to do, and I am feeling much better; besides, she
has given me a list of places where her preparations are sold. I found
them here in Alexandria, and have laid in a stock. My mind is easy now,
”
so any time you wish to start, I’m
ready!

CORN.

"r*1«

nhia

May
»<*%
9,%

Opening...
Closing......

Excursion

jelO_

WHEAT

At New York money has been easy, ranging
2%@4% percent.; last loan at3 closing2%
Prime mercantile paper at 4%@6
percent.
per cent. Sterling Exchange is quiet and steady
with actual business in banker’s bills at 4 81%
tor 60-day bills, and 4 84 for demand; pos;ei
rates at * 82%@4 85. Commercial bills at 4 81
@4 83%. Government bonds dull and firm.
Railroad bonds are aative and strong.
The stock market lost little of Us animation
m
after 12 o’clock, but none of Its strength which,
if anything, became more pronounced than during the forenoon. Material further gains were
scorked in all portions of the list Missouri
Pacific v s most conspicuous among the leading shares, for beth activity and strength, moving up about 1 more to 61%. Union Pacific,
Burlington, St Paul and others made substantial gains over noon figures. As usual, the most
maikd changes were In the inactive sto, k.
Omaha common led with a ga n of 2 to 42% ;
Toledo, Ann Arbor and North Mich followed
with 1% ; others smaller amounts.
There was
no reaction and the market active and strong at
top prices of the day.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange agg ega au 385,100 shares

|

Special

& Hanford Fails

! Portland

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

From New York, pier foot of Canal St., Nortt
diver, for San Francisco via The isthmus

CORN.

and Strong—Stocks Firm with Substan-

KMMSHlFcoaFAin
Calftornia, Jaoan, China, Centra
and South Amenoa and Mexioo,

Soys

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Monday’s quotations.

Bonds—Money Easy—Sterling

PACIFIC HAIL

—LET* FOB—

WHEAT.

Stocks

MAI LMOADM

RAILROADS.

STEADIER*.

10-%

England.

i

Boston office, 211
accaa

Washington

street,
att

•

THE CHRISTMAS MARKETS.

-JL-IZjL Jlli
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
Geo. C. Frye,

EIGHTH PAGE.

Wanted—Pastry cook.

Notice Is hereby given.
North American Review.
Notice—Steamer Enterprise.
Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found,

and similar aa.vertisements will be found under

the appropriate headings

on

page 6.

Winthrop cigars

have no superiors.
lell them for 10 cts.
was

When she was

a

Dealers

sick, wo gave her Castoria.
Child, she cried for Castoria.

When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When the had Children, she gave them Castoria.
uecli

eodgwly

Mr*. Winslow’*
Soothing Syrup
has been used over Fifty Years by millions of
mothers for their children while Teething, with
perfect success. It soothes the child, softens
the Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colle, regulates the bowels, and is the best remedy for
Diarrhoea, whetbei arising from teething or
other causes. For sale by Druggists in every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for Mr s
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. »ftc a bottle.

fsbhMW&FAwly.
VII nio I
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The Dinner and Feat ival To Ke Given January 2nd.

Thanks to Superintendent Lord of the
school committee and to the Congress
square church the Children’s Christmas
Club will have their dinner and festival on
January 2nd. It has been long a matter of
doubt as to whether or not City Hall conld
be secured for that date, which seems to be
the only practicable one, on account of the
fact that the Maine Pedagogical Society
had engaged the hall for Thursday, Friday
and Saturday of that week.
The society
have, however, kindly agreed to hold their
Saturday session in Congress square vestrj and give up the use of the hall to the
Christmas Clnb.
Many names have been added to the
membership list and matters as a whole
are progressing very favorably.
The children show great Interest and the festival,
it is hoped and expected, will be a great
success.

The next meeting of the Club will be In
City Hall ward room Thursday at 4 o'clock.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Gilbert’s Christmas ball will be one of
the events of the holidays.
The seekers after Christmas gifts were
out in igood force on Congress street last

night.
The comrr ittee on unimproved real estate
held a meeting last evening. No business
was transacted of a public nature.
The Odd Fellows' Register and Masonic
Journal for December have been received.
The Vaughan street church people subscribed the last $200 of the church debt
Sunday and the church is now entirely
paid for.
It was cloudy, with occasional glimpses
of sunshine, yesterday, damp and nasty.
Shoppingwas anything but agreeable under
the circumstances.
The State encampment of the G. A. R.
will meet in Auburn Feb. 4th and 5ih next.
The council of administration will meet on
the 3d.
Commandet-ia-Obiaf Palmer will
visit the ancarapmeut on the 5th.
Yesterday P. B. SheehaD, the Preble

manufacturer, shipped nearly a ton
of harnesses to West Milan, N. H., to be
used in E. H. Wright’s camps. There
were 16 double sets, and they cost $1180.
street

Mr.

Thomas Edwards has sold the
property at Nos. 115 and 117 Franklin street
to Bishop Healy, and Mr. S, H. Colesworthy will tear down the house No. 285
Cumberland street and erect a fine brick
residence.
The Boston & Maine signal house at
Scarboro crossing caught Are around the
roof Sunday night at about 6 o'clock from
a defective chimney.
C. C. Norton, of
Portland, tho telegraph operator, put out
the fire but several wires were burned out.
A colored man was driving one of Ellis's,
the Oxford street livery stable owner,
horses attached to a phaeton yesterday
afternoon and at the corner of India and
Commercial street ran into one of Mr.
Chase's jiggers, and crushed a phaeton
wheel.
“The Christmas trade is excellent,” said
Secretary Rich of the Board of Trade to a
Pbess reporter yesterday. “Last month
trade was not good; bat 1 think the Christmas trade, both wholesale and
retail, for
this month, will go ahead of any previous
December.
W. A. Dunbar, clerk at J. A. Merrill &
Co.'s, was clerk at the Wheelock hotel,
Hanover, N. H., when Almy murdered
Christie Warden, and was one of the
twenty volunteers
who a?salled the
Warden barn to get the murderer.
He expects to get $200, his share of the reward.
The
revenue cutter T.nv!
Wiwrihi,™
which Is now at the Atlantic works, East
Boston, will, it Is expected, receive her
new boilers and steam windlass in time to
go on her regular station by January 1st.
under command of Capt. Phillips, formerly of the revenue cutter Dexter. The new
apparatus in the Woodbury will add to her
efficiency in the future.
PERSONAL.

Judge George F. Gould has returned
from his trip to Washington.
Hon. Charles F. Libby %returned home
yesterday after an extended tour through
the West.

He visited New Mexico and

California, returning home by way of Montreal.
Dr. Fred W. Huntington of this city has
been appointed veterinary inspector in the
Bureau of Animal Industry in the Department of Agriculture, the appointment to
take effect January 1,1892. He will have
charge of the Inspection of cattle In this
port, a duty that has hitherto devolved upon a Boston inspector.
West End M. JE. Church Fair and
Sale.

The fair and Christmas ta e at the West
End M. E. church affords
an excellent
chance to obtain pretty presents at reasonable prices and enjoy a good time.
The
fair will continue through the day and eve-

ning today.

Will

Be

Better

If

Not

More

Citizen*

Tell

How

»*W ADrBB'MSBnSNTft.

Kailroad Track

the

Plentiful than On Thanksgiving.

Should be Located,

The provision stores are beginning to assume a holiday appearance, and by tomorrow all the windows and the interiors will
present a sight to make an epicure's mouth
water. Already, in several of the markets,
the English holly and mistletoe and New
England evergreen strive for the mastery
in decoration, supplemented by the fruits
of the hot house and nursery.
There Is not yet a very large movement
of Dirds from the West, or from states
nearer home, like Vermont.
But the quality of goods is much superior to what it
was Thanksgiving, for the farmers have
had cold weather since then and have
taken care of their turkeys and chickens
and fed them liberally with corn.
Among
the handsome birds seen on Congress

Monday evening the city government of
Westbrook held a meeting to hear the opin-

FIFTH PAGE.

Farrington Pros.
Owen, Moore & Co.

When Baby

Tlio Birds

WESTBROOK.

street

yesterday was a beautifully dressed,
plump, 20 pound turkey at J. W. Deering’s,
with “utssels on his boots.” If the weathcontinues soft it will make a good deal
of difference in Christmas prices.
The
Western birds command at wholesale from
18 to 20 cents. These an the market prices
but are liable to change according to cirer

cumstances:

Turkeys, choice, 23 to 28; common, 20;
chickeus, 18 to 22, fowls, 16 to 20; Bremen

gi**«se, 28; common geese, 20 to 23; ducks,
23 to 25; quail, S3 a dozen; grouse, SI 60 a
pair; raboits, 20 cents apiece; plreous, S3
a d( zen; sirloin beef, 20 to 25; leg Kentucky

mutton, 18; sparerlb of pork, 12; sweetbread, 25 cents apiece; Deerfoot sausages,
45 cents two pound packages; radishes, 15
cents

a

bunch; cucumbers,

spinach, 30cent*
cents apiece;

a

apiece;
peck; cauliflower, 30

sweet

20 cents

potatoes, 5

cents

vcuw n ut'au ,

ruuuu

a
iU

cents a

Dead; parsley, 10 cents a bunch.
Apples, 26 to 40 a peck; oranges, 16 to 25
a dozen; Malaga grapes, 15 a
pound; California grapes, 15 to 20 a pound; pears, 40 to
50 a dozen; bananas, 10 to 25 a duzun; lemons, 25

dozen; Catawba grapes, 25 a basket; figs, 15 to 18; Mandarins, 25 a dozen;
dates, 10 a pound; mixed nuts, 15 a pound.
Oysters are quoted at the usual prices.
Candy can be bought all the way from
Lord’s choice chocolates at 50 cents a
pound to nica mixed candy at two pounds
for a quarter.
a

Interesting Relic Presented

to

At the Congregational Club Monday eve.
ning, Rev. L. H. Hallock of Waterville
presented to the club a well preserved
piece of heavy oak moulding, which he
had obtained ia England from the Old
Manor House of the Archbishop of York
at Scrooby. The old house, besides having
been visited by KlDg Jsmes L, seeking permission to hunt in the “preserve” of the
ecclesiastical dignltary.and by Queen Margaret of Scotland as a resting place; was
also the quiet retreat to which Cardinal
Wolsey retired after his fall.
But the
chief interest to us In the old manor lies in
the fact that there the early church of the
Separatists gathered, under John Robinson and Elder Brewster.
There a young
man joined them, called William Bradford,
afterward governor of Plymouth Colony,
Mass. It is, therefore, properly designated
as the birthplace of the movement
which,
via Leyden, and old Plymouth, at length
crrs>ed to New England and became the
Ply month oeloDy of Massachusetts. The
Home was long ago removed, but two timbers were preserved, and Mr. Hallock succeeded In securing this piece from the present resident on the premises.
Three hundred years ago the worship of the Pilgrims
was In the Old Manor House.
Today it is
fiom the Atlantic to the Pacific.
One of the Fattest Gloucester Fishermen
m i'oru

There was in the harbor yesterday, lying
at Custom House wharf, what the old salts
call a “fancy schooner.” It was the Gloucester fisherman, Harry L. Belden, Capt.
Maurice Whalen. The report was abroad
that the Belden was a Burgess boat.
But
she Is not, being designed by Lawler, of
Boston. She has not the narrow stem of a
Burgess boat, and her sails are not so
large. In a light wind the Burgess boat
would beat the Belden; but Capt. Whalen
claims that in heavy weather his boat can
race with the best of the Burgess fishermen.
The Belden is 117 tons and is said to
be equal to a 13-knot speed.
She is a fine
boat, one of the best of the modern Gloucester fishing fleet—a fleet that contains
some of the greatest sailers on earth.
The
Belden was built by Moses Adams of Essex, two years ago, and is owned by Geo.
Clark & Co., of Gloucester.
A new fisherman of 150 tons, the Maggie
E. McKenzie, has just been built on moulds
similar to those of the Belden.
Capt. Whalen reports the fishing poor.
Dr.

Lothrop

H ughey—Knowles.
Mr. Fred F. Hughey and Miss Ella F.
Knowles were united in marriage yesterday mernlng by Rev. J. G. Merrill. Only
their immediate families was present. The
presents were pretty ana useful, among
them being a handsome silver
service, presented to them by Mr. Hughey’s fellow
employes at Gaudy & Kent's, and a syrap
pitcher from Mr. Lewis A. Goudy. They
left on the noon train for Chosen, Mass,
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The shaft of the Oregon is practically
completed and the big steamer will probably sail Saturday.
Tbe Carthaginian of the Allan line did
not got away yesterday; but was to sail at
daybreak this morning.

purifier, and the best strength
Give It a trail
build-r, the best nerve helper.

i rue.

) Wurth American
\
|

and

•

Hon. THOMAS B. REED.

handsome box of fine

a

a

a

young

lady

The line

superb

one or

one

we

and

men, sizes 44 to 50.

bargains.

and

you

price

you like

can

Banquet Lamps for $5.

By GOVERNOR

/

OF NEW

/
/
(

-St_

A good pair of Blankets,
very nice thing to give,

always

$3.50,

up.
Some
pretty Swiss
waitress aprons, embroidered, have just come in.

at

Miles in

f
/ The
/

\
I

Have you

HILL,

YORK.

I

#
I
I
;

I
I

\

\

(

Eighty-nine Minutes,”

Are you
ware?

Farrington Bros., )
342 Congress St.
(

By the RT. HON.

numbers will be
CARDINAL GIBBONS,
SPEAKER CRISP.
EX-SPEAKER REED,
COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
ARCHDEACON FARRAR,
SENATOR HISCOCK,
SENATOR HALE,
SIR EDWIN ARNOLD,

-—

w

/
\

J

NOTICE.
Steamer Enterprise will be taken
from the rnnte Monday. Dec. 28, 1891
for repairs, until farther notice, mak-

her last trip east Friday. Dec 25.
Her place will be supplied by sailing
ALFBED KA< E,
packets.

ing

Manager.

dec23_diw

isiiERKBV«ivKnrthatthe
subscriber lias been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator

for Christmas shopping.
All Wool Suits 35, 86, 87
to 810 that are worth twice
this amount.
So if your
size is among them, or If you
want one for a present,
we’ll change It after Christmas if the size isn’t right.
Another Special bargain
in Mufflers and Silk Hand-

with the Will annexed of the estate of
EDWIN COBURN, late of Gorham,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and
all persons Indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
LEANDER VALENTINE, of Westbrook, Adminlstrator with the Will aunex- d.
Gorham, December I5ib.
0ec28dlavv3wW

WANTED.
None other need

at

SS

PARK

$2,

2 50 aud 3.50 big values appear In stilts also.
all wool llroadbrook Reefers, sizes 4 to 14, $6, color black.

Boy
Bow

Gray Ca»siniere Reefers, all siz*-s, $4. Keefers for large boys, $5,
half price. BOys.’ Unters, ages 11 to 1ft, plain gray, only $5.
Boys’
heavy Ulsters, ages It to 17, 5, 6 5ft, 8 and $10. Boys’ Ling Pants,
1.50, 2.50, 4 and $5, r* din ed prices. Boys’ Vest Suit*, • z-s 4 to 10,
5, 6 50, 8, 10 aud $12,

Children’s

Fauutleroy Suits, $8. Boys’
trimmed, $15. Elegant Hood Ulsters,
ages 5 to 11, $15. Jersey Suits, large stock, sizes for boys 3 to 8, 3
to $8
Boys’ Long Pant Suits, 75 of them at a special low price of
$4 prr buu. Better grade Long Pant Suits, for boys and youag
men, 30 to 34 breast measure, 8 to $20. A large lot of Boys' One
Winter Hats and Caps, marked down to half regular prices. Small
Overcoats

as

low

as

$1.

Large Boys’

Overcoats

as

low as

$3.

STANDARD-lOTHING CO.,
255 Middle

declfl

60

cent Silk

Handkerchiefs

are 29

Comforters.

Centre Tables and Bible
Stands.

cents.

Street, Portland,

Me.

dtf

We could go on, but

want to
array of
presents and our eleirant line or Furniture, Oarpets and lit.use Fund*hiogs
of all kinds.
Open every evening.

Until Christmas only. We
bought too many for regular
stock and offer you the surplus at these ridiculously

nave job see

STREET.

our

we

dec23

dit

-HEADQUAKTE RS-

«*.
v

—

COATS
—

FOB

—

Christmas Presents.

I

Yon can’t select a more u.oful gift, or one
that a man will appreciate more, than one ol
those comfortable Neglige Garments. Our line
this year Is far superior in q lantlty and quality
to those we have shown In previous seasons,
and the prices are exceedingly low for this class
of goods. We carry them In sizes from 84 to
44. You should call and look over oar stock
before the assortment Is broken. Here Is a list
of articles which we make a specialty ot for
Holiday buyers:

Besntlfnl N.

(imbre'laa,
H .iioua.

ckwrar,
«

l

Wine flUvn, Silk
Pina, Sleeve

mn, Sea (

Elrgaal

Fancy Niqkl
Muffler*, Silk Initial Udkfs,, etc., etc.
silk

Haskell & Jones,
dec9eodtf

OUTFITTERS,

Monument Square.

HOUSE FUBNISHING CO.

,

Congress Street.
* r

and

HOUSE

MEN’S

THE ATKINSON
M2

—

splendid

prices.

FARRINGTON BROS

I

Break fast Jackets

Skirts,

76 cent and $1 silk Hdkfs. are 48 cents.

low

fond of SilverButter Dishes,

Draperies, Chenille Table
Covers, Dugs, Puffs and

kerchiefs,

Cor. Pearl and Hi ddlc
i

Streets,

For Christinas & New Yea

A NEW

s

IMPORTATION OF

Portland, Hie.
F*

dec23d3t

for an
worth

Clocks, what could be
better. $5 will get a
splendid clock.

Notick

apply

closing

A»

and all kinds of nice
things very cheap.

sala of Suita iuat at thn (imo

NORTH AMERICAN REVIEW, 3 E. 14th ST., N.Y.

A

It will surprise ninny people 10 we how fine and
substantial a
can be had for a boy 4 to 14
years of age at from 95 to $8,—
Cheviots, Cassl meres, Worsteds, Ac., arc all putin at a
oat
suit

organ?

Berry Dishes, Castors,
Cake Baskets, Tea Sets

Customers joyously take
advantage of our liberality
in offering a mark down

distinguished contributors to early

pa dry cook.

tn

Don’t mother want a Sewill
ing Machine? $28
a
buy beauty. $5 down
$4 a month.

In the FEBRUARY Number
will begin a series of articles

skilful

an

tiful organs.

General Sup’t of the
N. Y. Central R. R.

Now Is the Time to Subscribe.
60 cts. a Number; $6.00 a Year.

and

$100. See these beau-

&c., &c.

/

$2

FOR BOYS AND CHILDREN.

Boys’

and $5 a month
organ at $05

By Charles H. Cramp.
And other Artielea.

Other

Chairs

If
onr
Christnot, accept
mas offer of $10 down

1W, E. GLADSTONE
■
•

Trousers,
nuaiitv. ««

Dress Overcoats, Asirachan

Rockers, $1. Nothing
pleases a child more or
lasts as long as a Chair.

First Cost of Ships,

/

\

the

$2.50._

Children’s

THE BEST BOOK OFTHE YEAR,
By Sir Edwin Arnold, Gail Hamilton,
Agnes Repplier, Amelia E. Barr, The
G Rev. Dr. C. A. Briggs, Julien Gordon,
■ and Dr. Wm. A. Hammond.
By

article for this weather. Nice Wool
to $9 oer pair. Reefers, acordino- to

price.

Rockers
were
never as handsome for
$6 as they are this
Christmas
for $4.50.
Just think of it.
Some

\
\ft

“Ninety

acceptable,

fine Blankets.

Willow

pay any
from 25

The Darker Side,
By Lady Henry Somerset.

M

water-

fancy trimmings.

Wages in Mexico,
By the Mexican Minister, M. Romero,

/

our

Hall Lamps for $3 00 S 2. Fine Winter Overcoats, $20, $22, $25 and
with ruby globes and $30.

THE PARDONING POWER.

I

For real warmth

A pretty five-foot Easel
proof lamb’s wool lined Jacket at $6.50 is a wonand a Picture all for $2.
limited number. Putnam Hair Line Sack
Very nice present and der;
Suits, heavy and warm, only $8 per suit. The King
not much money.
Frieze Ulster, $12, the best ulster in America,
A Table Lamp and nicely for the money. Heavy all wool Cassimere Lined
decorated *hade $1.50. Beaver Ulsters, $20, a very nice and desirable

two spec-

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Question of the Quorum,
By the Late President
1
1
of the Spanish Chamber,
1 French Novels and French Life,
By Andrew Lang.

J

is

for

MILLS,

The

■

The Standard Black Cheviot sack orfrock su,»
First rate Platform Rock- all wool, guaran teed fast black and
perfect fittir*
ers at $3.50 for your
sizes 33 to 44, $10. Consolidated lot of nice wo
big sister.
sack
that3 have been reduced in pric
Good
Easy Chairs in from suits, $12,
$15, $18 and $20; sizes 33 to 38. Fine Cla*
which rest is assured.
Father would like one. Diagonal Worsted suits for dress, $20 and $28.
Business and dress suits and trousers for large
$5 will buy one.

cents

JANUARY

By Hon. ROGER Q.

Easy Comfortable Plush FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN.
Rockers at $5 and less
and more, according to
Handsome, fine fitting, Tan Colored Suits
style. Good for mother single or double breasted, $15.

Do you want something
for your Grandmother?
What is better than a
fine soft little
Apron
made of mull with long
ties and frilled around the
edge, or livened by a bit
of lavender ribbon ? We
have them for 25c.
You can get Aprons
here for the nurse, the
butler, the cook or the
maid who tends the door,

Hood's Sarsaparilla
the best blood

\

gift

ial

mouths aud 26 days old. and my health is perI have no aches or pains about
fectly good.
me. Hood’s Sarsaparilla regulates my bowels,
stimulates my appetite and helps me to sleep
well. I doubt if a preparation ever was made
so well suited to the wants of old people.”
L.
B. Hamlen, Elm Street, Augusta, Me.

Contains:

at

sure-to-be-apprecia-

includes

Tonic for die

MR. SPEAKER.

ot

pick

ted

show is

Aged.
“Augusta, Me., Sept. 26,1891.
“I do not remember when I began to take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla; it was a number of years
ago, and I have found It does me a great deal of
I am 91 years, 2
good in my declining years.

I

good publishers

stationery.

Letter from

/ Review

all

A

fiflr. J. B. Hamlen
of Augusta

/

includes the

ing.

91 Years Old

a* a

a

non

home and abroad.
We’ve put a lot of 35c
and 50c ones in the 15c
and 25c boxes this morn-

Steamer Notes.

Hood’s Sarsaparillat

YOU HAVE?

Here’s another reason: People are getting In
the way of buying more Clothing for Christmas
Gifts than formerly, because it is so much appreciated.

one reason :

Our reasons, together with our big stock of
A good combination desk
Clothing, the cold weather, the low prices, make
anu oooKcase lor >our
our store the center for clothing buyers.
best girl will cost you
Perhaps some of the following may strike you
anywnere from $10 up,
but you can get a neat as being desirable investments. We are sure they
wouid if you would see and examine them.
little desk for $5.

combinations of thought and color
and art, and the col lee-

Is

the clearing of snow from the sidewalks.
In many streets there are owners of property who fail to have the snow cleared after a storm, or at least net for seyoral days,
and pedestrians have to endure the slush
and slop, or deep snow or ice in front of
houses or stores that these people own, to
their great discomfort and even danger.

Interesting

never

tasteful

most

See that the Sidewalks Are Cleared.

reiernug

WHAT WILL

offerings.
There

Days, Especially Suits:

$1500 from our Boys* Suit
department, and $3000 from our Men’s Suit
counters, have been dropped at one skip, to induce you to buy this month, before our annual
stock taking. Of course such attractions bring
crowds.

to

the season, because these
are
the proper accompaniments of all holiday

morning.

one

Here’s

or

The brightest verses,
the daintiest pictures, the

rue

these December

your

ries of the road they have appointed a
hearing to tat>-ft place at the county commissioners’ elDce at 10 o’clock Thursday

Other Cities Are Troubled Too.

The other day the Press published a
communication in rtferenco to the nuisance created by people who throw waste
paper and rubbish into the streets, and
nrging the police to enforce the ordinances
in regard to the matter.
Yesterday's Boston Journal says:
“The mayor and the chief of police of
Elizabeth, N. J., have begun a crusade
against people who throw waste paper and
other rubbish into the streets,and warrants
hare been issued.
In this tney follow tho
example of the authorities of many foreign cities, who go so far as to visit the
dwellers in the house from which rubbish
might have been thrown. The name of
the offender in our city is Legion, and to
him the streets and public gardens seem
oue vast receptacle for what he chooses to
discard.”

gift,
WHATEVER
you’ll

and Forest avenue to the Deenng line on
the Westbrook line yesterday. On a petition to make a survey and fix the bounda-

luiceu, particularly

THERE’S A REASONFor People’s buying so much Clothing of Us

December 23,1891.

has been
such a choice line here as
there is now.

to Build a New Theatre.

Dr. Lotlnop, the lessee of the Portland
Theatre, has bonded a lot of land in Lynn,
Mass., and proposes to erect thereon a
handsome new theatre at a cost for land
and building of about $60,000. It will seat
when completed about 1600, and there will
not be any stores underneath.
In this connection we may say that during the days the theatre has been closed in
Portland, since Mr. Adams’s engagement,
Mr. Wilson, the manager, has had all the
seats cleansed, the back lobby repainted,
and the gasaller taken apart and cleansed
ana ice nouse is now m apple-pie order.

pr>vrrr.Awn.

probable.
Tlie county commissioners went over the
route from tne junction of Spring street

now

msciuuAnEuca.

rainy.

most

The winter is just beginning and
the time to see that the ordinances

AUTKHTI'E WENT*.

The weather
today
i» likely to be

ions of citizens as to the location of the
track of the Portland Kailroad company.
There is no donbt that the city will allow
the location of the track when the company
make their extension next spring; but
there is a donbt whether the track should
be allowed to go on the side or in the midThe railroad company
dle of the street.
would prefer the side; but the citizens at
Monday night’s hearing seemed generally
to prefer the middle of the road. The city
government will decide on the first Monday of January.
There is talk by the Westbrook people of
limiting the fares to five cents, bat Superintendent Newman says passengers cannot
be carried for that. A ten-ceni rate seems

Congrega-

tional Club.

NEW

V.

Branrhea-Auburn, Hangar BSddcfnrd,
Uardiner, Norway, Oldtown,
Rockland and

ISAAC C.
dtc2d

ATKINSON,

■

Wnterrille.

GENERAL MANAGER.
uu

Exquisite^ Perfumes
Sctalotterbeck & Foss

i

PERFUME

JTOMIZERS.

Schlotterbeck &, Foi

